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Abstract

This thesis outlines problems in the estimation of concentration value of an absorber

present in a medium that is scattering and shortcomings of using the currently available

techniques for the characterisation of such a scattering medium. The work describes ex-

periment and analytic techniques used to overcome these problems. This thesis explored

experimentally the practicality of using polarisation subtraction technique to minimise

the effects of scattering components on the measured data. This work also considered the

case when this technique has not been used owing to its limited application, and to that

end, the improved linear equation and nonlinear fitting models, and gradient processing

method were developed on the basis of the assumed behaviour of how a medium’s scat-

tering coefficient changes with wavelength to provide information about the fractional

concentration value of an absorber. The performance of these techniques evaluated via

simulation showed that linear equation model has the fastest processing speed, nonlinear

fitting method is robust to system noise and is able to providean overall more accurate es-

timate of value with mean of errors of less than±1%. The gradient processing method has

intermediate performances with accuracy of its estimated value improved by about30%

with an increase in the spectral resolution from1 nm to 0.5 nm. This work concludes

that gradient processing method would be employed if accuracy of estimated value, noise

robustness and computing time are of concern. However, nonlinear fitting method would

be chosen in case high accuracy of the estimated value is required. Both of these methods

can be suitably used as complementary techniques to clinical assessment of skin grafts

and burnt skin. The simultaneous solution of linear equation model works well if all the

measurement parameters are known.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivations

In a non-scattering medium, light attenuation changes linearly with the absorption prop-

erties of the medium and they are related by the propagation distance of the photons (in

a non-scattering case, this is the thickness of the sample),hence the measurement of at-

tenuation gives an estimate of medium’s absorption. This relationship is described by the

Lambert-Beer law, which will be discussed in section 2.1.1. However, the presence of

scattering causes the photons to propagate along random paths. Consequently, uncertain-

ties in the photons’ pathlength mean that the sample’s absorption properties cannot be

accurately estimated using the Lambert-Beer law based on thethickness of the sample.

In addition, scattering also results in an attenuation offset, which is the intensity loss

even when the medium has no absorbing substance present. To make things more difficult,

the scattering properties of the medium change with measurement wavelength, which

causes different attenuation values to be detected even when the absorption of this medium
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remains unchanged.

Different approaches towards the characterisation of a scattering sample have been re-

ported in the studies of turbid media over the last few decades. These efforts have mainly

revolved around finding a quantitative solution that is inexpensive, fast (i.e. real-time)

and effective, as these are highly sought after by industries such as food,1 clinical (e.g.

oximetry,2–6 bilirubin concentration measurements)7, pharmaceutical8,9 and also in other

research applications, e.g. oceanography.10 All of the scattering media in these applica-

tions share a common characteristic, in that they respond similarly towards the incoming

light, and photon migration in these media depends upon the media’s properties. The

interaction of photons with (absorbing and scattering) particles in the medium modifies

the intensity of transmitted or reflected light, promoting anon-invasive means of medium

characterisation which makes optical absorption spectroscopy an attractive method to use.

An increasingly important and well-known application which exploits this is in the opti-

cal clinical diagnostic field, where cancerous cells can be distinguished by analysing the

scattered light.11

The measurements and analysis techniques commonly used foroptical examination of

scattering media include spectroscopic monitoring techniques, the use of photon migra-

tion models and analytic models to extract the value of optical parameters (very often this

is the fractional concentration value of an absorber,fa, in a scattering medium that con-

tains at least two light absorbing species). The flow of the optical spectroscopic process

can be summarised in Fig. 1.1. This diagram shows that the whole process involves two

main stages, namely optical measurement and data analysis.This is underpinned by the

use of appropriate photon transport models. Photon transport models are important in

terms of validating the performance of a measurement technique, the value of measure-
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ment parameters and to provide the reflectance or transmittance spectra to solve an inverse

problem. Scattering reduction techniques can be implemented and used with the optical

spectroscopic techniques to remove the heavily scatteringcomponents of the detected

light.
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Figure 1.1: Techniques for spectroscopic monitoring and characterisation of a scattering
medium.

Even though different techniques and models listed in Fig. 1.1 are available for spec-

troscopy and analysis of a scattering medium, most of these techniques require extensive
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computational processing,12–17 bulky and expensive equipments18,19 and do not provide

real-time characterisation, while others lack robustnessor provide limited and poor per-

formance as will be elaborated in the next chapter. This study aims to overcome some of

these shortcomings and they are described in section 1.2.

Since there is an increased interest in the spectroscopy of biological tissues for the de-

tection of cancer20 and other diseases (such as diabetes),21 oximetry is used in this thesis

as an example of application. This work considers oxy- and deoxyhaemoglobin, which

are the main light absorbers in blood, as the medium’s absorbers whenever the modelling

of a scattering phantom for the demonstration of the discussed techniques is required, and

the quantifiedfa value is given by the fractional concentration of oxyhaemoglobin (or

commonly known as blood oxygen saturation, SO2, which will be further described in

section 2.5.1).

In addition, the reason of this choice is that pulse oximetry, which is a well known in-

strument used to find SO2 value owing to its fast processing time and non-invasive nature,

has limited application, wherein its performance deteriorates when arterial SO2 dropped

below70 %. This is because manufacturers (of pulse oximeter) are prohibited to induce

extreme hypoxia on volunteers when collecting calibrationdata for SO2 measurement.22

This results in poor accuracy of value estimated from extrapolated data. Even though

the accuracy of value given by arterial blood gas analyser isnot limited to a certain SO2

range, this is a less popular method due to its invasive character. Various efforts have been

made to develop different technique suitably used as an alternative non-invasive means for

oximetry. These methods, however, have their own drawbacks. Some of these efforts and

methods, and their shortcomings are briefly described as follows:

1. to seek a suitable attenuation model, with the commonly used model is Modified

4



Lambert Beer law (MLBL). The search of SO2 value using this model requires

either the optimal wavelengths found using brute force method or a fitting routine.

Both of these methods can be time consuming.

2. to use either labour-intensive heuristic search method or analytical solution of dif-

fusion equation theory, which succeeded only under certainmedium conditions and

geometries,23 to determine a model suitably used to fit to the measured data to ex-

tract the value of SO2.

3. to use Monte Carlo method or diffusion theory to simulate photon migration in a

medium to give a library of pre-measurement data. These dataare used to deduce

the value of parameters of interest through the fitting of theresult to the measured

data. Accurate estimation of SO2 value using this method, however, requires strict

knowledge of the medium structure, geometry and its opticalproperties values.

Further discussion of current state of art of the above mentioned and other techniques

that can be used to give an estimate of optical properties values of a scattering medium

(e.g. skin tissues) can be found in section 2.5.

1.2 Aims of this thesis

This thesis is mainly concerned with problems in the quantification process caused by the

insufficiency of analytic models to accurately predict an absorber’s fractional concentra-

tion value in a scattering medium (shown in top right of Fig. 1.1). The main purpose of

this thesis is to investigate the feasibility of using different experimental and analytical

means to recoverfa or SO2 value. This thesis has the following objectives:
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1. to further investigate the performances of differentialpolarisation technique, which

is known by its ability to reject heavily scattering components, that was theoretically

examined in previous works (Lu24 and Stockfordet al.25) using experiment method

2. to find and develop fast, robust and effective analytic techniques to find the value

of parameter of interest, with no restriction in their application (in terms of the true

SO2 range where they can be used). This thesis also aims to identify the optimal

technique for quantification work under different practical consideration.

With these aims in mind, this study focuses on investigating(experimental and analyt-

ical) methods that can be suitably applied and used for accurate quantification offa value

(or SO2 in oximetry) via absorption spectroscopy instead of the detection and analysis

of photoplethysmographic signals that are used in pulse oximetry. This is owing to the

simplicity of absorption spectroscopic system operation and flexibility in its application.

1.3 Contributions of this thesis

The four primary contributions of this thesis are listed as follows.

The first contribution of this thesis is the development of a means to recoverfa value

without either using a library of data or the direct use of an attenuation model, which

are normally required to determine optical properties values. This value is found via the

analysis of attenuation response of different wavelength pairs.

Second, this work found different generic strategies of wavelengths selection to recover

fa value using MLBL. These strategies allow optimal wavelengths to be selected without

the use of brute force method which is accepted as a standard method in many related

6



studies.4,25,26

The third contribution is the development of a suitable fitting model directly from

cumulant based model and using knowledge inferred from previously developed Expo-

nential model.27 The process of finding this model does not involve the commonly used

heuristic search method.

The fourth is the experimental evaluation of efficiency and practicality of using polari-

sation subtraction technique using the experiment system designed in this work.

1.4 Structure of this thesis

The rest of chapters is organised as follows.

Chapter 2, “Background and literature review”, provides a discussion of optical properties

of a scattering-absorbing medium, an overview of spectroscopic imaging techniques and

current state of art of experimental and analytical methods(and their tradeoffs) in their

application in scattering media characterisation. This chapter also discusses the effects

of scattering on measurables obtained from different imaging techniques and problems in

the accurate estimation of a sample’s absorptive components.

Chapter 3, “Experimental investigation of polarisation subtraction technique”, investi-

gates the performance of linear polarisation technique through experimental spectroscopic

measurements. The main purpose of this investigation is to examine the practicality of us-

ing this technique and its performances at minimising the scattering effects on measure-

ment parameters when this technique is incorporated into the employed optical system.

Chapter 4, “Optical examination of scattering media using linear equation model”, presents

7



the use of linear equation model to accurately estimate the fractional concentration value

of an absorber in a scattering medium using nonpolarised signals. This chapter discusses

the basis on which the wavelengths may be selected to yield zero error in the estimated

value. This work also considers necessary modifications to the MLBL to account for

the effects of wavelength dependent scattering on the signals. The optimal wavelengths

and criteria considered in selecting this wavelength combination for a given measurement

medium and experiment system are also presented.

Chapter 5, “Absorber’s fractional concentration estimation via the analysis of attenuation

of wavelength pairs”, investigates an analytic technique suitably used to find an absorber’s

fractional concentration value when there is no restriction on the selection of wavelengths.

This method is developed based on the cumulant-based model,and it works without the

direct use of an attenuation model. The validity and versatility of this technique are also

tested using a medium with more than two absorbers whose extinction coefficient spectral

signatures are very similar.

Chapter 6, “Nonlinear fitting of attenuation spectrum and itscomparison with other tech-

niques”, uses cumulant-based model to elucidate the physical meaning of the terms in

exponential model, which is developed previously on heuristic search basis. Despite the

good performance that has been claimed by Rodmell,27 the exponential model requires

nine fitting coefficients, so fitting using this model is undoubtedly time consuming. A

more efficient model is developed from cumulant based model to improve accuracy of

estimated value and decrease the computation time. The performance of this model and

the exponential model is also compared via simulations withthat of other techniques de-

scribed in this work.

8



Chapter 7, “Conclusions and Future work”, sums up the findings,implications and final

conclusion of this work. Also included in this chapter are suggestions for future work and

further improvements.
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Chapter 2

Background and literature review

The purpose of this chapter is to provide context for the research presented in this the-

sis. The first part of this chapter is focused on a discussion of optical properties of a

scattering-absorbing medium. An overview of photon transport models, and instruments

and imaging techniques used for the analysis and in imaging of a medium are reviewed in

section 2.3 and section 2.4, respectively. Section 2.5 gives a general discussion of state of

art of existing analytic models and methods used to findfa. This provides backgrounds

for contributions of this thesis in Chapter 4 to 6. Finally, this chapter includes a brief

description of scattering reduction techniques in section2.6.

2.1 Optical properties of scattering and absorbing media

Spectroscopic measurements of a scattering medium can be used to determine its optical

properties via the analysis of its measured properties. These measurement parameters can

be in various forms depending on the types of the measurements performed. A range of

10



these parameters will be discussed later in section 2.4. Thedecrease in light intensity as

it traverses a medium is the most basic parameter used in characterising a medium. It

is related to the medium’s optical properties and describedby the light transmittance,T ,

as:28

T =
I

I0

(2.1.1)

whereI0 andI are the intensity of illuminating and detected light, respectively. The light

attenuation,A, is given by,28

A = − log(T ) (2.1.2)

= − log

(
I

I0

)

. (2.1.3)

Unless stated otherwise, the logarithm term used to produceA in Eq. (2.1.3) islog10 and

this is used throughout this work.

2.1.1 Absorption properties

The absorption process in a medium involves a transfer of thephotons’ energy to the

absorbing substances, which causes dissipation of the photon energy. The inverse of

the mean distance a photon will travel before being absorbedis given by the absorption

coefficient,µa, of the sample that is expressed inmm−1. This µa is determined by the

concentration of absorber(s) in the medium and their corresponding molar absorptivity

values:29

µa(λ) =
∞∑

n=1

Cnεn(λ) (2.1.4)
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Here,Cn andεn(λ) denote the concentration and wavelength dependent extinction coef-

ficient of nth absorber in the medium with units ofmol L−1 andL mol−1 mm−1, respec-

tively.

If only an absorber is present in the medium, this work assumes that changes in the

measuredµa value (∆µa) can only occur under two circumstances, which are when (1)

the absorber’s concentration value varies as shown in Eq. (2.1.5), or (2) when a different

wavelength is used as shown in Eq. (2.1.6).23 Both of these changes can be quantified by

theµa value obtained from two successive measurements.

∆µa = ε∆C (2.1.5)

∆µa = µa(λ1) − µa(λ2) = (ε(λ1) − ε(λ2))C (2.1.6)

Here,µa(λ1) is theµa value measured atλ1, ∆C andC are the concentration change

and absolute value for absorber concentration, respectively, whilst ε andε(λ1) are the

extinction coefficient of this absorber at any fixed wavelength and atλ1, respectively.

2.1.1.1 Lambert-Beer law

In 1768, Lambert demonstrated the linear relationship between attenuationA and the

medium thickness,d, while Beer completed the law by relatingA to the medium’sµa to

produce:30

A = µad (2.1.7)
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Alternatively Eq. (2.1.7) can also be written using Eq. (2.1.3) as:31

I = I010−µad (2.1.8)

Eq. (2.1.7) and Eq. (2.1.8) are known as the Lambert-Beer law.In a non-scattering

medium, light pathlength,dph, is given by the physical separation between the source

and the detector,d. Measurement ofA can therefore be used to obtainµa. The Lambert-

Beer law is still the basis of the vast majority of analytic models used to quantify the

absorptive components of a medium.

2.1.2 Scattering properties

The scattering process in a medium does not directly attenuate the intensity of the in-

coming light but results in a random change in the direction of a propagating photon

upon arriving at a boundary with a different refractive index. This causes a diversion of

light away from the finite-sized detector and so reduces the intensity of light that reached

the detector. The scattering coefficient,µs, is used to describe the probability of photon

scattering in a medium. The scattering direction of a propagating photon depends on the

anisotropy factor,g, which is the mean cosine of the scattering angles,〈cos(θ)〉, whereθ is

the scattering angle. Ag value approaching−1, 0 and1 represents the scattering patterns

of strongly backward, isotropic and forward scattering, respectively.28 In many media, in-

cluding tissue, this scattering direction can be estimatedby the Henyey-Greenstein phase
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function, which is given by:32–35

cos(θ) =







1
2g

{

1 + g2 −
(

1−g2

1−g+2gξ

)2
}

if g 6= 0

2ξ − 1 if g = 0

(2.1.9)

whereξ is a random number between0 and1 drawn from a uniform distribution. The

µs andg values are two independent parameters,36 and can be used to give the reduced

scattering coefficient,µ′
s, which is the reciprocal of the photon effective mean pathlength

before a scattering event in units ofmm−1;

µ′
s = (1 − g)µs (2.1.10)

2.1.2.1 Photon pathlength and mean free path

In a scattering-absorbing medium, scattering and absorption processes will determine the

average distance a photon does travel (light pathlength) before escaping from the medium.

This parameter, however, should not be confused with the photon’s mean free path. Both

the photon pathlength and mean free path values depend on themedium’sµs andµa, and

are expressed in units ofmm, but they do not have the same meaning. Their differences

are outlined as follows.

The scattering process modifies the direction of propagating photons, affecting the

propagation time of these photons before exiting a medium, those photons with large

traversing times are more likely to be absorbed in the presence of an absorber. The pho-

ton pathlength,dph, is given by this propagation time,t, as
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dph = cmt (2.1.11)

Here, cm= c/nm is the velocity of light in the medium with refractive indexnm and

c= 3 × 1011 mm s−1 is the speed of light in a vacuum. The uncertainty in the photon

propagating time, and hence the photon pathlengthdph, is the factor which contributes to

the inaccurate medium characterisation using the Lambert-Beer law.37

The photon mean free path (mfp) describes the mean travel distance of a photon before

being scattered or absorbed and it is defined as:38

mfp =
1

µt
(2.1.12)

whereµt= µs + µa is the total attenuation coefficient. According to Eq. (2.1.12), if a

sample’sµs and(or)µa is increased, themfp is decreased, increasing the probability of

photons being scattered and(or) absorbed before hitting the detector. This reduces the

detected light intensity and results in a higher attenuation value.

2.2 Temporal Point Spread Function and the derivation

of attenuation value

The Temporal Point Spread Function (TPSF) is the temporal response of a medium to

a delta function of light. In a pure scattering medium, the temporal distribution of pho-

tons is broadened by the different paths taken by the photonsdue to scattering, and this

TPSF ‘width’ increases with the sample’sµ′
s, which is apparent in the transmission mode

measurement. Therefore the statistical properties of a TPSF are important to quantify the
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photon propagation time and the mean pathlength the photonshave travelled.

Even though a medium’s TPSF can be measured using time domainmeasurements

(described in section 2.4.2), an approximation of the TPSFsof scattering media used

in this thesis is derived using the Monte Carlo method which will be described in sec-

tion 2.3.3. This is due to the complexity and cost of the instruments required for such

experiments. An example of a simulated TPSF given from a medium with optical prop-

erties shown in Fig. 2.1 is plotted in Fig. 2.2(a). This TPSF is obtained after20 million

photons were launched normally into a rectangular medium which has dimensions of

50 mm × 45 mm × 10 mm (L × H × W). Photons reaching a finite size detector with

detector radius of3 mm in different time bins are counted and plotted in Fig. 2.2(a). This

detector is placed at a distance10 mm from the source. Also shown in Fig. 2.2(a) are

the detected TPSFs when light transmitted through a medium containing only water (i.e.

µs = 0 mm−1), and when the medium hasµs= 8 mm−1 andg = 0.93. The mean and

variance of photon time-of-flight distribution are shown inFig. 2.2(a) to increase with

the medium’sµs. Let S(t) represents the distribution of scattered light that reached the

detector whenµa = 0 mm−1, the amount of the energy of the detected light,E(µs), after

light with energyE0 illuminated a pure scattering medium can be written as

E(µs) =

∫ ∞

t=0

S(t)dt (2.2.1)

This energy value is lower thanE0 due to the scattering of light away from the detector

as shown in Fig. 2.1.

It is possible to determine the TPSF of a medium with uniformly distributed absorbers

of different absorption levels using the Monte Carlo method,but running a Monte Carlo
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model for a large number ofµa values is time consuming. Therefore, the incorporation

of the absorption effects into the TPSF is performed post-simulation by applying the Mi-

croscopic Lambert-Beer law39,40 (i.e. 10−µacmt) to every time point ofS(t) to produce the

energy of light detected from a scattering-absorbing medium given by:

E(µs, µa) =

∫ ∞

t=0

S(t)10−µacmtdt (2.2.2)

t(s) 

No. of photons 

   t = 0 

1000 

 a = 0 mm-1

 s = 5 mm-1 

g  = 0.93

DetectorLight source
200 

W = 10 mm 

mc

W
t    

No. of photons 

H = 45 mm t(s) 

   S(t) 

Figure 2.1: The medium used in the Monte Carlo model to producethe TPSF (forµs =
5 mm−1 andg = 0.93) shown in Fig. 2.2(a) (diagram not drawn according to the actual
scale for clarity).

Using the relationships in Eq. (2.1.1) - Eq. (2.1.3) and Eq. (2.2.1) - Eq. (2.2.2), the total

light attenuation is given by:41
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Figure 2.2: (a) The normalised TPSF of a non-scattering and scattering samples (µs =
5 mm−1 and8 mm−1, g = 0.93 for both), and whenµa = 0 mm−1 in these samples. (b)
Attenuation,A, versus absorption coefficientµa for these media.
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A = − log

(
E(µs)

E0

)

− log

(
E(µs, µa)

E(µs)

)

(2.2.3)

= As + log

(∫ ∞

t=0

s(t)10−µacmtdt

)

(2.2.4)

whereE(µs) andE(µs, µa) represent the energy of light detected from a scattering medium

in the absence and presence of absorption, respectively.As is the scattering dependent at-

tenuation offset shown in Fig. 2.2(b), whiles(t) describes the probability of detecting

photons at a given photon time-of-flight, and is produced by normalising Eq. (2.2.2) us-

ing its zeroth moment, i.e.E(µs) in Eq. (2.2.1).42 The attenuation values are calculated by

applying Eq. (2.2.4) to the TPSF in Fig. 2.2(a) and are shown in Fig. 2.2(b). In the absence

of scattering, the linear relationship betweenA andµa is represented by the Lambert-Beer

law. Meanwhile, the effects of scattering on the light attenuation can be seen on theA

versusµa plot whenµs are5 mm−1 and8 mm−1 in Fig. 2.2(b), in which the nonlinearity

in these relationships are produced by the scattering and absorption dependent variation in

the photon mean pathlength (expressed in Eq. (2.1.11)). Fig. 2.2(b) also shows that both

As and the nonlinearity in theA versusµa relationship vary with the medium’sµs. Besides

this, theA versusµa relationship becomes more linear asµa increases, which is when the

photon mean pathlength approaches the source-detector distance, as the effect of adding

more absorption is to reduce the contribution from photons with longer pathlengths. This

will be described later in section 2.6.1.
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2.3 Photon transport model

Numerous models have been developed over the past few decades to study the theoretical

behaviour of photon propagation in a medium. Many of these studies aim to find a suitable

and time-efficient photon transport model to provide a better understanding of a system,

to evaluate the performance of optical techniques43,44 and even to predict the value of

different measurables.13,19 It has also become increasingly common to use a photon trans-

port model to solve the inverse problem through numerical modelling of the system38 and

by mapping the system’s measurables to the sample’s opticalproperties.17,45 The basis

to all the photon propagation models is the Radiative Transfer Theory (RTT),46 which is

discussed in the following section.

Radiative Transfer Theory (RTT)

RTT is an equation which has been used rigorously to examine the theoretical behaviour

of photon migration in a medium.47 It describes the changes in light intensity at timet, at

positionr and into the direction,̂s, I(r , ŝ, t). This equation of transfer is expressed as:47,48

1

cm

∂I(r , ŝ, t)
∂t

+ ŝ∇I(r , ŝ, t) = −µtI(r , ŝ, t) +
µs

4π

∫

4π

p(ŝ, ŝ′)I(r , ŝ, t)dω′ + ǫ(r , ŝ, t)

(2.3.1)

wherep(ŝ′, ŝ) is the scattering phase function which characterises the intensity of light

incident in direction̂s′ and scattered into direction̂s.48 The first term on the right hand

side of Eq. (2.3.1) describes the decrease in the light intensity due to scattering and ab-

sorption, while the second term refers to the increase in intensity as light is scattered from

direction ŝ′ into ŝ. The total increase in the intensity is given by the integration of light
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intensity over a solid angle,ω′. The parameterǫ(r , ŝ, t) defines the temporal and spatial

emittance characteristics of the source. This equation shows that light distribution can

be calculated ifµa, µs and the phase function are available.46 However, to solve these

parameters requires a solution to the RTT, which is difficultfor all kinds of media except

for those with the simplest geometries. In the following subsections, a review of different

models derived from RTT,46,47which are numerical (i.e. Monte Carlo) and analytical (i.e.

diffusion equation, Kubelka Munk theory) models, are presented.

2.3.1 Diffusion approximation

The derivation of diffusion equation from RTT shown in Eq. (2.3.1) is based on the as-

sumption that each photon in the medium does not have a preferential propagating di-

rection but rather follows a random walk.49 To arrive at the diffusion equation, a narrow

collimated beam is often used to illuminate a semi-infinite or an infinite homogeneous

scattering medium, and the temporal distribution of photons, φ(r , t), can be estimated

directly using the diffusion equation which is given by:45

1

cm

∂

∂t
φ(r , t) − D∇2φ(r , t) + µaφ(r , t) = P(r , t) (2.3.2)

whereP(r , t) is the source term andD is the diffusion coefficient, which is expressed

as15,18,45

D =
1

3(µa + µs(1 − g))
(2.3.3)

Pattersonet al.45 has previously derived the transmittance and reflectance spectra for

the semi-infinite and infinite slabs from Eq. (2.3.2). It was demonstrated that, using the
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derived reflectance response, the parametersµ′
s andµa can be obtained by fitting the sim-

ulated data to the reported results from human calf muscle measurements.19 However, the

requirements for these results to be valid are that scattering is predominant over absorp-

tion, µa ≪ µs(1− g), and the region of interest is located far from the source, boundaries

and detector.19,45,46,49Therefore this approximation fails to produce an adequate descrip-

tion of photons at their early interactions with the particles in a highly scattering medium.

2.3.2 Kubelka Munk theory

Kubelka Munk theory is another analytic model derived from RTT. Like the Diffusion

approximation, it is an approximation to RTT and it is used toovercome the complexity

and difficulty of solving the photon transport problem usingRTT.46 Kubelka Munk theory

describes the propagation of uniformly diffused light in a slab and it is popular for its

simplicity as it allows the estimation of a sample’s opticalproperties directly from the

deduced reflectance expression which is given by:14,46

yR(λ) = cosh−1

(
2a(λ) + s(λ)

s(λ)

)

(2.3.4)

Here, the variableyR(λ) is the negative natural logarithm of the measured reflectance

spectrum, while the symbolsa(λ) ands(λ) denote the Kubelka Munk absorption coeffi-

cient and scattering coefficient of the sample, respectively.14

Even though this theory is analytically simple, it is based on the assumptions that there

are no boundary mismatches and photons in the medium have undergone isotropic scat-

tering. Both of these assumptions do not hold in the situationwhen light propagation in

the medium is dominated by anisotropic scattering, for example in biological tissues.14,46
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2.3.3 Monte Carlo simulation

The earliest use of the Monte Carlo method dates back to1949, when it was used in

studies of stochastic physical processes.50 This method is a numerical solution to prob-

lems that are difficult to solve by analytic approaches. In its application to spectroscopy,

this method is able to produce accurate predictions of photon migration in a scattering

medium within the limits of its stochastic nature.51 This is because this method allows

direct handling of arbitrarily complex medium geometries for a range of parameters.47

An excellent agreement between experiment results and datapredicted using the Monte

Carlo model have been presented in several works.13,16,19,52Notably accurate results are

predicted using the Monte Carlo method because each individual photon in the simula-

tion is traced along a random walk until the propagation process is halted either when

the photon has escaped from the medium or after it has travelled for a considerably long

distance. In this case, ifµa 6= 0 mm−1, the contribution of this photon’s energy to the

detected intensity would be negligible. Unlike the deterministic approaches discussed in

section 2.3.1 and section 2.3.2, where the photon directionhas been neglected, the propa-

gation direction of each photon in this model is determined and described by longitudinal

angle,θ, and azimuthal angle,φ, which is given by:32,53

φ = 2πξ (2.3.5)

Here, the value ofξ is a random number uniformly distributed between0 to 1, so thatφ

is uniformly distributed between0 and2π. The probability distribution for cosineθ is

expressed in Eq. (2.1.9) andθ has a value between0 to π. For the Monte Carlo model em-

ployed in this work, each of these photons propagates in the medium with an incremental
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stepsize,∆s, given by32

∆s =
−ln(ξ)

µs
(2.3.6)

This model requires several millions of photons to be tracedto produce statistically

valid simulation results, particularly if the medium has a thickness of up to several cen-

timetres.47 Therefore, the drawback of using this model is that it is computationally in-

tensive and is a time consuming process. It is also less time efficient to use this model

for the statistical analysis of a thick, heavily scatteringmedium, e.g. breast and cerebral

tissue,28,54 when the transmittance measurements through these tissuesare performed.

2.4 Instrumentation for the measurement of optical prop-

erties

It was mentioned in section 2.1 and section 2.2 that the absorption and scattering in a

medium modify the system’s measurables given from different measurement techniques.

In the following, continuous intensity spectroscopy whichcan be used to measureA is

briefly reviewed in section 2.4.1. For completeness, time-domain and frequency-domain

techniques which can be used to provide temporal information of the propagating light

are also discussed. All these measurements can be performedeither in transmission or

reflectance mode and they are briefly compared here in terms oftheir performance and

cost.
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2.4.1 Continuous intensity measurement

The majority of absorption spectroscopy measurements use acontinuous intensity tech-

nique to characterise a scattering medium. Continuous intensity measurements usually

employ a constant intensity light source with the detectionof light intensity via a suitable

detector such as a photodiode or a Charge-Coupled Detector (CCD).12 This technique is

popular because the equipment is cheaper than for the time-domain and frequency-domain

techniques which will be described in the following subsections, and it is also simpler to

use.55 Moreover, the recent development of hyperspectral cameraswhich capture images

across a series of wavelengths, e.g.430 nm to 920 nm at an interval of typically4 nm,56

with fast scanning rates57 allows a large volume of intensity data to be collected within a

relatively short amount of time, making this a favourable choice for spectroscopy. One of

the measurement techniques that adopts continuous intensity measurement is polarisation

measurement, which is an increasingly popular method to usein spectroscopy to reduce

the effects of scattering in the detected light. The polarisation measurement will be intro-

duced later in section 2.6.3 as one of the scattering reduction techniques to be considered

in this thesis.

2.4.2 Time-domain measurement

In time-domain measurements, an ultrafast light source anda streak camera can be used to

measure the temporal spreading of a short, e.g. picosecond,input pulse after its propaga-

tion through a sample. This produces the TPSF of the medium asdescribed in section 2.2.

However, to generate an ultrashort pulse, only a single wavelength source such as a solid

state laser58 or cavity-dumped mode locked dye laser28 can be used. Thus, to perform
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measurements at different wavelengths, a tunable laser source or multiple sources are re-

quired. The repetition frequency of the light pulse would becoupled and synchronised

with the scanning rate of a streak camera, which is expensiveand bulky.59 Time Cor-

related Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) is a more affordable alternative to measure the

temporal response of the medium. It uses a Photon MultiplierTube (PMT)60 or Avalanche

Photodiode (APD)61 to detect photons at different time bins, but photon detection using

these devices is slow and limited to the resolution of50 ps as compared to1 ps when a

streak camera is used.28

2.4.3 Frequency-domain measurement

In frequency-domain measurements, the measured parameters are the modulation depth,

M, and phase shift in relation to the incoming light,φ. M is given byIac/Idc whereIac

andIdc are the amplitude of the oscillating and constant light intensities, respectively,29

and both of the parameters M andφ vary with a sample’s optical properties. This type

of measurement employs a radio frequency (RF) modulated light source and a phase sen-

sitive detector. The light source used in this measurement can be either broadband or

narrowband and the detector can either be a Photon Multiplier Tube (PMT) or Avalanche

Photodetector (APD).29,58 One method of demodulation the detected signals is to modu-

late the gain of the detector at a frequency offset by severalkHz from the frequency of the

modulated source.62 This serves as a down conversion of the RF signal to an Audio fre-

quency (AF) signal, where it is easier to detect small changes in M andφ.58 An alternative

method is to use an external mixer to mix the signal down to an intermediate frequency.63

If the modulation frequencyf is less than200 MHz, thenφ is approximately linearly
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related to the mean of photon pathlength distribution〈dph〉 and it is given by:62,64

φ ≈
2πf〈dph〉

cm
(2.4.1)

However, this equation does not hold for light modulated at ahigher frequency. Tromberg

et al.65 showed that photon density waves modulated at higher frequencies become in-

creasingly damped as they propagate at shallower depths, contributing to a very small, if

any, change to the measurements onφ.64

The advantage of using the frequency-domain technique is that without the use of a

streak camera and a mode-locked laser source, the equipmentinvolved is less bulky and

cheaper as compared to the time-domain technique. Even though measurement ofφ al-

lows the estimation of〈dph〉 using light modulated at low frequency, it does not provide

complete information about a TPSF.

2.5 Analytic models for obtaining optical coefficients

So far some measurement techniques which can be used for spectroscopy of a scattering

medium have been reviewed and the results from these measurements can be analysed

to provide an estimation of the value of sample’s optical properties (e.g.µa). However,

the use of Lambert-Beer law in Eq. (2.1.7) as the analytic model would result in a poor

estimation ofµa value as the attenuationA expressed in Eq. (2.2.4) differs from that given

by the Lambert-Beer law in terms of the attenuation offset,As and nonlinearity in theA

versusµa relationship shown in Fig. 2.2(b).

Some of the methods such as the simultaneous solution of a linear model or fitting
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process using cumulant-based model, exponential model or results simulated by photon

transport model were briefly introduced in Chapter 1 as other suitable means used to find

fa value. The use of these and other models and methods, however, has its own tradeoffs

and these are discussed in the following subsections.

2.5.1 Linear equation model

The equation deduced by Twersky66 is among the earliest works in the efforts to account

for the attenuation offset due to scattering. This offset isincluded in the Lambert-Beer

law to give:3,66

A = µad − log10(10−Bw(1−w)d + q(1 − 10−Bw(1−w)d)) (2.5.1)

whered represents the ‘light pathlength’,B is a factor which depends on the wavelength,

scatterer size and detector geometry,q describes the light detection efficiency andw is

the volume fraction of the sample which contains scatterers. This equation shows that

the source of light attenuation can be split into absorptiveand scattering components. Al-

though this is not strictly true, as the effects of scattering and absorption on the attenuation

are inseparable as shown in Eq. (2.2.4), this model has been simplified in the Modified

Lambert-Beer law.

2.5.1.1 Modified Lambert-Beer law

Duling and Pittman3 substituted the scattering term (i.e. logarithm term) in Eq. (2.5.1)

with a variable, so giving the Modified Lambert-Beer law (MLBL)written as:3
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A(λ) = G + µa(λ)d (2.5.2)

Here an offset,G, is considered as an estimate of the attenuation due to scattering. Duling

and Pittman3 assumed the medium’s scattering properties are invariant with changes in

the wavelength of the illuminating light, and that the signals detected at any wavelength

have the same properties in terms of the light pathlength andattenuation offset. The use of

this model was demonstrated in oximetry when two haemoglobin compounds, i.e. deoxy-

haemoglobin (Hb) and oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2), are present in a blood medium. The

absorptivities of these absorbers are well-documented andare shown in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: The extinction coefficients of HbO2 and Hb compiled by Zijlstraet al.30

(published in Biomedical Optics Research Laboratory-UCL homepage).

In this case,µa in the medium is given by:3
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µa = ((εHbO2 − εHb)SO2 + εHb)TH (2.5.3)

where εHbO2 and εHb denote the extinction coefficient of HbO2 and Hb, respectively,

SO2 represents the blood oxygen saturation value or fractionalconcentration of oxy-

haemoglobin with respect to the total haemoglobin concentration. It is given from the

concentration of HbO2 (CHbO2) and Hb (CHb) as follows:

SO2 =
CHbO2

CHbO2 + CHb
(2.5.4)

while the total blood concentration,TH = CHbO2 + CHb.

In the demonstration of their work, an isosbestic wavelength pair, which are wave-

lengths when the extinction coefficient of deoxyhaemoglobin and oxyhaemoglobin are

the same (i.e.420 nm and450 nm, 520 nm and546 nm), was used to define a straight

line according to Eq. (2.5.2), while a non-isosbestic wavelength was used to estimate the

SO2 given by

SO2 =
AI1(εBm

− εBI2
) + AI2(εBI1

− εBm
) + Am(εBI2

− εBI1
)

(AI2 − AI1) εABm

(2.5.5)

where subscripts A and B refer to oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin compounds.

Parameters with subscriptI1 andI2 in Eq. (2.5.5) denote data that are associated with

the isosbestic wavelength pair, while those with subscriptm correspond to that of the

non-isosbestic wavelength.AI1 andAm are the attenuation value measured using one of

the isosbestic wavelengths and a non-isosbestic wavelength, respectively.εABm
denotes

the extinction coefficient difference between oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin at
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the non-isosbestic wavelength.

Instead of limiting the selection of wavelength to isosbestic wavelengths, Smith4 gener-

alised the use of MLBL so that SO2 can be estimated using data at any three wavelengths

(i.e. λ1, λ2, λ3). Using the assumptions by Duling and Pittman,3 solving the simultaneous

equation in Eq. (2.5.2) gives an equation of SO2, which is expressed as follows:

SO2 =
A1(εB3 − εB2) + A2(εB1 − εB3) + A3(εB2 − εB1)

A1(εAB2 − εAB3) + A2(εAB3 − εAB1) + A3(εAB1 − εAB2)
(2.5.6)

HereεAB1 = εA1 − εB1 . TheG andd in Eq. (2.5.2) are defined as:

G =
A1(εAB3εB2 − εAB2εB3) + A2(εAB1εB3 − εAB3εB1) + A3(εAB2εB1 − εAB1εB2)

εAB1(εB3 − εB2) + εAB2(εB1 − εB3) + εAB3(εB2 − εB1)

(2.5.7)

d =
A1(εAB3 − εAB2) + A2(εAB1 − εAB3) + A3(εAB2 − εAB1)

εAB1(εB2 − εB3) + εAB2(εB3 − εB1) + εAB3(εB1 − εB2)
(2.5.8)

where the wavelength index is shown by the subscript. The details of the derivation of

SO2, G andd shown in Eq. (2.5.5) - Eq. (2.5.8) can be found in Appendix A.

This model is simple to use and it requires only data at three wavelengths to estimate

the SO2 value. However, the accuracy of this estimated value depends on the choice

of wavelengths. The optimal wavelengths for oximetry have been proposed by various

investigators.2,4 Some of these workers employed the types of wavelength suggested by

Duling and Pittman (i.e. an isosbestic wavelength pair and anon-isosbestic wavelength),3

while others determined these wavelengths on an empirical basis. In the latter case, the

true SO2 value (which can be measured from the co-oximeter) is required so that the
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value estimated by every combination of wavelengths is compared to this value before

the optimum wavelengths are decided. Using the selected wavelengths, both Smith4 and

Alabboud26 reported the estimated SO2 values with the lowest absolute error,|∆SO2|, of

approximately5%, whereby Delori2 observed a mean absolute∆SO2 of 14.55% using an

isosbestic wavelength pair and a nonisosbestic wavelength.

Several approaches were taken to improve the use of the MLBL and one of these is

by using an estimated value of photon pathlength. An exampleof this approach is pre-

sented in a paper by Delpyet al.19 who defined the mean pathlength in Eq. (2.5.2) as

〈dph〉 = DPF× W, where W is the medium’s thickness and DPF is the differential path-

length factor, a value determined from the measured TPSF andfrom Eq. (2.1.11). The

DPF relates changes in the measured attenuation to an incremental step change in the

medium’s absorption, so giving a more accuratedph value so that a change in the concen-

tration value can be more accurately estimated by the MLBL. Ina similar study, Tsuchiya

and Urakami39 demonstrated that the estimation of the absolute change in absorber con-

centration can be achieved with a single wavelength using the pathlength value directly

measured from frequency domain measurements. The concentration change,∆C, was

derived from MLBL as

∆C =
1

ε〈dph〉
∆A (2.5.9)

where∆A is the changes in the measured attenuation value, andε is the absorptivity of

the present absorber. Meanwhile Mayhewet al.67 showed that the percentage error in the

relative concentration change of less than10% estimated using the MLBL when photon

pathlength is expressed as a nonlinear function of absorption and scattering.

A second approach is to modify the MLBL. Alabboud26 has recently published an
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alternative way of using the MLBL to account for the changes inattenuation offset with

scattering. This equation is expressed as:26

A = Gs + µad (2.5.10)

whereG, d and SO2 (in µa expressed in Eq. (2.5.3)) are the free parameters which are

varied during the fitting of the model in Eq. (2.5.10) to the attenuation spectrum. The

scattering term,s, in the equation is given by the wavelength dependentµ′
s values tabu-

lated by Meinkeet al..68 The error between the actual and calculated SO2 was shown to

have a maximum value of±10%.

It is important to note that some works have also establishedoximetry using two wave-

lengths, which is the principle to the operation of the conventional pulse oximetry. Fantini

et al.29 and Hueberet al.69 derived an expression of SO2 obtained by solving the simulta-

neous equation of the absorption value of a wavelength pair and it is given as follows

SO2 =
µa1εB2 − µa2εB1

µa2εAB1 − µa1εAB2

(2.5.11)

whereµa values are calculated from Eq. (2.5.2) using the attenuation andd values ob-

tained from the frequency-domain measurements. Maximum errors of8% and25% in the

estimated SO2 values were observed by Fantiniet al.29 and Hueberet al.,69 respectively,

and systematic errors were attributed as the source of thesedifferences.
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2.5.2 The solution to an inverse problem using a photon transport

model

A popular approach to obtain the optical properties of a medium is to map the simu-

lated results, which are produced by photon transport models discussed in section 2.3,

to the measurement parameters. The investigation of a scattering medium begins by per-

forming the measurement using one or a combination of, time domain,16,45,70frequency

domain18,71,72or continuous intensity techniques.12,56,73,74Following this, the medium’s

optical properties are obtained through the fitting procedure using results simulated by

models derived from RTT,12,45,72,73,75or based on a library of reflectance (or transmission)

spectra given by a Monte Carlo model.16,56 Through these mappings, Pattersonet al.45

observed a relativeµa error of23%, Qin et al.75 obtained an averageµ′
s error of7.5% and

a minimumµa error of40% and Pifferiet al.16 showed the relative error in the fittedµa

andµ′
s of < 10% using data simulated by the Monte Carlo method, while errors of greater

than30% were reported when the diffusion approximation was employed.

The derivatives of RTT such as diffusion theory are more popular as they have shorter

computation times and do not require extensive processing.Nevertheless, some research

have been done to improve the performance of a Monte Carlo model, such as by the vari-

ance reduction technique which allows one to propagate manyphotons simultaneously,

yet still achieve the desired accuracy.53 In other work, by assuming that the anisotropy

factor,g, and medium refractive index,nm, are constant and known parameters, a ‘mono

Monte Carlo model’13,16,17can be produced and used. The reason this is possible is that it

was shown that there is a high similarity in the TPSFs produced by media with different

g, therefore by selecting a smallerg value in the Monte Carlo calculation, it shortened
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the computation time and gave results with a respectable error in the estimatedµa and

µs values of approximately1% − 2%.17 However, these errors were shown to increase to

10% when the incorrectnm was assumed and used.

2.5.3 Cumulant-based method

The propagation time of a photon,t, in a scattering medium is a random variable and

the continuous distribution of the detected photons (S(t)) is causal. This distribution

is previously characterised using the moment generating function,M , by Ostermeyeret

al.76 and Sassaroliet al.77 In their work, moments of a distribution were used to describe

changes in the intensity of a light source due to the optical properties change at each

‘voxel’, i.e. elementary segment, of an absorbing-scattering medium. Thenth moment,

mn, of this distribution is written as

mn =

∫∞

t=0
S(t)tni dt

∫∞

t=0
S(t)dt

(2.5.12)

Here,ti is the time spent in the medium by theith detected photon. These moments were

used to describe the absorption dependent relative changesin the light intensity, and have

a logarithmic relationship with cumulants,κ, of the cumulant generating function,K,

which is defined as78
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(
∞∑

n=0

mn

(−µacm)n

n!

)

=
∞∑

n=1

κn

(−µacm)n

n!
(2.5.13)

K =
∞∑

n=1

κn

(−µacm)n

n!
(2.5.14)

Based on Eq. (2.5.13) and the relationship between attenuation and intensity in Eq. (2.1.3),

the moment dependent intensity change given by Sassaroliet al.77 can be converted to the

expression of absorption dependent attenuation,Aa, as:41,42,79

Aa = κ1µacm − κ2
(µacm)2

2!
+ κ3

(µacm)3

3!
− κ4

(µacm)4

4!
+ . . . (2.5.15)

= −

∞∑

n=1

κn

(−µacm)n

n!
(2.5.16)

Both moments and cumulants can be used to describe theµa dependent intensity change

but the use of cumulants is preferable in this work as they have a non-logarithm re-

lationship with attenuation value, using which a medium will be characterised. From

Eq. (2.5.16), the total light attenuation is obtained by adding the attenuation offset,As or

κ0, into the equation to produce

A = κ0 −
∞∑

n=1

κn

(−µacm)n

n!
(2.5.17)

This equation is an exact solution to the attenuation value,so it will be used in Chapter

5 and 6 as the expression for the real attenuation and so to theoretically verify the validity
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of the proposed models. An equation which is similar to that shown in Eq. (2.5.16) has

been reported by Tsuchiya23 who termed thenth cumulant,κn, as thenth derivative of

A with µa. The parabolic form ofA versusµa relationship proposed by Lübbers and

Wodick80 is the truncated form (up ton = 2) of cumulant generating function shown in

Eq. (2.5.17).

It can be seen from Eq. (2.5.16) that the sample’sµa can be determined ifAa and all

the TPSF cumulants are known. There are different means of calculating the cumulants,

among them is by the differentiation of Eq. (2.5.16) with respect toµa given by:23,41,42

κn = −
1

(−cm)n

dnAa

dµn
a µa=0

(2.5.18)

Alternatively, cumulants can also be derived from the cumulant generating function of

an analytic model, whose expression is not in an infinite summation form,41 or from a

measured TPSF described as follows.

If a sample’s TPSF is measured in the time-domain experiment, the moments of this

TPSF can be calculated from Eq. (2.5.12) and thenth cumulant is calculated using a

recursive formula81,82 as follows:

κn = mn −
n−1∑

k=1

(n − 1)!κkmn−k

(k − 1)!(n − k)!
(2.5.19)

whereκ1 andκ2 are the mean and variance of a distribution (of photon time-of-flight), re-

spectively.78 If the frequency-domain measurement is used, the even and odd cumulants

are given by the measured attenuation and phase, respectively. 41,79Using these cumulants,

the change in theµa value,∆µa, can be estimated using the signals measured from the

constant intensity measurements. In practice, however, itis impossible to measure all
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the cumulants (i.e. up to infinite terms). Therefore theA versusµa curve fails to con-

verge to the real curve even with a large number of cumulants,and the accuracy of theµa

value estimated using this model is limited to a small range of ∆µa.41 In the work demon-

strated by Morris41, ∆µa was assumed to have been produced by a variation in HbO2 and

Hb (∆HbO2 and∆Hb), and wavelengths550 nm and600 nm were chosen to estimate

∆HbO2 and∆Hb using Eq. (2.1.5). It was shown that using the first four cumulants and

the value of∆A, the mean error in the estimated∆HbO2 and∆Hb (from ∆µa) were

shown to be less than±10%. These results were consistent for both the transmittance and

reflectance data simulated by a Monte Carlo model.

2.5.4 Power law model

The Power law model is designed to determine a medium’s optical properties based on

the measured parameters and a fitting routine. The nonlinearform of A versusµa rela-

tionship derived from RTT for the reflectance measurements on a semi-infinite medium

with matched boundary was shown to be well approximated by a power law model:12

A = 1.06 − 1.45µ0.35 (2.5.20)

whereµ = µa/µ
′
s is unitless. The power law model shown in Eq. (2.5.20) allowsan

estimation of a sample’s optical properties by fitting this model to the spectrum mea-

sured from a continuous source system, but the validity of this model is reported to have

restricted to theµ value in the range between5 × 10−4 and0.1.
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2.5.5 Other fitting models

An exponential model,27 which does not show the limitations shown by Monte Carlo

model and diffusion equation, was previously developed on an heuristic basis in the Ap-

plied Optics Group in University of Nottingham. This model relatesA to µa and is ex-

pressed as27

A = a1 exp(−µab1) − a2 exp(−µab2) + eµa + fµaλ + gλ + h (2.5.21)

wherea1, b1, a2, b2, e, f , g andh are the fitting parameters. If this model is fitted to the

attenuation spectrum measured from a non-scattering medium (µa 6= 0 mm−1), all the pa-

rameters in the equation, other than the parametere, would become zero and Eq. (2.5.21)

is reduced to the Lambert-Beer law. In a demonstration of the performance of this model

using Monte Carlo forward modelled data, theµ′
s of an infinite slab geometry was varied

linearly with wavelength whileµa is as given in Eq. (2.5.3), it was shown that this model

can recover SO2 values with an absolute error of less than0.3%.27

Other workers such as Kobayashiet al.83 proposed a cubic function to represent light

attenuation measured from a blood medium expressed as

A = aµaB

3+bµaB

2Cmel+cµaB
Cmel

2+dCmel
3+eµaB

2+fµaB
Cmel+gCmel

2+hµaB
+iCmel+j

(2.5.22)

whereµaB
andCmel are the blood absorption coefficient and the concentration of melanin,

respectively. Both of these parameters and the coefficientsa to j in Eq. (2.5.22) can be

determined through the fitting process.
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2.6 Scattering minimisation techniques

The previous section has described analytic models which have an increase in complexity

beyond the Lambert Beer law as the media are scattering. However, if scattering can

be minimised then a simple model such as the linear MLBL model may be applicable.

Scattering minimisation techniques are expected to improve the linearity of theA versus

µa relationship at the cost of higher light attenuation values. The performance of three

techniques, namely added absorber, spatial filtering and differential polarisation method,

have been compared using the Monte Carlo method within the Applied Optics Group in

University of Nottingham.24,44 The theory of these and some other techniques that can

be used to minimise scattering components in the signals, and the recent development of

these methods, are briefly addressed in the following subsections.

2.6.1 Added absorber

A method which linearises theA versusµa relationship is by adding absorber into the

medium to increase the absorption value of this medium. It was shown in Fig. 2.2(b) that

theA versusµa relationship becomes increasingly linear in highµa region. This is because

asµa increases, photons with long pathlength are attenuated more heavily than the weakly

scattered photons which have travelled at routes closer to the optical axis.84 Since the

mean and variance of a TPSF have been reduced (i.e. via the absorption), it decreases the

uncertainty in the photon pathlength and results in a〈dph〉 value which is approximately

the physical distance between the source and the detector. If theG value is known, using

this calculated〈dph〉 in Eq. (2.5.2) would produce a more accurate estimation of the µa

value. However, an obvious side effect of using this technique is that it contaminates the
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medium and so is not always applicable (e.g. to in vivo application).

2.6.2 Spatial filtering

It is mentioned in section 2.1.2 that photons in a scatteringmedium propagate in random

directions, so heavily scattered photons are expected to exit the sample at positions fur-

ther away from the optical axis than the weakly scattered photons. Therefore, a spatial

filter positioned in front of the detector can be used to reject heavily scattered photons.

However, because of the stochastic properties of these heavily scattered photons, not all

these photons are rejected via this technique as some of themcould escape the medium at

position close to the optical axis and be detected.

In practice, scattering in a medium contributes to intensity loss when a detector or cam-

era with a small detection area is employed. Therefore, in spectroscopic measurements

of scattering media, an optical lens is commonly used to collect and focus light onto the

detector or camera, increasing the amplitude of the light intensity. Provided that all the

incoming light is collected by the lens for example in the case of an integrating sphere,

the use of optical lens, iris diaphragm or detector with a limited aperture are categorised

as spatial filtering.

2.6.3 Differential polarisation technique

The polarisation technique is based on the fact that photonspropagate in a scattering

medium will have both their directions and polarisation states altered,85,86and only weakly

scattered photons will maintain their polarisation states. In this section, linear and circular

polarisation measurements are described. The main difference between the two measure-
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ments is that, for scattering particles with size greater than the light wavelength (i.e. which

is so in many scattering media such as biological tissues, aerosols and the atmosphere)

circularly polarised photons propagating through this medium are capable of maintaining

their polarisation states to a greater extent and endure more scattering events before their

polarisation states are randomised than are linearly polarised photons.86 Under these con-

ditions, larger signals are detected from circular polarisation measurements than in the

linear polarisation experiment.24 Despite a poorer signal to noise performance, a linear

polarisation measurement is better at rejecting highly scattered photons. The properties

of photons detected in different polarisation detection channels after polarised light is

transmitted through the medium are tabulated in Table 2.1.

The only difference in the categories of photons detected inthe reflectance mode from

that shown in Table 2.1 is the detection of both surface reflected photons and heavily scat-

tered photons in channel 4.24,87 It is clear from Table. 2.1 that the polarisation technique

is able to discriminate weakly scattered photons from heavily scattered photons by means

of their polarisation states.

Table 2.1: The linear and circular polarisation illumination-detection schemes for trans-
mission mode measurements.

Channel Illumination Detection Types of photons

1 Linear co Linear weakly + heavily scattered photons

2 Linear cross Linear heavily scattered photons

3 Circular co Circular weakly + heavily scattered photons

4 Circular cross Circular heavily scattered photons

According to Table 2.1, photons detected in the co-polarisation detection channel, i.e.

channel 1 and 3, consist of both weakly scattered photons, which have preserved their
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polarisation states, and multiple scattered photons or thedepolarised photons. Whereby

the cross polarisation detection channel allows only the multiple scattering photons to

propagate through the polariser and reach the detector. These multiple scattering photons

have random polarisation states, so the probability of these photons distributed across co-

and cross-polarisation detection channels is assumed to beequal.87 For transmission and

reflection measurements, the discrimination of photons with short pathlengths is given by

the mathematical subtraction of intensity measured from the co- and cross-polarisation

channels given by:24,87

Isub = I‖ − I⊥ (2.6.1)

whereIsub is the calculated intensity of the weakly scattered photons, whereasI‖ andI⊥

are the intensity of light detected in the co- and cross-polarisation channels, respectively.

For the reflectance measurements performed using the circular polarisation scheme, weakly

scattered photons are obtained by subtracting the intensity value measured from channel

3 from that measured from channel 2.

The depolarisation rate of the propagating photons can be examined by the degree of

polarisation (DOP ) which value is in between0 and1. It is expressed as the fraction of

the detected photons which have maintained their polarisation states;24,84,87

DOP =
I‖ − I⊥
I‖ + I⊥

(2.6.2)

A high DOP value implies that a high fraction of the propagating photons have their

polarisation states maintained, and vice-versa. Previously, experiments using differential

polarisation techniques were either to try and improve the resolution of an image88–90

or to linearise theA versusµa relationship in the estimation of a medium’s absorptive
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components.91

Using a medium withµs = 5 mm−1, Stockfordet al.25 concluded that linearly polarised

signals given from the subtraction of signals from co- and cross- linear channels yielded

the best performance in terms of giving the lowest mean errorof 1.2% in the estimated

concentration ratio of two absorbers, while Luet al.24,44 showed that linear polarisation

is the most effective at selecting weakly scattered light from the scattering signals com-

pared to other techniques (i.e. circular differential polarisation, added absorbers and spa-

tial filtering). These techniques were evaluated via simulations and these workers have

expressed their concerns over the practicability of using the linear polarisation subtraction

technique on a shot-noise limited system when the medium’sµs ≥ 7 mm−1.44

Experiments have also been used to assess the performance ofthe differential polarisa-

tion technique. An example is the experiment by Siegelet al.91 who used a xenon arc lamp

and Charge-Coupled detector (CCD) in the system. This polarisation measurement tech-

nique was performed on a tissue phantom to estimate an absorber’s concentration value

by a shape fitting procedure. They showed an average error in the estimated haemoglobin

concentration value of less than5% whenµs is a constant. This experiment, however, did

not investigate the signal to noise performance of the measured signals when the intensity

of these signals could be small and susceptible to noise.

2.6.4 Other techniques

There are other studies which aim to reduce the light scattering in the measurements,

with most involving alterations of the optical properties of the measurement subjects, e.g.

biological tissue and tissue simulating phantoms. These techniques include administering
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chemical agents into a local area of tissue92,93 and by compression.94 The injection of

chemical agents into the target area dehydrates the region of interest92 and reduces the

cell diameter, lowering the mismatched refractive index between scattering centers and

their ‘shrinking’ surrounding. As a consequence the light scattering from the sample is

reduced.93

A compression method was previously demonstrated on human skin specimens. It

involves asserting pressure on the specimens before the reflected or transmitted signals are

measured as it reduces the spacings between intercellular components.94 This is because

in the process, water is drained out from the specimens. Thisproduces a similar effect to

that when chemical agents are used and it was reported to reduce the light scattering and

resulted in an increase in the light transmittance.

Time gated measurement is another technique widely used to remove the heavily scat-

tered light by discriminating the early arriving photons and this is mainly used to improve

the resolution of an image.95 However the implementation of this technique is limited to

expensive and bulky experiment setup.

2.7 Conclusion

The problem in accurate quantification of a sample’s absorptive components using the

Lambert-Beer law arises when the sample is scattering. The effects of scattering on the

measurables, e.g. the measured light intensity and TPSF, were discussed in sections 2.1

and 2.2, and they can be summarised as follows: (1) The photonpathlength,dph, changes

with the medium’sµa andµ′
s, (2) As is observed whenµa = 0 mm−1, and (3) bothAs and

the (nonlinear)A versusµa relationship vary with the medium’sµ′
s.
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Different techniques and models that are available to extract the optical properties of

a scattering medium using data given from absorption spectroscopy measurements were

reviewed in section 2.4 and section 2.5. Also discussed in those sections are the tradeoffs

in using the corresponding techniques and models.

As the aim of this thesis is to accurately determine thefa value in a scattering-absorbing

medium, continuous intensity imaging technique is chosen to provide the measurement

of light attenuation due to simplicity of the system operation, cost and availability of

equipments required for such measurements. Chapter 3 is concerned with experimental

investigation of polarisation subtraction method to reduce scattering effects on the mea-

sured attenuation following the conclusion drawn from theoretical evaluation of different

scattering minimisation techniques by Bo,24 and Stockfordet al..25 Meanwhile analytic

models and methods suitably used to find thefa value (based on nonpolarised attenuation

signals) for media considered in this thesis are presented in Chapter 4 to 6.
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Chapter 3

Experimental investigation of

polarisation subtraction technique

3.1 Introduction

The factors impeding the accurate spectroscopic analysis of a scattering medium have

been outlined in Chapter 2. Two strategies that can be used to determine the medium’s

µa without using a library of simulated data have been described. The first aims to find

an attenuation model4,12,27,83that approximates the nonlinear relationship betweenA and

medium’sµa. Using this attenuation model a value forµa can be estimated by either

fitting this model to the measured attenuation spectrum27,83 or through the simultaneous

solution of the model,3,4 which requires only the attenuation value measured at several

wavelengths.

The second aims to suppress the heavily scattered photons, producing a more linearA

versusµa relationship that can be approximated by the MLBL. Some of these ideas have
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been discussed in section 2.6. A number of related studies have also claimed that the

spectroscopic analysis of weakly scattered photons are adequate to determine the optical

properties of a medium.91,96,97This relies on there being a sufficient number of weakly

scattered photons, hence it is not appropriate for thick andheavily scattering tissues such

as brain.54

This chapter follows on from the theoretical studies conducted by Luet al.44 and Stock-

ford et al.25 and their assertions on the performance and limitations of the polarisation

subtraction technique when it is used in the spectroscopic study of a highly scattering

medium. This study aims to experimentally investigate the effectiveness of the linear po-

larisation subtraction technique in minimising the effects of scattering on the signals, the

Signal to Noise performance (S/N) of the polarisation subtracted signals and the practi-

cality of using this technique in experiment.

The prepared scattering phantoms and experimental system used in this work are de-

scribed in section 3.2, while the modelling of this measurement system and photon trans-

port in scattering phantom media are discussed in section 3.3. The simulation data are

useful as a reference to compare with the measured data. These results are presented in

section 3.4.1. Also included in this section is a re-examination of the performance of the

added absorber and spatial filtering techniques using simulation. The measured and sim-

ulatedA versusµa relationships from linear polarisation measurements are compared in

section 3.4.2. This section also presents the results on thedepolarisation rate of polarised

photons in media of differentµ′
s values and the S/N of the linear polarisation system.
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3.2 Measurement method and experiment setup

In this section, the preparation of scattering phantoms, the experimental system for trans-

mission mode measurement, and measurement calibration method used for the demon-

stration of the linear polarisation technique are described.

3.2.1 Scattering phantoms preparation

In the preparation of a scattering phantom, a suspension of polystyrene microspheres and

green ink were used as the medium’s scatterer and absorber, respectively. They were

mixed in water to provide a medium that both absorbed and scattered light. The amount

of ink and microspheres used for the experiments are discussed below.

Scattering media withµs of 5 mm−1 and7 mm−1 were chosen for the demonstration

because it was experimentally found that theA versusµa relationship is relatively linear

whenµs< 5 mm−1 (using the employed measurement system discussed in the following).

Furthermore, based on the simulation results of Luet al.,24,44 it was concluded that signals

measured from a medium withµs≥ 7 mm−1 andg = 0.9 are likely to have a poor S/N

value.

Sinceµs and g vary with the measurement wavelength, to obtain a single-valued A

versusµa relationship a single wavelength light source was used. A laser source was

chosen since it has higher output power and light is emitted at a narrower wavelength

range compared to that of a Light Emiting Diode (LED) or halogen light source.98 The

measurement wavelength chosen wasλm = 671 nm, so the preparation of scattering

media withµs= 5 mm−1 and7 mm−1 requires a microsphere concentration of1.36 g L−1

and1.904 g L−1, respectively. This wavelength was chosen because it was the emitting
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wavelength of an available high power laser (CNI/ MRL-W671). The properties of these

microspheres and the calculation of the necessary microsphere concentration values are

given in Appendix B. Theg value is calculated from Eq. (B.0.11) in Appendix B as

0.91. This value implies that photons in the medium have a high probability of forward

scattering,28 which is similar to many kinds of scattering media such as biological tissues

and atmospheric aerosols.99 These suspensions were mixed using an ultrasonic bath to

produce a uniform distribution of scatterers throughout the sample that was then placed

into a cuvette with dimensions of50 mm × 45 mm × 10 mm (L × H × W).

Water absorbs light withµw
a used here to denote the absorption of light by water. Pope

et al.100 reported thatµw
a ≈ 0.0004 mm−1 when the measurement wavelength is671 nm.

In the experiments, increasing amounts of inkµink
a were added to the media producing aµa

value ranging from0.0004 mm−1 to 0.2254 mm−1 in steps of0.018 mm−1. The mixture

of ink and microsphere suspensions was constantly stirred and agitated throughout the

measurement processes to prevent the settling of the particles.

3.2.2 Description of the experimental system

In the effort to improve the S/N performance of the spectroscopic system, a lock-in ampli-

fier (LIA) (Stanford Research Systems, SR830) was used. The LIAsuppresses the effects

of noise on the signals by detecting only the signals which oscillate at the set frequency.

The system employing this lock-in signal detection in this study is organised as follows.

The modulation of light in the experiment was produced usingan optical chopper, which

would rotate at the selected frequency (the rotation rate was chosen as2.74 kHz). Light

traversing the sample was collected by a plano-convex lens (with diameter,∅ = 50 mm,
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and focal length,fL = 125 mm), which focused the light onto a detector. This detector

was connected to the LIA that displayed the amplitude of the detected signals in volts

rms,Vrms, with data acquisition automated by a computer connected tothe LIA via a se-

rial port interface. A diagram on the experiment setup and instruments involved is shown

in Fig. 3.1 with an image of the actual measurement system shown in Fig. 3.2.

A 

B Chopper

D(1)

LensSample 

F

LIA

D(2)

Optical chopper 

controller 

Figure 3.1: Schematic view of polarisation measurement system

In the experiments, a high power solid state laser (CNI/ MRL-W671), which emitted

partially polarised light at wavelength671 nm with an output power and beam diameter

of 450 mW and1 mm, respectively, was used as the point light source (labelledas (A)

in Fig. 3.1). The dichroic sheet polarisers (indicated by D(1) and D(2) in Fig. 3.1 and

Fig. 3.2) used in these experiments have a laser damage threshold limit of 100 mW mm−1,

thus to attenuate the intensity of the illuminating light toa level which is safe to be used
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with the polarisers, an optical density(OD) filter of0.6 (labelled as (B) in Fig. 3.1) was

placed in front of the laser source.

The detection of light was by a switchable gain silicon photodiode (PDA36A, Thorlabs
®

Inc) shown as (F) in Fig. 3.1 with a detection area of3.6 mm × 3.6 mm and responsiv-

ity, R = 0.44 AW−1 (at 671 nm). This detector has a bandwidth of785 kHz and gain

Gd = 2.38 × 104 VA−1.

Figure 3.2: The actual polarisation measurement setup. In the diagram-A: laser source,
B: optical density filter,C: optical chopper,D(1): polariser(1),E: sample,D(2): po-
lariser(2),F: photodetector,G: lock in amplifier. The convex lens used to focus the
transmitted light on to the detector is not shown here.

3.2.2.1 Performing the co-linear and cross-linear polarisation measurements

Following the discussion of Table 2.1, it was decided that based on the results of Luet

al.44 and Stockfordet al.25 linear polarisation spectroscopy would be performed. The
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extraction of weakly scattered photons relies on the differences in the polarisation states

of the detected photons. In the polarisation measurements,the prepared scattering sam-

ple was placed between two linear polarisers labelled as D(1) and D(2) in Fig. 3.1 and

Fig. 3.2. The linearly polarised light was produced by passing the laser beam through

D(1), while co- and cross-linear polarisation detections were achieved by orientating the

second polariser (D(2)) at angles of0◦ (or 180◦) and90◦ (or 270◦), respectively, with

respect to D(1).

The polarisers used in these measurements have an extinction ratio of 1 : 500. This

value indicates the ability of polarisers to block the orthogonally polarised light and it

is given by the ratio of cross- to co-polarised signals measured after the polarised light

passes through D(2) in the absence of a measurement medium.

Measurement calibration is important to remove the contribution of stray light produced

by surface reflection and background light on the signals measured from the experiments.

Besides, it is also important to provide a reference signal tocalculate the attenuation value.

The calibration process was achieved by performing the spectroscopic measurement on a

pure scattering suspension, which is the medium background, prior to the measurements

when the absorber is added. The detected light intensities,when differentµink
a values (in

0.018 mm−1 increments) were introduced into these samples with constant µs, are used to

give theµa dependent attenuation values from Eq. (2.2.4). The attenuation offset,As, in

theA versusµa plot is determined by the logarithm of the ratio of light intensity detected

from a pure scattering suspension (i.e. whenµink
a = 0 mm−1) to the detected intensity

when light is transmitted through the cuvette containing only water.
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3.3 Modelling of the measurement system and Monte Carlo

simulations

The simulation results given by a Monte Carlo model, which is developed within the

Applied Optics Group in University of Nottingham,90 were compared with the results

obtained from the experiments. Unlike the measurement results, these simulation results

are not subject to external factors such as error during the preparation of the phantoms

and are unaffected by different kinds of noise such as shot noise and readout noise in the

system. They can, therefore, be used to examine the resilience of the experimental linear

polarisation system to noise. To obtain the simulation data, the measurement system was

modelled according to the experimental conditions described in section 3.2. The medium

used in the simulation has dimensions50 mm× 45 mm× 10 mm, and the propagation of

photons through this scattering medium was modelled using the Monte Carlo method.

The temporal distribution of photons (i.e. TPSF) traversing the media withµs of

5 mm−1 and7 mm−1 was derived after20 million photons were launched into the media

at a normal direction to the surface of the samples. In the simulations, if photons arrived

at the medium boundary at an angle greater than the critical angle,θc = 49◦, they would

be reflected back into the medium and continue to propagate inthe medium. These pho-

tons would be refracted and entered the air if they hit the side of the medium at an angle

of θ <θc. These photons are not allowed to re-enter the medium. The refracted and re-

flected angles of the photons are governed by Snell’s law, andonly the photons escaping

at refractance angles within the lens collection angle werescored. The full acceptance

angle of the lens,θa = 23◦, is given by the inverse sine of ratio between the lens radius

(∅/2 = 25 mm) and its focal length (fL = 125 mm).101 In addition, photons with a path-
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length greater than1000 mm were discarded because the energy of these photons would

be highly attenuated when the medium’sµa 6= 0 mm−1.

The main difference between this work and that performed by Lu et al.24,44 is the ex-

perimental examination of the performance of polarisationsubtraction technique in this

study. Furthermore different experimental parameters, which include a more heavily scat-

tering medium with a larger dimension, were used in this study to increase the effect of

scattering on the attenuation. Besides, a larger sample volume used in this work eases ex-

perimental conditions such as the stirring processes and also brings the medium geometry

closer to that of realistic scattering media of interest such as human fingers.

3.4 Results and analysis

This study is concerned with investigating the performanceof polarisation subtraction

technique for practical use, but it is also informative to show and compare theA versus

µa relationship given from unpolarised (total intensity), polarisation subtraction measure-

ments and other scattering minimisation techniques discussed in section 2.6. Therefore,

the work in this study spans from evaluating the performanceof different scattering min-

imisation techniques using simulation to the experimentalexamination of polarisation

measurements used to reject heavily scattered light. Theseresults are presented in two

subsequent subsections: simulation results in section 3.4.1 and experimental results in

section 3.4.2. The simulation results section presents theTPSFs simulated based on the

modelled experimental system and measurement samples. These TPSFs are used to pro-

duce theA versusµa relationship when polarisation subtraction, added absorber and spa-

tial filtering techniques are used in the system.
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Section 3.4.2 contains the experimental results from the polarisation subtraction and

unpolarised measurements. The polarisation maintaining signals are given from the mea-

surements described in section 3.2.2, while the unpolarised signals are obtained by sum-

ming the signals from the co- and cross-linear polarisationchannels. The experimentally

measuredA versusµa relationships for differentµs are compared and supported using the

simulation results. Also discussed in the section are the depolarised rate of photons in

different scattering media and the S/N performance of unpolarised and linear polarisation

systems.

3.4.1 Simulation results

The simulated TPSF of photons traversing scattering phantoms withµs of 5 mm−1 and

7 mm−1 in the case of the unpolarised and polarisation subtractionmeasurements are

derived using the Monte Carlo method and presented in the following. The ability of

added absorber and spatial filtering techniques at rejecting the heavily scattering signals

are also re-examined. Both of these techniques are chosen because they are commonly

used as means of reducing the heavily scattering photons from the signals.24,44

3.4.1.1 The simulated TPSF of scattering media

Based on the Monte Carlo simulation of photons detected from the modelled measurement

system described in section 3.3, the normalised TPSF for samples withµs of 5 mm−1

and7 mm−1 given from the unpolarised measurements are shown in Fig. 3.3. It can be

seen that the mean of photon arrival times increases with thehigherµs value, and are

given by206 ps and240 ps when the medium’sµs is 5 mm−1 and7 mm−1, respectively.
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Fig. 3.3 also shows that the variance and hence uncertainty in the photon time-of-flight

increases with the sample’sµs. These TPSFs are used in the next section to show the

differences in theA versusµa relationship given from the system employing different

scattering minimisation methods.
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Figure 3.3: The normalised TPSF given from scattering mediawith µs of 5 mm−1 and
7 mm−1, and whenµa = 0 mm−1. These Monte Carlo simulated TPSFs are derived from
the unpolarised measurements.

3.4.1.2 Comparing the performance of scattering minimisation techniques

TheA versusµa relationship given from a scattering medium of any constantµs differs

by only the nonlinearity of the plot and theAs value, so TPSF forµs = 5 mm−1 shown in

Fig. 3.3 is used in the following as an example of TPSF measured from the unpolarised
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measurements. Theµa value used in the measurement, which varied from0.0004 mm−1 to

0.2254 mm−1, was applied to each time-point of this TPSF via the Microscopic Lambert

Beer law to give the attenuation values from Eq. (2.2.4). The calculatedA versusµa for

the unpolarised measurement is shown in Fig. 3.5.

It was mentioned in section 2.6.3 that the discrimination ofweakly scattered light from

heavily diffused light using the polarisation measurementis based on the differences in

their polarisation states. The polarisation state of each photon is determined byθ andφ

expressed in Eq. (2.1.9) and Eq. (2.3.5), respectively, andit is described by the Stokes

parameters in the Monte Carlo simulation. Further information on the calculation of

Stokes parameter values can be found in Appendix C. Shown in Fig. 3.4(a) is the time-of-

flight distribution of photons with co- and cross-linear polarisation states produced using

the Monte Carlo method. The summation of these TPSFs producedthe TPSF shown in

Fig. 3.3 (forµs = 5 mm−1), while their subtraction is the distribution of polarisation

maintaining photons shown in Fig. 3.4(b).

Fig. 3.4(b) shows that weakly scattered photons generally arrive at the detector at earlier

times than the heavily scattered photons, i.e. cross-linear polarised photons shown in

Fig. 3.4(a), and that, due to the noise in the Monte Carlo modelling, the calculated number

of weakly scattered photons sometimes exhibit negative values as shown in Fig. 3.4(b).

This implies that the assumption that heavily scattering photons are equally distributed

across channels 1 and 2 is not necessary true, and can only serve as an approximation in

the implementation of this technique. This is because of thestatistical uncertainty in the

detected scattered signals before the subtraction processshown in Eq. (2.6.1).44 Using the

TPSF shown in Fig. 3.4(b), theA versusµa relationship for the polarisation subtracted

signals is shown in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Monte Carlo simulated time-of-flight distribution of photons with co-linear
(dark line) and cross-linear (red line) polarisation states. (b) Time-of-flight distribution
of the weakly scattered (i.e. polarisation maintaining) photons given by the differences
between TPSF for co- and cross-polarised signals in (a).
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While the polarisation state of every photon in the medium is simulated intrinsically

within the Monte Carlo method, the detected signals when the added absorber and spatial

filtering techniques are implemented in the system are derived post simulation because

the exit position and pathlength of each photon were stored during the simulations. To

demonstrate the added absorber technique, an additional absorption,µa(add), is added to

the medium’sµa and incorporated into the resultant TPSF. Meanwhile, spatial filtering

is achieved by modifying the size of the detector aperture, so that only photons with a

certain exit angle are scored. Even though both of these techniques are not used in the

experiments, their correspondingA versusµa curve are plotted in Fig. 3.5.

Fig. 3.5 shows that light attenuation is the highest if an aperture with diameter∅ =

0.04 mm is used to produce an approximately linearA versusµa relationship. This is

followed by the added absorber technique whenµa(add) = 0.2 mm−1. These∅ andµa(add)

values were chosen because the producedA versusµa curve has about the similar linearity

as compared to that given by the linear polarisation technique. No test has been performed

to compare the linearity of these plots because the results shown in Fig. 3.5 are only to

provide a guide about the performance of different techniques at removing the heavily

scattering signals. A higherµa(add) and a smaller∅ would be required to achieve the

similar linearity inA versusµa relationships shown in Fig. 3.5 if signals are measured

from a scattering medium with a higherµs.

Based on the results shown in Fig. 3.5, it is reasonable to conclude that as presented

previously24,44 linear polarisation technique is the best technique as it linearises theA

versusµa curve while retaining most of the useful signals (lower attenuation values). The

main reason the spatial filtering method shows poor scattering rejection performance is

due to the detection of heavily scattered photons even when asmall detection aperture is
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Figure 3.5: The simulatedA versusµa relationship given from unpolarised measurements
(dark dotted line) and when linear polarisation (dark solidline), added absorber (blue line)
and spatial filtering technique (red line) are used in the spectroscopy system.

employed. These photons escape from the medium and travelled at directions close to the

optical axis of the detector. Thus, any further reduction inthe detection aperture might

not be able to remove all the heavily scattered photons, yet it would give rise to further

attenuation.

3.4.2 Measurement results

TheA versusµa relationships measured from the unpolarised and linear polarisation mea-

surements are presented here along with the comparison of these results using the simu-

lation results shown in section 3.4.1. This section investigates the degree of polarisation
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of the signals measured from media with differentµs values and the signal to noise per-

formance (S/N) of the unpolarised and polarisation experimental systems. Examination

of the depolarisation rate of the photons is important in order to understand the polari-

sation retention of photons within media with differentµa andµs values, while the S/N

investigation determines the practicality of using this technique.

3.4.2.1 Comparison of measured and simulatedA versusµa relationships

The simulatedA versusµa relationships were previously shown in Fig. 3.5 (results only

shown for the case when the medium’sµs = 5 mm−1). These simulated plots (for unpo-

larised and polarisation subtracted signals) are shown again in Fig. 3.6. It was found that

the simulated and measuredAs (i.e. atµa= 0 mm−1) values differ by a constant value of

1.5 in both of theµs cases (i.e.5 mm−1 and7 mm−1) when the unpolarised measurements

are performed on those samples. The result shown in Fig. 3.6(a) only for the medium with

µs= 5 mm−1 for better illustration. All the measured data will be shownlater in Fig. 3.7.

Whereby in the case of polarisation subtraction signals, theoffset between the simulated

and experimentally measuredAs for media withµs of 5 mm−1 and7 mm−1 are given

by 1.1 and1.0, respectively. Fig. 3.6(b) shows only the measured and simulated polari-

sation maintained signals given from the medium withµs= 5 mm−1. All the simulated

attenuation values are lower than those that are experimentally measured.

The fairly consistentAs differences between the simulated data and the results given

from measurements performed on different kinds of media imply a systematic error could

occur either during the measurements or in the simulations.A possible source of this error

is the surface reflection from the lens and cuvette during themeasurements.

To allow a comparison between the experiment and simulationresults, the differences
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Figure 3.6: The measured (closed circle line) and simulated(blue dashed line) (a) un-
polarised signals and (b) polarisation maintaining signals detected from the scattering
medium withµs of 5 mm−1.
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between the plots (shown in Fig. 3.6 for the medium withµs= 5 mm−1) were minimised

by adding the offset values mentioned above to the corresponding simulation results.

These offset-corrected plots are shown in Fig. 3.7. Fig. 3.7(a) and Fig. 3.7(b) show

the µa dependent attenuation values calculated based on the unpolarised and polarisa-

tion maintaining signals, respectively, detected from theemployed samples. Referring

to these plots, as expected, higher attenuation values are measured from the sample with

µs = 7 mm−1 because photons propagating in a higherµs medium would have a shorter

mfp as given in Eq. (2.1.12), increasing the chances of these photons being absorbed

(whenµa 6= 0 mm−1), scattered or escaping from the medium at points other thanthe lo-

cation of the finite sized detector. The increase inAs and the nonlinearity of theA versus

µa plot with µs shown in Fig. 3.7(a) were previously observed in Fig. 2.2(b).

Discussion of comparison results

Fig. 3.7(a) shows that even with the corrected plots, an error between the measured and

simulated data for the medium withµs= 5 mm−1 can still be seen. The possibility that

this error is due to poor modelling of the system is fairly small as the simulated and

experimental data forµs= 7 mm−1 matched reasonably well. This error is more likely

to be a result of mishandling during the preparation of the purely scattering sample when

a medium with differentµs might have been prepared. It is, therefore, informative to

find the actualµs value for the plots that correspond to the (intended)µs= 5 mm−1. The

search for this value involved running Monte Carlo simulation for photons propagating

in medium with differentµs that ranged between4.2 mm−1 and5.8 mm−1 in 0.1 mm−1

increments. Thisµs range was chosen because these values are aroundµs = 5 mm−1

which is intended for the performed experiments. A reduction in the differences in the
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Figure 3.7: Comparing the measured (open circle and closed circle lines) and offset-
corrected simulated (red and blue dashed lines) (a) unpolarised signals and (b) polarisation
maintaining signals detected from scattering media withµs of 5 mm−1 and7 mm−1.
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shape between the measured and offset-corrected simulatedplots can be observed when

the medium’sµs = 5.5 mm−1 is selected in the simulation. The simulatedAs from the

unpolarised and polarisation systems are less than those that are experimentally measured

by 1.5 and1.0, respectively. These offsets were added to the simulation data giving the

results shown in Fig. 3.8.

If mishandling during the scattering sample preparation isthe reason for the error

shown in Fig. 3.7 and the actual medium’sµs is 5.5 mm−1, this suggested that an ex-

tra 60 mg of microspheres was added during the preparation of the phantom when no

error in the amount of water added into the suspension is assumed. Other potential source

of discrepancy is the error in the amount of ink added into themedium, so a range of

different µa offsets were attempted and added to theµa values used in the simulations.

It was found that the simulated nonpolarised results fitted reasonably well to the mea-

sured nonpolarised data whenµa values used in the simulations were offset (increased)

by 0.003 mm−1. No effort was made to repeat these measurements and to identify the

source of the discrepancy mentioned above as the objective of this work was to investi-

gate the performance of polarisation subtraction technique by linearising theA versusµa

curve, which does not require the attenuation value to be measured with a high degree of

accuracy.

It must be mentioned that the accuracy of the estimated valueimproved by at least

30% when the polarisation subtracted signals are used to give anabsorber’s concentration

value using the Modified Lambert Beer law as compared to that obtained when nonpo-

larised signals are used (results not shown but see Huonget al.).102 Even though the lin-

ear polarisation measurements produce a more linearA versusµa relationship as shown in

Fig. 3.7(b), smaller signals are detected than in unpolarised measurements. Therefore, the
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Figure 3.8: The simulated unpolarised and polarisation subtracted signals when the
medium’sµs is 5.5 mm−1 (blue dashed line). These signals are compared to the experi-
mentally measured unpolarised and polarisation subtracted signals (closed circle line).
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inconsistency between the simulated and measured polarisation subtracted signals shown

in Fig. 3.7(b) and Fig. 3.8(b) could possibly be due to the uncertainties in the detected

polarised signals as they are more susceptible to system noise.

3.4.2.2 Calculating degree of polarisation

Photons propagating in a medium with a highµs have a higher probability of depolarising

and being rejected in the polarisation subtraction process. In this work two media of

differentµs are considered. So for the completeness of this study, the ability of photons

propagating in each medium to maintain their polarisation states is compared. Using

the signals measured from the co- and cross-linear polarisation detection channels, the

degree of polarisation of light emerging from samples withµs of 5 mm−1 and7 mm−1,

are calculated from Eq. (2.6.2) and shown in Fig. 3.9.

The result shows an increase in the degree of polarisation (DOP ) value with the

medium’sµa. The trend of theseDOP curves can be explained by noting that heavily

scattered photons, whose original polarisation states aredestroyed after a few scattering

events have, on average, stayed in the medium for a greater amount of time. The energy

of these photons is more likely to be absorbed whenµa 6= 0 mm−1 as compared to the

weakly scattered photons, hence the amount of heavily scattered photons detected in both

of the co-linear and cross-linear detection channels reduces with the increase in medium’s

µa. Consequently, the fraction of weakly scattered photons detected in channel 1 increases

with the medium’sµa.103,104

In addition, these plots show the decrease inDOP value with an increase in the sam-

ple’s µs. This is because photons in the medium withµs = 5 mm−1 are more likely to

preserve their polarisation states, hence larger polarisation maintaining signals are de-
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Figure 3.9: The calculated DOP for experimentally measuredsignals from scattering me-
dia withµs of 5 mm−1 (closed circle line) and7 mm−1 (open circle line).

tected.84,104

3.4.2.3 Evaluating signal to noise performance of the measured signals

A clear indication in the reduction of signals in the case of polarisation subtraction mea-

surements is the increase in the attenuation values shown inFig. 3.7(b) as compared to the

unpolarised signals shown in Fig. 3.7(a). Unlike the unpolarised signals, heavily scattered

photons are removed in the linear polarisation measurements. This results in a decrease

in the signal levels which could be susceptible to noise. In view of this, it is important to

evaluate the S/N performance of the polarisation measurement system. The calculation

of the S/N value is described as follows. The optical power ofthe signal detected in the
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experiment,Psig, is given by:105

Psig =
Vm

RGd
(3.4.1)

whereVm is the value obtained from the lock-in amplifier while the value of the detector

responsivity,R = 0.44 AW−1, and detector gain,Gd = 2.38 × 104 VA−1, as previously

mentioned in section 3.2.2. The optical power of the detected unpolarised signals,Ptot, in

Eq. (3.4.1) is given by the sum of the optical power of co- (P‖) and cross-polarised light

(P⊥):

Ptot = P‖ + P⊥ (3.4.2)

while the optical power of light incident on the detector,Pinc, is given by all the collected

light, soPinc = Ptot. Both of theP‖ andP⊥ values are given from Eq. (3.4.1).

For the case of polarisation subtraction measurement, useful signals are the weakly

scattered photons with optical powerPdif given in Eq. (3.4.3), while the optical power

of the incident light is given by the mean of the light opticalpower measured at both

channelsPinc in Eq. (3.4.4):25

Pdif = P‖ − P⊥ (3.4.3)

Pinc =
P‖ + P⊥

2
(3.4.4)

In the experiments, it is assumed that the source of noise on the measured signals is

shot noise, so S/N of the signals can reasonably be expressedas
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S/N = 10 log10

|Isig|
2

I2
sh

(3.4.5)

where the S/N value is in dB.Isig is the photocurrent in the detector and is related to the

detector responsivity,R, and detected optical powerPsig by:

Isig = RPsig (3.4.6)

Psig is given in Eq. (3.4.2) and Eq. (3.4.3) for the case of signalsmeasured from the

unpolarised and polarised experiments, respectively, while Ish denotes the amplitude of

shot noise current given by

Ish =
√

2qBPinc (3.4.7)

Here,B = 2.74 kHz is the detection bandwidth.

Using the experimental results shown in Fig. 3.7, S/N valuescalculated from Eq. (3.4.5)

are shown in Fig. 3.10. Since the rejection of heavily scattering photons lowered the signal

levels, polarisation subtracted signals show a poorer S/N performance as compared to that

measured from the unpolarised experiments.

Photons propagating in the medium withµs= 7 mm−1 are more likely to undergo

scattering processes as governed by Eq. (2.1.12), and have ahigher probability of heavy

scattering as compared to the case whenµs is 5 mm−1. Therefore, in the polarisation

subtraction experiments, a considerably large amount of signal is being rejected during

the subtraction processes, producing a poorer S/N performance shown in Fig. 3.10 when

the medium’sµs = 7 mm−1. The differences in the S/N performance between the unpo-
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larised and polarised signals associated with thisµs are also shown to be larger because

the rejection of heavily scattered light increased exponentially with the medium’sµs. This

is evident from the results of Morgan and Ridgway84 which showed an exponential rela-

tionship between the degree of polarisation of polarised light and scatterer concentration.

The small rise in the S/N values of the polarisation subtracted signals in the lowµa re-

gion shown in Fig. 3.10 suggests that when the medium’sµa is small, depolarised photons

with a long pathlength stand a very small chance of being absorbed. These photons can

therefore contribute to the shot noise level. However, asµa is increased, the energy of

these photons is attenuated more quickly than the photons with short pathlength. Based

on these plots and theDOP plots shown in Fig. 3.9, it is shown that the likelihood for

photons with a long pathlength being absorbed is small untilwhenµa ≈ 0.03 mm−1. This

explains the observation that there is a sharp rise in theDOP values at lowµa, while a

small increase in the S/N plot occurred before the values gradually decrease with increas-

ing µa values.
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Figure 3.10: The calculated S/N values for the measured unpolarised (Unpol.) and the
polarisation subtracted signals (Pol.) versus the sample’sµa for media withµs of 5 mm−1

and7 mm−1.

3.5 Conclusion

The use of linear polarisation technique to reject heavily scattered photons whilst retain-

ing most of their useful information is investigated experimentally. The advantage of

employing this technique in the experimental system is thatthere is no restriction in the

selection of wavelengths to quantify an absorber’s concentration value using the MLBL,

as the resultantA versusµa relationship is approximately linear. The results in Fig. 3.7

and Fig. 3.10 show that the use of the polarisation subtraction technique in the experi-

ments produces a more linearA versusµa at the price of reduced S/N performance of the
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detected signals, so increasing the susceptibility of the signals to noise as compared to

unpolarised signals. Besides, the performance of polarisation subtraction technique may

also be subject to the rejection ratio of the employed polarisers. Therefore, to perform po-

larisation subtraction measurements, more robust and sensitive equipment may be needed.

These could include a cooled Charge-Couple detector (CCD) and a pair of birefringent

polarisers (e.g. Glan-Taylor prisms with a rejection ratioof 1 : 10, 000) with high laser

damage threshold.

On the contrary, by working on the unpolarised signals, whose amplitude is larger than

the polarisation subtracted signals, the signals are less sensitive to noise. This gives a

greater leniency and flexibility in the optical devices required for the measurements.

Most importantly, from the discussion of Jacqueset al.,106 weakly scattered light,

which can be obtained from polarisation subtraction measurements, probed at superfi-

cial layer in reflectance mode measurements. Therefore polarisation maintaining light is

not suitable for oximetry, which is used as an example of application in this work, when

blood SO2 is the required parameter. This is because blood vessels, from which light that

is reflected can be collected and analysed to give an estimation of SO2, are found in a

deeper region (i.e. at and beyond papillary layer).107

For the above mentioned reasons, this chapter concludes that polarisation subtraction

method is expensive, has limited application and is not suitably used to estimate blood

SO2 value in in-vivo application. The remaining chapters focuson identifying different

techniques for the optical characterisation of a scattering medium using the signals given

from unpolarised continuous intensity measurements.
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Chapter 4

Optical examination of scattering media

using linear equation model

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, it was demonstrated that scattering reduction techniques such as polarisa-

tion subtraction, added absorber and spatial filtering can reduce the effects of scattering

on signals at the price of lower SNR. These methods were also discussed to have lim-

ited applications. For this reason, it was decided that different techniques to quantify

the fractional concentration value of an absorber in a scattering-absorbing medium using

unpolarised measurement would be investigated. Techniques that are available for these

quantification works were reviewed in section 2.5. Among them, the simultaneous solu-

tion of the MLBL that is used to represent the measuredA versusµa relationship is mathe-

matically the simplest.108 Only the absorbers’ extinction coefficients and light attenuation

from several point measurements are needed in the estimation of this fractional concen-
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tration value. Many of the reviewed works2–4 used MLBL to characterise blood where

oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2) and deoxyhaemoglobin (Hb) are considered the main absorbers,

and the fractional concentration of oxyhaemoglobin (SO2) solving from Eq. (2.5.6) is the

required measurement. This analytic model, however, linearly approximates the nonlin-

ear relationship betweenA andµa measured from a scattering medium. This results in

poor estimation of SO2 unless a certain wavelength combination is chosen.4,109

Previously, different wavelength combinations to be used with MLBL were selected by

different investigators based on either the lowest mean error in the estimated values or

the highest signal to noise ratio of the signals measured using those wavelengths. Among

them, Delori suggested the use of two isosbestic wavelengths (i.e. 569 nm and586 nm

shown in Fig. 2.3) and a non-isosbestic wavelength (558 nm) for retinal vessel oxime-

try.2 These wavelengths were chosen because they are closely spaced in theA versusµa

plot, conforming to a straight line that can be more accurately represented by a MLBL.

Smith described how the use of three non-isosbestic wavelengths, whose absorptivity dif-

ference (between HbO2 and Hb),∆ε, is positive for one wavelength while negative for the

other, are more sensitive to the changes in SO2.4 Both of these works used the measure-

ments from a blood gas analyser in determining the wavelength combination that gives

the best estimate of the correct SO2. Meanwhile Alabboud26 and Stockfordet al.25 deter-

mined their optimal wavelength combinations using simulation. Their approach involved

modelling of the employed optical system so that data given from the experiment can be

approximated, the value given by different wavelength combinations are compared with

the actual value used in the simulations. The optimal combinations of wavelengths were

identified based on the error in their estimated value.

Despite the different approaches that have been used to determine the optimal wave-
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lengths, a generic means of wavelength selection remained unspecified as the selected

wavelengths are based on the observed errors from either a calibrated measurement or

simulation. Besides, these workers did not clarify the robustness of their selection, either

to noise or as one of the measurement parameters changed.

A different but equally important aspect concerning the selection of wavelengths for

oximetry using the MLBL is the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of thesignals measured

from the selected wavelengths. A study aimed at improving the SNR of the measured

signals via the careful selection of wavelengths was previously demonstrated by Sato

et al..110 In their work, different combinations of dual-wavelengthsfrom the NIR range

were arbitrarily selected to monitor the relative concentration change in HbO2 and Hb,

and the SNR of the measured signals were compared. Satoet al.110 concluded that the

692 nm, 830 nm pair is optimal due to the highest SNR of the detected signals, but the

accuracy of the estimated value has not been tested.

Even though different wavelength combinations have been proposed, it is rather un-

fortunate from the spectroscopic point of view that the wavelengths selected by all these

investigators work desirably well only in their system. This is because the selection of an

optimal wavelength combination will change with any measurement parameter that mod-

ifies the attenuation spectrum. This precludes any further development in the design of a

spectroscopic instrument that does not require a lookup table (such as in pulse oximetry)

because no wavelength combination is suitable for generic measurements (of any scat-

tering medium). This is a setback as the selection of a fixed wavelength combination

rather than multi or hyperspectral data can reduce the number of wavelengths required for

the spectroscopic analysis of a medium using the MLBL, so allowing the use of discrete

wavelength lasers and photodiodes, which are cheaper and have faster readout time than,
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for example, a CCD.111 The aim of the works presented here is to identify the principle

which governs the selection of wavelengths to yield zero error in the value estimated us-

ing a linear equation model. The linear equation model defined in this chapter can either

be a MLBL or its three dimensional equivalent, which is a line in attenuation versusµa

versusµ′
s space. Two types of scattering media are considered, namelya medium with

constant (wavelength invariant)µ′
s and a wavelength dependent scattering medium.

This study begins in section 4.2.1 with a demonstration of error in thefa value estimated

using the MLBL in the case of a wavelength invariant scattering medium. This work uses

simulation to help identify factors that determine error inthe estimated value because the

medium’sfa is known and the simulated data are unaffected by the system noise. The

findings deduced from the simulation results are verified mathematically in section 4.2.3.

In practice, theµ′
s value of a scattering medium changes with the light wavelength,68,112–114

so strictly the MLBL cannot be used but must be modified to account for this change.

This requires knowledge of how a wavelength dependentµ′
s affects the measurables. The

wavelength dependentµ′
s values used in this study, and a discussion of how these val-

ues modify the measurable space (i.e. TPSF,A) are given in section 4.3. Based on the

understanding of the scattering effects, a modified versionof the MLBL is proposed in

section 4.4, and its performance is examined in section 4.4.1. The derivation of error in

the estimated value when this version of MLBL is used and a generic means of selecting

wavelengths to theoretically obtain zero error in the estimatedfa value are outlined in

section 4.4.2.

The signals measured from a spectroscopy experiment would also be subject to noise

that will affect the performance (accuracy of the estimatedvalue). It is therefore inter-

esting to investigate the relationship between the data (i.e. measured attenuation and
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absorbers’ extinction coefficients) of the selected wavelength combination and the sensi-

tivity of its estimated value to noise as detailed in section4.5.1. The proof of the discussed

theory is based on the noisy signals modelled in section 4.5.2, and the simulated results

presented in section 4.5.3 allows the optimal wavelength combination for the considered

medium and light illumination-detection system to be identified. The investigation of the

performance of different wavelength combinations is via the conventional method which

considers the value given by all the wavelength combinations. These values are compared

with the actual optical properties values of the medium usedin the simulations. All the

works demonstrated in this chapter use the optical properties values of human skin with

its application to oximetry in mind.

4.2 The Modified Lambert Beer law

Section 2.5.1.1 mentioned that the MLBL expressed in Eq. (2.5.2), as shown again in

Eq. (4.2.1), can be solved simultaneously to give the value of G, d, and most importantly,

the value offa using the attenuation and absorbers’ extinction coefficient data at three

selected wavelengths as shown in Eq. (2.5.6) - Eq. (2.5.8).

A(λ) = G + µa(λ)d (4.2.1)

This model approximates the nonlinearA versusµa measured from a scattering medium

as linear so error in the estimatedfa value would be expected. The accuracy of thefa value

estimated using the MLBL and attenuation data calculated in section 4.2.1 is presented in

section 4.2.2, while the wavelength selection strategy to recover a medium’sfa is outlined
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in section 4.2.3.

4.2.1 The simulation of attenuation data for demonstration

To demonstrate the accuracy of thefa value estimated using the MLBL, the simulated

TPSF for medium withµs= 7 mm−1 shown in Fig. 3.3 is chosen for the following demon-

stration. The medium’s absorption is produced by the absorbers shown in Fig. 2.3. Even

though many investigators studying oximetry have not limited their selection of wave-

lengths and have chosen their wavelengths from the range shown in Fig. 2.3, the focus

of this work is on wavelengths in the range450 nm - 600 nm mainly because the signals

measured using wavelengths below450 nm are small due to the high light absorption,

and hence would be more susceptible to noise. The extinctioncoefficient of the absorbers

for wavelengths below450 nm are not shown in Fig. 2.3, but can be found in Zijlstraet

al.30 for the wavelength range400 nm − 1000 nm. The measurement of signals using

wavelengths beyond650 nm (i.e. Red to Near-Infrared range, R-NIR) requires a detector

with a large dynamic range due to the small variation in the signals with SO2. While

the small SO2 induced changes in attenuation in the R-NIR range is because of the small

differences betweenεHb andεHbO2 shown in Fig. 2.3, the distinctive differences in the

shape ofεHb andεHbO2 can be seen for wavelength range450 nm − 600 nm, producing a

significant variation in the shape of the attenuation spectrum as the SO2 varies. This SO2

induced variation in theA spectrum is important because the techniques described later

in Chapter 5 and 6 rely on the changes in this shape to recover the medium’s absorber

fractional concentration value.

The total concentration of absorbers,TH = 7 µmol L−1, and SO2= 80% are chosen
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for this demonstration so that they produce a medium withµa≪µ′
s similar to that found

in most of the scattering media such as biological tissues.107,113,115,116Theseµa values are

incorporated into the TPSF via the Microscopic Lambert-Beerlaw to give the wavelength

dependent light attenuation shown Fig. 4.1. Theµa spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.2 (top).
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Figure 4.1: The attenuation spectrum of the medium withµs = 7 mm−1, g = 0.91 and
SO2 = 80%.

4.2.2 Results and discussion

Any wavelengths can be used asλ1, λ2 andλ3, and a three dimensional error plot given

by the error in the value calculated from every combination of three wavelengths can be

used to show changes in the accuracy of the estimated value with different wavelength

combinations. However, in the following,λ1 andλ2 are chosen as500 nm and550 nm,
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respectively. These are arbitrary selections as it is easier to demonstrate how the accuracy

of the value estimated by the MLBL dependent on the selection of wavelengths by fixing

two wavelengths while allowing the error in the estimated value to vary with the third

wavelength. Theµa value of these selectedλ1 andλ2 is indicated by the cross symbol in

Fig. 4.2 (top).

Using Eq. (2.5.6), a calculated SO2 within the range of−2% and102% is considered

acceptable since there were reports on the analytical arterial blood SO2 value of about

102%,117 which was attributed to the error in the analytical procedures and the poor as-

sumptions that were made in the calculations of blood arterial oxygen saturation.117 The

error in the calculated value is shown in Fig. 4.2 (bottom).

The error in the estimated value shown in Fig. 4.2 (bottom) isdue to the insufficiency

of the MLBL at describing the relationship between the measuredA andµa of a scatter-

ing medium. Fig. 4.2 shows that zero error is produced whenµa3 = µa1 or µa3 = µa2

(indicated by the dashed lines), and the error in the estimated value increases as theµa3

value is progressively dissimilar to theµa1 andµa2 . A further demonstration of the MLBL

given by different wavelength combinations will be shown next.
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Figure 4.2: (top) The variation inµa with λ3(shown on the x-axis) when SO2 = 80% and
the location of theµa of λ1 = 500 nm andλ2 = 550 nm on the plot (indicated by the
cross symbols). (bottom) The error in the calculated SO2 in relation to theµa of λ3. The
attenuation data used for the demonstration are described in section 4.2.1. The error in
the estimated SO2 outside the range−2% to 102% is not shown in the diagram.
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4.2.2.1 Analysis of results

It must be mentioned that the medium’sµa cannot be calculated from Eq. (2.5.3) without

knowing the medium’s absorbers total concentration value (Ta), where, from Eq. (2.5.3)

theµa of a medium with two absorbers can also be written as

µa = αTa (4.2.2)

whereα is the relative specific absorption coefficient of the mediumwith absorbers A and

B atλx given by

α(λx) = (εA(λx) − εB(λx))fa + εB(λx) (4.2.3)

TheTa value does not vary with the measurement wavelength, so wavelength pairs that

give the sameα produce the sameµa value. Since theTa is, in practice, unknown and

cannot be estimated by the MLBL as discussed in Appendix A, theresults from MLBL

presented in the following are inα space.

Based on the error plot shown in Fig. 4.2, an example of wavelength combinations that

produced a reasonably accurate value isλ1 = 500 nm, λ2 = 550 nm andλ3 = 455 nm

(with error of about0.02%). The location of these points onA andα versus wavelength

spaces, andA versusα is shown in Fig. 4.3. The data ofλ1 andλ2 (indicated by plus

symbol), and that ofλ3 (open circle) are shown in these plots. Theα value of the selected

points given from Eq. (4.2.3) using the estimatedfa are marked by red crosses in Fig. 4.3

(top right and bottom right). Also shown in Fig. 4.3 (top right) is the MLBL given by the

calculatedG, d andfa in Eq. (2.5.6) - Eq. (2.5.8) (red line). Referring to Fig. 4.2 (bottom)

the medium’sfa can be recovered using data at these selected points, so the calculatedα
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intersect the true values shown in Fig. 4.3 (bottom right).
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Figure 4.3: (top left) The variation inA with λ(shown on the x-axis) when SO2 = 80%.
(top right) The relationship betweenA and the medium’sα. (bottom right) The actualα
versusλ. The location ofλ1 = 500 nm, λ2 = 550 nm (both indicated by the plus symbol)
andλ3 = 455 nm (circle symbol) are shown on the plots. Theα values given by the
fa calculated using data at the selected points are marked by red crosses (the calculated
fa = 80.02 %). The MLBL defined using the data of these wavelengths is also shown on
the top right of the diagram (red line).

It was shown in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 3.7, and again in Fig. 4.3, that attenuation has a single-

valued relationship withµa(i.e. α) when the medium’sµ′
s is a constant value, so from the

results in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 wavelengths that can reproduce the true SO2 value can be

identified as those with any two of the three wavelengths thatgive the same attenuation

value. These wavelengths can be determined directly from their attenuation value, which
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can be obtained using a spectrometer or hyperspectral camera. The above observation

remains valid when other wavelengths are selected asλ1 andλ2. The validity of this will

be mathematically evaluated in section 4.2.3.

The largest error can be seen in Fig. 4.2 (bottom) whenλ3 = 523 nm, so it is infor-

mative to show the MLBL defined by the data at these wavelengthsand the location of

α values on the plots given by the calculatedfa value. Using the data atλ1 = 500 nm,

λ2 = 550 nm andλ3 = 523 nm, the collinearity of these points inA versusα is ob-

tained whenfa= 32%, which disagrees with the truefa of 80 %, and the line (i.e. the

MLBL) given by the calculatedG, d andfa connecting these points is shown in Fig. 4.4

(top right). Unlike the results shown in Fig. 4.3, differences between the actual and the

calculatedα values (indicated by red crosses) resulted from the error inthe estimatedfa

value can be seen in Fig. 4.4 (top right and bottom right). From the discussion of Fig. 4.2,

the difference betweenα of λ3 and that ofλ1 (andλ2) could potentially be the source of

the observed error, as will be mathematically examined in the next section.

It must also be mentioned that noticeable improvements in the accuracy of the estimated

value given by this method can be observed if theA versusµa relationship is more linear

as it can be more accurately approximated by the MLBL. Based on the attenuation and

α spectra shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, this can be achieved byworking on a smaller

wavelength range where changes in photon mean pathlength with wavelength is small. In

the case when a similar photons’ pathlength is measured across a wavelength range, the

selection of any three wavelengths from this range give anfa value using Eq. (2.5.6) with

low error. Besides oximeters usually measure arterial SO2 in the range of80% to 100%,

so a desirable accuracy can be achieved by selecting a combination of three wavelengths

which works at this SO2 range by sacrificing accuracy of the estimated value at lowerSO2
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Figure 4.4: (top left) The variation inA with λ(shown on the x-axis) when SO2 = 80%.
(top right) TheA versus the medium’sα relationship. (bottom right) The actualα versus
λ. The location ofλ1 = 500 nm, λ2 = 550 nm (both indicated by the plus symbol) and
λ3 = 523 nm (circle symbol) on the plots. Theα values given by the calculatedfa value
of 32 % are marked by red crosses. The MLBL defined using the data of theselected
wavelengths is drawn on the top right of the diagram (red line).

values.

4.2.3 Derivation of error in the estimated value

The accuracy of the value estimated using the MLBL depends critically on the data (i.e.

optical properties and measured attenuation values) of theselected three wavelengths as

shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4. To examine this error, let the error in the estimatedfa
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value,E, be written as

E = f ′
a − fa (4.2.4)

Here,f ′
a is the value estimated by the MLBL shown in Eq. (2.5.6) for the case of a medium

with absorber A and B, whilstfa is the actualfa value. Substituting Eq. (2.5.6) into

Eq. (4.2.4) gives

E =
A1(εB3 − εB2) + A2(εB1 − εB3) + A3(εB2 − εB1)

A1(εAB2 − εAB3) + A2(εAB3 − εAB1) + A3(εAB1 − εAB2)
− fa (4.2.5)

Rearranging Eq. (4.2.5) provides

E =
A1εB32 + A2εB13 + A3εB21 − fa [A1(εAB2 − εAB3) + A2(εAB3 − εAB1) + A3(εAB1 − εAB2)]

A1(εAB2 − εAB3) + A2(εAB3 − εAB1) + A3(εAB1 − εAB2)

(4.2.6)

whereεB32 = εB3 − εB2 . Eq. (4.2.6) can also be written as

E =
A1 [fa(εAB3 − εAB2) + εB32 ] + A2 [fa(εAB1 − εAB3) + εB13 ] + A3 [fa(εAB2 − εAB1) + εB21 ]

A1(εAB2 − εAB3) + A2(εAB3 − εAB1) + A3(εAB1 − εAB2)

(4.2.7)

Rearranging Eq. (4.2.7) and usingα shown in Eq. (4.2.3) to give

E =
A1(α3 − α2) + A2(α1 − α3) + A3(α2 − α1)

A1(εAB2 − εAB3) + A2(εAB3 − εAB1) + A3(εAB1 − εAB2)
(4.2.8)

Theµa value is related toα via Eq. (4.2.2), so from the discussion of the results in sec-

tion 4.2.1 the errorE becomes zero when one of the following conditions are satisfied:

α3 = α1 (4.2.9)
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or

α3 = α2 (4.2.10)

To proof this, letα3 = α1 so that Eq. (4.2.7) becomes

E =
A1(α1 − α2) + A2(α1 − α1) + A3(α2 − α1)

A1(εAB2 − εAB3) + A2(εAB3 − εAB1) + A3(εAB1 − εAB2)

=
A1(α1 − α2) + A3(α2 − α1)

A1(εAB2 − εAB3) + A2(εAB3 − εAB1) + A3(εAB1 − εAB2)

(4.2.11)

In the case of a medium with wavelength invariantµ′
s, the medium’sα (and hence the

µa) exhibits a single-valued relationship with the measured attenuation, so letA(λ) =

f(α(λ)), which denotes the attenuation value as a single-valued function ofα at the mea-

surement wavelength gives

E =
f(α1)(α1 − α2) + f(α3)(α2 − α1)

f(α1)(εAB2 − εAB3) + f(α2)(εAB3 − εAB1) + f(α3)(εAB1 − εAB2)
(4.2.12)

Theα1 = α3, sof(α1) = f(α3), and Eq. (4.2.11) is reduced to

E =
(f(α1) − f(α1))(α1 − α2)

f(α1)(εAB1 − εAB3) + f(α2)(εAB3 − εAB1)
= 0 (4.2.13)

The above derivations confirm the findings from Fig. 4.2 that zero error can be obtained

whenα3 = α1 or α3 = α2. The reason this gives zero error is that when any two of the

three measurement points overlap one another inA versusα space, while the third point

is at a location other than that of the first two points, then the straight line formed by these

points intersects the trueA versusα at these selected points as shown in Fig. 4.3. This

straight line can then be accurately represented by the MLBL.
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4.3 Investigation of the effects of varyingµ′
s on TPSF and

attenuation

In previous sections, a strategy to recover the fractional concentration value of an ab-

sorber in a medium with constantµ′
s using the MLBL as also assumed by investigators

such as Duling and Pittman,3 Delori,2 Zhanget al.40 and Smith4 is described. However,

the assumption of a medium with constantµ′
s is not true as changes in wavelength modify

theµ′
s of a scattering medium. This is because the scattering crosssection, size parameter

andg vary with the measurement wavelength (refer to Appendix B). This complicates the

quantification offa using the MLBL as the latter does not account for the variationin

A with the varyingµ′
s.

3,4 Thus, this work considers a similar approach to that taken by

Alabboud,26 in which the necessary modification on the MLBL to include the effects of

scattering on attenuation value is determined. To do so, it is essential to understand the

effects that wavelength dependent scattering have on the TPSF and hence light attenua-

tion, and this is discussed in the next section. The demonstration of the scattering effects

on attenuation and TPSF begins in section 4.3.1 with a discussion of the absorption and

scattering properties of the medium used in this work, its geometry and the light source-

detector configuration. The version of MLBL modified based on the medium optical

properties used in this work is described in section 4.4.

4.3.1 Description of the medium and experimental system

The µ′
s values of intralipid-10% across the wavelength range of400 nm to 1000 nm

(Staverenet al.118) are chosen as the wavelength dependentµ′
s values. Theseµ′

s vary
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monotonically with wavelength and are shown in Fig. 4.5. This monotonic variation in

µ′
s with wavelength is common for many kinds of scattering medium such as biological

tissues,68,112,113plant species,119 and atmospheric aerosols.114
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Figure 4.5: The variation inµ′
s with wavelength in the range400 nm − 1000 nm (taken

from Staverenet al.).118

The modelling of the spectroscopic measurements of a wavelength dependent scatter-

ing medium uses a wavelength range of450 nm to 600 nm to illuminate an infinite slab

as shown in Fig. 4.6. This infinite slab hasµa = 0 mm−1 and wavelength dependent

µ′
s values shown in Fig. 4.5. The photon propagation using20 million photons launched

normally into the medium was simulated by a Monte Carlo model.In the simulations,

photons with a pathlength greater than1000 mm were discarded due to their negligible

contribution to the overall intensity when the medium’sµa 6= 0 mm−1 as discussed in
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section 3.3. The reflection angle of these photons as they reached the medium’s boundary

is governed by Snell’s law. An annular detector with inner and outer radius of2.5 mm

and3.5 mm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.6 was used to detect the reflected photons.

This detector is placed directly at the medium boundary. This type of detector geometry is

chosen to minimise the detection of surface reflected light,which carries little or no infor-

mation about the medium absorbers’ properties. Besides, this configuration is similar to

that of the ocean optics miniature fiber optics spectrometer(USB 2000) and is used in the

Monte Carlo simulations as an example of experimental systemto obtain the attenuation

spectra for the following demonstration works.

Side view

1 mm

2.5 mm

3.5 mm

nm = 1.33 

Point source 

10 mm

Annular detector 

Front angle top view 

Figure 4.6: The infinite slab and the light illumination-detection system used in the Monte
Carlo simulations.
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4.3.2 Simulation results

The temporal distribution of photons arriving at the detector, when light of different wave-

lengths was used to illuminate the medium, are plotted in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: The variation in TPSF with wavelength whenµa = 0 mm−1.

It is shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 thatA has a single-valued relationship withµa when

theµ′
s of the medium is wavelength invariant. This is not the case whenµ′

s varies with

wavelength as it modifiesA. So, it is informative to demonstrate the variation inA with

the varyingµ′
s when the medium’sµa is a constant by arbitrarily choosingµa as a constant

value of0.1 mm−1, 0.2 mm−1 and0.4 mm−1. Each of theseµa values is substituted into

the Microscopic Lambert-Beer law in Eq. (2.2.4) and incorporated into the TPSFs shown

in Fig. 4.7, giving theA versus wavelength curves shown in Fig. 4.8. It can be seen from
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these plots that the relationship betweenA and wavelength at anyµa is approximately

linear. There is a nonlinear change inA with µa at any wavelength, and this nonlinearity

changes with the wavelength. Each wavelength indicates a different µ′
s value shown in

Fig. 4.5, so the observed nonlinearA versusµa relationship for a specific wavelength is

as shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.8: The variation inA with wavelength whenµa is a constant.

A demonstration of the variation inA with wavelength dependentµa andµ′
s values

is shown by using the TPSFs in Fig. 4.7 and the extinction coefficients of the absorbers

shown in Fig. 2.3. The total concentration of these absorbers in the medium is chosen as

a constant value ofTH = 58 µmol L−1 so that the variation inµa at a wavelength can be

observed only when the SO2 varied. The choice of medium absorbers,µ′
s andµa ranges

used in this demonstration resemble those of the human tissue.112,118,120
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The effects of these wavelength dependentµa values are introduced into its associated

TPSF (which also varies with the wavelength) via the Microscopic Lambert-Beer law to

produce an example ofA versusµa relationship when SO2= 80% as shown in Fig. 4.9.

This SO2 value is chosen as it is the mean SO2 value (of capillaries) commonly reported

from spectroscopic measurements performed at the surface of the skin.120–122
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Figure 4.9: TheA versusµa relationship from a wavelength dependent scattering-
absorbing medium and when the medium’s SO2 = 80%.

4.3.2.1 Discussion of results

Several points can be noted from the above results:

1. For a pure scattering medium with wavelength dependentµ′
s, the TPSF changes

with wavelength
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2. In the case of a constantµa (but wavelength dependentµ′
s) medium, attenuation has

an approximately linear negative relationship with wavelength

3. In the case of a constantµ′
s (but wavelength dependentµa) medium, attenuation

changes nonlinearly and has a single-valued relationship with the varyingµa

4. For a wavelength dependent absorbing-scattering medium, theA versusµa relation-

ship is a multi-valued function as more than an attenuation value can be observed

at eachµa value depending on the employed wavelength

Hence, the MLBL is not wholly suitable as the analytic model because it assumes a single-

valued linear relationship betweenA andµa. Ideally to approximate the trueA versusµa

versusµ′
s relationship (i.e.A(µa(λ), µ′

s(λ))), a version of MLBL that takes into account

the above points is needed. The process involved in developing such a model is described

in the following section.

4.4 The wavelength dependent Modified Lambert-Beer

law

The MLBL (via its parametersG, d andfa) in Eq. (4.2.1) is a linear approximation of the

A versusµa relationship given from a sample with constantµ′
s. These parameters need to

be redefined each timeµ′
s changes since this alters theA versusµa relationship. This is

in order to allow a more accurate estimation of thefa value. The fact that both theµa and

µ′
s of any scattering sample are, in practice, varying with wavelength presents challenges

to the use of the MLBL model. A more suitable analytic model to use for characterising
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this medium is a version of MLBL described by Alabboud26 and shown in Eq. (2.5.10).

In his demonstration of using this model, the wavelength dependentµ′
s values observed

by Meinkeet al.68 are required, and the parameters in Eq. (2.5.10) were solvedvia the

nonlinear fitting of this model to the measuredA.

In the following, the MLBL shown in Eq. (4.2.1) is modified to account for the changes

in light attenuation value as the medium’sµ′
s is varied with wavelength. Based on theA

versusλ relationships shown in Fig. 4.8, light attenuation (which depends on bothµa and

µ′
s) is assumed to vary linearly withµ′

s whenµa is a constant. This linear variation in

A with µ′
s is represented by a wavelength,λ, term, which is used to replace the constant

attenuation offset,G, in the MLBL to give

A = µad + Kλ (4.4.1)

Here,A is the attenuation measured usingλ, d is a parameter often taken to be photon

mean pathlength, andK represents the ‘gradient’ of theA versusλ relationship shown

in Fig. 4.8. Both of the parametersd andK are variable. This equation is termed as the

wavelength dependent MLBL. As the name suggests, a wavelength term,Kλ, is included

into MLBL to account for the effects of varying scattering. Eq. (4.4.1) reduces to the

MLBL shown in Eq. (4.2.1) if the medium’sµ′
s (i.e. λ term) is a fixed value. Eq. (4.4.1)

also shows that the non-zero and varyingA value is given by the value ofKλ when either

µa = 0 mm−1 or µa is a constant.

This version of MLBL does not require the exactµ′
s values to be known as the effects

of the varyingµ′
s on A is given by the wavelength value. Besides, instead of solvingthe

parameters in Eq. (4.4.1) using the fitting routine as practised by Alabboud,26 the assump-
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tion made by Dulinget al.3 and Smith4 is used. With the light attenuation measured using

two wavelengths are given by

A(λ1) = µa(λ1)d + Kλ1 (4.4.2)

A(λ2) = µa(λ2)d + Kλ2 (4.4.3)

The d andK values in Eq. (4.4.1), although not strictly true in the caseof wavelength

dependent scattering-absorbing media, are assumed to be wavelength invariant, so that

they can be solved using the set of simultaneous equations inEq. (4.4.2)- (4.4.3) to give:

d =
A2λ1 − A1λ2

λ1µa2 − λ2µa1
(4.4.4)

K =
A2µa1 − A1µa2

λ2µa1 − λ1µa2
(4.4.5)

The intensity measurement performed usingλ3 allowsµa(λ3) to be determined, where it

can be derived from Eq. (4.4.1) as

µa3 =
A3 − Kλ3

d
(4.4.6)

In the case of a medium with absorber A and B, thefa value is related to thisµa as follows

µa3 = (εAB3fa + εB3)Ta (4.4.7)

whereεAB3 denotesεA(λ3) − εB(λ3) andTa is the absorbers’ total concentration. Substi-
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tuting Eq. (4.4.4), Eq. (4.4.5) and Eq. (4.4.7) into Eq. (4.4.6) gives

fa =
A1(λ2εB3 − λ3εB2) + A2(λ3εB1 − λ1εB3) + A3(λ1εB2 − λ2εB1)

A1(λ3εAB2 − λ2εAB3) + A2(λ1εAB3 − λ3εAB1) + A3(λ2εAB1 − λ1εAB2)
(4.4.8)

which shows thatfa value can be solved by using data at three wavelengths as compared

to a minimum of 16 wavelengths that was required in the fittingprocess of Alabboud.26

As discussed in section 4.2.1, the absorbers’ total concentration is incorporated into pa-

rameterd so cannot be estimated. Using Eq. (4.4.7) and Eq. (4.4.8),d andK shown in

Eq. (4.4.4) and Eq. (4.4.5) can also be expressed as

d =
A1(εAB3λ2 − εAB2λ3) + A2(εAB1λ3 − εAB3λ1) + A3(εAB2λ1 − εAB1λ2)

λ1(εAB2εB3 − εAB3εB2) + λ2(εAB3εB1 − εAB1εB3) + λ3(εAB1εB2 − εAB2εB1)
(4.4.9)

K =
A1(εAB3εB2 − εAB2εB3) + A2(εAB1εB3 − εAB3εB1) + A3(εAB2εB1 − εAB1εB2)

λ1(εAB3εB2 − εAB2εB3) + λ2(εAB1εB3 − εAB3εB1) + λ3(εAB2εB1 − εAB1εB2)

(4.4.10)

Taking the plot shown in Fig. 4.9 as a model of a realA versusµa relationship, the

wavelength dependent MLBL defined by three data points (indicated by plus symbol)

and the real attenuation response inA versusµa versus wavelength space are shown in

Fig. 4.10 while Fig. 4.11 shows the values approximated by the wavelength dependent

MLBL and the real attenuation values onA versusµa plot. Similar to the discussion of

section 4.2.1, the parameterfa in the wavelength dependent MLBL is given by thefa

value during which the selected three points become collinear in theA versusµa space.

This fa can take any value. In this case, however,d andK cannot be determined directly

as the gradient and offset of the straight line which connects the collinear points onA
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versusµa plot (dark dashed line in Fig. 4.11) because the wavelength dependent MLBL

does not describe theA versusµa relationship as a single-valued straight line. Besides,

both of the parametersd andK are intimately linked in Eq. (4.4.1), where solving for

d requires a known value ofK and vice-versa. A comparison between these plots in

Fig. 4.11 reveals a lack in the inflexions of the wavelength dependent MLBL compared

to the true response.
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Figure 4.10: The real attenuation values inA versusµa versusλ space (when the
medium’sµ′

s varies with wavelength, SO2 = 80% andTH = 58 µmol L−1) and its approx-
imation using the wavelength dependent MLBL. The data pointson which the parameters
in the wavelength dependent MLBL are found are indicated by the plus symbol.
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Figure 4.11: The wavelength dependent MLBL and the real attenuation values (shown in
Fig. 4.10) inA versusµa space. The dark dashed line is to show the collinearity of the
points. The data points using which the parameters in the wavelength dependent MLBL
are found are indicated by the plus symbol.

4.4.1 Results and discussion

Similar to the result shown in section 4.2.1, the accuracy ofthe value estimated by the

wavelength dependent MLBL depends on the selection of wavelength combinations, so it

is important to understand how the accuracy of the estimatedvalue varies with the data of

the selected wavelengths and the conditions these wavelengths should fulfil to yield zero

error in the calculatedfa value. This can be done by calculating thefa value given by all

the combinations of three wavelengths based on a given attenuation spectrum.

In this work, the attenuation spectrum shown in Fig. 4.12(a)is used as an example of
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attenuations measured from a scattering-absorbing medium. This attenuation spectrum

was derived from a medium with wavelength dependentµ′
s shown in Fig. 4.5 (for the

wavelength range of450 nm − 600 nm). The medium’s absorbers, SO2 and geometry,

and the light illumination-detection system are the same asthat used to produce theA

versusµa in Fig. 4.9. The medium’sµa is shown in Fig. 4.12(b). For a better visual un-

derstanding, instead of examining the relationship between the accuracy of the estimated

SO2 value and data (i.e.µa, A) of every combination of three wavelengths,λ1 is selected

as an isosbestic wavelength (i.e.586 nm shown in Fig. 2.3) because the measured at-

tenuation is insensitive to the variation in SO2, allowing the error in the estimated value

to depend only on the data ofλ2 andλ3 which are varied across the wavelength range

450 nm − 600 nm.

In processing thisA spectrum, the SO2 value given by different combination ofλ1 =

586 nm, λ2 andλ3 is calculated from Eq. (4.4.8) and the calculated full scaleerror,∆SO2,

is shown in Fig. 4.13. Only the combinations of wavelengths that produced an estimated

SO2 value that is within the range of−2% to 102% are shown in Fig. 4.13, and the

calculated error of greater than10% or less than−10% is plotted as10% and−10%,

respectively. Eq. (4.4.8) is derived from the simultaneouswavelength dependent MLBL

equations, therefore the different permutations ofλ2 andλ3, when used withλ1 = 586 nm

produce the same results. This is the reason for the diagonally symmetrical error plot

shown in Fig. 4.13 and the same error plot is produced when eitherλ2 or λ3 is selected as

586 nm while λ1 is varied across450 nm − 600 nm.

Referring to Fig. 4.13, it can be seen that most of the combinations ofλ2 andλ3 (with

λ1 = 586 nm) that produced considerably lower error (but non-zero) arefrom within the

wavelength range of540 nm − 600 nm which is close to the selectedλ1. In addition,
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Figure 4.12: The (a) attenuation and (b)µa spectra for a wavelength dependent scattering-
absorbing medium withµ′

s shown in Fig. 4.5. The medium’s SO2 = 80 % and the ab-
sorbers’ total concentrationTH = 58 µmol L−1.
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Figure 4.13: The calculated full scale error∆SO2 (in %) given by different combinations
of λ1 = 586 nm, λ2 andλ3 when the set SO2 is 80%. The error given by the wavelength
combination that yielded SO2 not within the range of−2% to 102% is not shown here and
the error greater than10% or less than−10% are plotted as10% and−10%, respectively.

an invalid SO2 value is calculated if the same wavelength is selected twicein solving the

three simultaneous equations in Eq. (4.4.1) (i.e. shown as white whenλ2 (orλ3) is 586 nm

and whenλ2 = λ3), which is when these equations become ill-conditioned.

4.4.1.1 Analysis of results

To investigate the reason low error is produced by a certain combinations ofλ2 andλ3

with 586 nm, theµa andA spectra shown in Fig. 4.12 are replotted in Fig. 4.14 (top and

middle) and this study focuses on examining the error in the value given by fixingλ2 while
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varyingλ3, and its relation to theµa andA data of the wavelengths. Following the findings

discussed in section 4.2.3,467 nm (region enclosed by red dashed line in Fig. 4.13) whose

µa is closest to that ofλ1 (see Fig. 4.14 (top) when SO2= 80%) is chosen asλ2 to examine

error in the value when varyingλ3. Also used for demonstration is540 nm (enclosed by

dark dashed line in Fig. 4.13) that has a differentµa value to that ofλ1 (refer to Fig. 4.14

(top)). The error in the value given from the combination of wavelengthsλ1 = 586 nm,

λ2 = 467 nm (and540 nm) and then varyingλ3 is shown in Fig. 4.14 (bottom). Also

shown in this diagram are the location of the selectedλ1 andλ2 (indicated by plus and

cross symbols) on these plots.

A larger error in the value given by most of theλ3 observed in Fig. 4.14 (bottom) com-

pared to that in Fig. 4.2 (bottom) suggesting a more stringent condition to zero error in

the value estimated using the wavelength dependent MLBL in the case of wavelength de-

pendent scattering-absorbing media. A possible reason is that not only is the wavelength

dependent MLBL subject to the error in theA versusµa relationship approximation (as

also observed in the case when the MLBL is used), this error heightens when this model is

used to approximate theA value moving in theA versusµa(λ) versusµs(λ) space, which

is evidence from the differences in the plots shown in Fig. 4.11.

It becomes clear from the results shown in Fig. 4.14 that the low errors are produced

by the wavelength (λ3) whoseA lies along the straight line (gray and red dashed lines)

that connects the selectedλ1 andλ2, and with the condition that theµa of this wavelength

is also collinear with that ofλ1 andλ2 in theµa versus wavelength space. However, no

wavelength combination shown in Fig. 4.13 is able to producezero error as it is a result

of poor resolution of the used spectra. The errors are shown to increase asA andµa of λ3

move away from the value that intersects this line.
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Figure 4.14: (top and middle) Theµa andA spectra when the medium’s SO2 = 80%.
(bottom) The calculated error whenλ1 = 586 nm, λ2 = 467 nm (and540 nm), andλ3

is from the wavelength range450 nm − 600 nm (shown on the x-axis). The location
of 467 nm and540 nm on theµa andA spectra are marked by red cross and dark plus
symbols, respectively. The error in the calculated SO2 outside the range of−2% to 102%
is not shown in the diagram. The calculated error of less than−10% and greater than10%
are plotted as−10% and10%, respectively. A dashed line is drawn (in the bottom plot)
across zero error as a guide.
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In the following, theµa and attenuation spectra shown in Fig. 4.14 (top and middle) are

used to help understand how the points which are collinear inA andµa versus wavelength

spaces are able to reproduce the truefa value using the wavelength dependent MLBL. The

selection of wavelengths that are collinear onµa andA spectra shown in Fig. 4.14 (top

and middle) is restricted by the sampling resolution of the spectra, so the combination of

λ1 = 586 nm, λ2 = 540 nm andλ3 = 549 nm, which are almost collinear in the plots, is

chosen for the demonstration. TheA andµa spectra are plotted on the top left and bottom

right of Fig. 4.15, respectively, and the selected points onthese spectra are indicated by

the cross symbol. Also shown in top right of Fig. 4.15 is the trueA versusµa relationship.

It can be seen by plotting these points on theA versusµa plot in Fig. 4.15 (top right) that

they lie along a straight line inA versusµa(dashed line). These results can also be plotted

in α space as shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, but they are not used inFig. 4.15 because the

aim is to understand the reason for the zero error in Fig. 4.14(bottom) without intending

to show theα values given by the estimatedfa.

The linear relationship between the points in theA versus wavelength andA versus

µa spaces shown in Fig. 4.15 agree with the assumption made in section 4.4, where it is

assumed that both parametersd (i.e. gradient inA versusµa plot) andK (i.e. gradient in

A versusλ plot) in wavelength dependent MLBL are constant. Therefore,if these points

are used to find the value of parameters in wavelength dependent MLBL, the truefa value

can be recovered and the defined wavelength dependent MLBL line would intersect the

trueA versusµa plot at these corresponding points.

In addition to the discussion of Fig. 4.15, it can also be noticed from Fig. 4.14 that

wavelengths with the sameµa reproduce the medium’s SO2. It was shown in Fig. 4.8 that

these wavelengths produce the same gradient inA versusλ space, which agrees with the
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Figure 4.15: (top left) The variation inA with the wavelength when the medium’s SO2 =
80%. (top right) TheA versusµa relationship. (bottom right) The variation inµa with the
wavelength. The location of the selected wavelengths is indicated by crosses. The dashed
lines are drawn to show the collinearity of the points.

assumption of the wavelength dependent MLBL (i.e. a constantK value). To demonstrate

this, take the absorption and attenuation spectra for SO2= 80% shown in Fig. 4.14 (top

and middle) as an example, they are replotted in Fig. 4.16. The collinearity of wavelengths

with the sameµa (e.g. around462 nm, 529 nm and585 nm marked by red crosses) onA

versus wavelength space in Fig. 4.16 means that the same gradient would be calculated.

The error of about4% whenλ3 = 525 nm (with λ1 = 586 nm andλ2 = 467 nm)

shown in Fig. 4.14 is due to the poor spectral resolution whenµa of these wavelengths is

not exactly identical. The validity of these is examined mathematically in the next section.
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Figure 4.16: (top left) The variation inA with the wavelength when the medium’s SO2 =
80%. (top right) TheA versusµa relationship. (bottom right) The variation inµa with
the wavelength. The location of the selected wavelengths isindicated by crosses. The
collinearity of the points given by wavelengths with the sameµa can be seen inA versus
wavelength.

4.4.2 Strategies for optimal selection of wavelengths

An explanation of the differences between the wavelength dependent MLBL and the true

A versusµa relationship shown in Fig. 4.11, and the error shown in Fig. 4.14 (bottom) is

that the assumption made about the constantd andK values are not true. This is because

both of these parameters change with the varyingµa andµ′
s. This can be understood by

referring to Fig. 4.9, where the nonlinearA versusµa relationship shows thatd is a vary-

ing parameter, while Fig. 4.8 shows that the gradient of theA versusλ plot, K, changes

with µa. Thus, without a careful selection of wavelengths (as shownin the example in
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Fig. 4.14), this would result in an error infa value estimated using Eq. (4.4.8). For this

reason, it is useful to derive an expression of error in the value given by the wavelength de-

pendent MLBL and to theoretically identify the factors that determined this error. Similar

to that mentioned in section 4.2.3, this error,E, can be written as

E = f ′
a − fa (4.4.11)

wheref ′
a andfa denote the value estimated using the wavelength dependent MLBL shown

in Eq. (4.4.8) and the truefa value, respectively. Substituting Eq. (4.4.8) into Eq. (4.4.11)

gives

E =
A1(λ2εB3 − λ3εB2) + A2(λ3εB1 − λ1εB3) + A3(λ1εB2 − λ2εB1)

A1(λ3εAB2 − λ2εAB3) + A2(λ1εAB3 − λ3εAB1) + A3(λ2εAB1 − λ1εAB2)
− fa

(4.4.12)

Rearranging Eq. (4.4.12) and usingα expressed in Eq. (4.2.3) to provide

E =
A1(λ2α3 − λ3α2) + A2(λ3α1 − λ1α3) + A3(λ1α2 − λ2α1)

A1(λ3εAB2 − λ2εAB3) + A2(λ1εAB3 − λ3εAB1) + A3(λ2εAB1 − λ1εAB2)
(4.4.13)

It is shown in Fig. 4.9 that for the case of a wavelength dependent scattering-absorbing

medium, attenuation has a multi-valued relationship withµa, thus finding a wavelength

combination which would produceE = 0 in Eq. (4.4.13) is not straightforward. The con-

dition to zero error via an appropriate selection of wavelengths, however, can be inferred

from the results shown in Fig. 4.14 - Fig. 4.16, and an understanding of the wavelength

dependent MLBL. This work assumes that wavelengths whose measured data satisfied the

assumptions made by the wavelength dependent MLBL reproducethe truefa value. The
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following subsections mathematically verify the viability of different strategies for wave-

length selection (strategy I and strategy II) to recover a medium’sfa determined from the

results shown in Fig. 4.14.

4.4.2.1 Wavelengths selection strategy I:

Fig. 4.8, Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.16 show that if three wavelengths with identicalµa are chosen

as the measurement wavelengths, their attenuation value form a linear relationship with

wavelength as assumed by the wavelength dependent MLBL, so allowing the medium’s

fa to be recovered using this model. To prove this, let theα of these wavelengths related

by

α1 = α2 = α3 (4.4.14)

So that substituting Eq. (4.4.14) into Eq. (4.4.13) gives

E =
[A1(λ2 − λ3) + A2(λ3 − λ1) + A3(λ1 − λ2)]α3

A1(λ3εAB2 − λ2εAB3) + A2(λ1εAB3 − λ3εAB1) + A3(λ2εAB1 − λ1εAB2)
(4.4.15)

Rewritting Eq. (4.4.15) as

E =
[A1(λ2 − λ3 + λ1 − λ1) + A2(λ3 − λ1) + A3(λ1 − λ2)]α3

A1(λ3εAB2 − λ2εAB3) + A2(λ1εAB3 − λ3εAB1) + A3(λ2εAB1 − λ1εAB2)
(4.4.16)

which is reduced to

E =
[(A1 − A2)(λ1 − λ3) − (A1 − A3)(λ1 − λ2)]α3

A1(λ3εAB2 − λ2εAB3) + A2(λ1εAB3 − λ3εAB1) + A3(λ2εAB1 − λ1εAB2)
(4.4.17)
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Next, from the results in Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.16, collinearity of the selected wavelengths

in A versus wavelength space can be observed when theirα are identical. The collinearity

in A versus wavelength space means that the same gradient can be measured, so setting

the relationship betweenA of these wavelengths inA versus wavelength space as

A1 − A2

λ1 − λ2

=
A1 − A3

λ1 − λ3

(4.4.18)

which can also be written as

(A1 − A2)(λ1 − λ3) = (A1 − A3)(λ1 − λ2) (4.4.19)

Substitute Eq. (4.4.19) into Eq. (4.4.17) leads to zero error as follows:

E =
[(A1 − A3)(λ1 − λ2) − (A1 − A3)(λ1 − λ2)]α3

A1(λ3εAB2 − λ2εAB3) + A2(λ1εAB3 − λ3εAB1) + A3(λ2εAB1 − λ1εAB2)
= 0

(4.4.20)

which is in good agreement with the error plot shown in Fig. 4.16.

4.4.2.2 Wavelengths selection strategy II:

The second approach to potentially obtaining zero error is by selecting the wavelengths

whoseα are related by Eq. (4.4.21) (as shown in the top diagram of Fig. 4.14 (indicated by

dark plus symbol)), wherein Eq. (4.4.14) is the subset of Eq.(4.4.21) when the differences

betweenα of three wavelengths are zero.

α1 − α2

λ1 − λ2

=
α1 − α3

λ1 − λ3

(4.4.21)
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Rearranging Eq. (4.4.21) to giveα3 as

α3 =
α1(λ3 − λ2) − α2(λ3 − λ1)

λ1 − λ2

(4.4.22)

From Eq. (4.4.13), the error can also be written as

E =
α1(A2λ3 − A3λ2) + α2(A3λ1 − A1λ3) + α3(A1λ2 − A2λ1)

A1(λ3εAB2 − λ2εAB3) + A2(λ1εAB3 − λ3εAB1) + A3(λ2εAB1 − λ1εAB2)
(4.4.23)

Substituting Eq. (4.4.22) into Eq. (4.4.23) gives

E =
α1(A2λ3 − A3λ2) + α2(A3λ1 − A1λ3) +

α1(λ3 − λ2) − α2(λ3 − λ1)

λ1 − λ2

(A1λ2 − A2λ1)

A1(λ3εAB2 − λ2εAB3) + A2(λ1εAB3 − λ3εAB1) + A3(λ2εAB1 − λ1εAB2)

(4.4.24)

And rearranging Eq. (4.4.24) provides

E =
α1λ2(A1∆λ32 + A2∆λ13 + A3∆λ21) − α2λ1(A1∆λ32 + A2∆λ13 + A3∆λ21)

(λ1 − λ2)(A1(λ3εAB2 − λ2εAB3) + A2(λ1εAB3 − λ3εAB1) + A3(λ2εAB1 − λ1εAB2))

(4.4.25)

where∆λ12 refers toλ1 − λ2. Rearranging Eq. (4.4.25) yields

E =
(A1(λ3 − λ2) + A2(λ1 − λ3) + A3(λ2 − λ1)) (α1λ2 − α2λ1)

(λ1 − λ2)(A1(λ3εAB2 − λ2εAB3) + A2(λ1εAB3 − λ3εAB1) + A3(λ2εAB1 − λ1εAB2))

(4.4.26)
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which can also be written as

E =
(A1(λ3 − λ2 + λ1 − λ1) + A2(λ1 − λ3) + A3(λ2 − λ1)) (α1λ2 − α2λ1)

(λ1 − λ2)(A1(λ3εAB2 − λ2εAB3) + A2(λ1εAB3 − λ3εAB1) + A3(λ2εAB1 − λ1εAB2))

(4.4.27)

=
[(A1 − A3)(λ1 − λ2) − (A1 − A2)(λ1 − λ3)](α1λ2 − α2λ1)

(λ1 − λ2)(A1(λ3εAB2 − λ2εAB3) + A2(λ1εAB3 − λ3εAB1) + A3(λ2εAB1 − λ1εAB2))

(4.4.28)

It can be inferred from the results shown in Fig. 4.14 and Fig.4.15 that wavelengths whose

α are as given in Eq. (4.4.21) produce the same gradient inA versus wavelength space as

follows:
A1 − A2

λ1 − λ2

=
A1 − A3

λ1 − λ3

(4.4.29)

which can also be written in the form shown in Eq. (4.4.19). Substituting Eq. (4.4.19) into

Eq. (4.4.28) gives zero error as follows:

E =
[(A1 − A3)(λ1 − λ2) − (A1 − A3)(λ1 − λ2)](α1λ2 − α2λ1)

(λ1 − λ2)(A1(λ3εAB2 − λ2εAB3) + A2(λ1εAB3 − λ3εAB1) + A3(λ2εAB1 − λ1εAB2))
= 0

(4.4.30)

This confirms the validity of the discussion of Fig. 4.15, where selecting collinear points

in bothµa versus wavelength andA versus wavelength spaces reproduces thefa value.

4.5 Noise sensitivity investigation

As mentioned in section 4.3, theµs andg of any scattering medium vary with wavelength,

so the following work considers the practicality of using the wavelength dependent MLBL

to find fa of wavelength dependent scattering-absorbing media basedon the attenuation
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signals measured under a noisy condition. Although it is demonstrated in section 4.4.1

and section 4.4.2 that the error in this value can be minimised with a proper selection

of wavelengths, this error is also, in practice, dependent upon the noise in the system.

Therefore consistency in the value estimated based on the noise affected data of different

combination of wavelengths is investigated herein. Factors that determine the consistency

in the estimated value are explored mathematically in section 4.5.1. The validity of these

is verified using the noisy data generated in section 4.5.2, and the error in the value esti-

mated by different wavelength combinations is presented insection 4.5.3. Section 4.5.3

also discusses the criteria considered when selecting the optimal wavelength combination

for the spectroscopy analysis of a medium.

4.5.1 Derivation of noise sensitivity of the estimated value

Thefa value estimated using the wavelength dependent MLBL is givenfrom Eq. (4.4.8)

where the attenuation values (i.e.A1, A2 andA3) are the only variable in the equation

that are directly affected by the noise. The uncertainty in this fa value, which depends

upon measurement parameters (i.e.A1, A2 andA3) that have random and independent

uncertainties, can be expressed using the error of propagation approach123 as follows:

δf2
a =

(
∂fa

∂A1

)2

∆A2
1 +

(
∂fa

∂A2

)2

∆A2
2 +

(
∂fa

∂A3

)2

∆A2
3 (4.5.1)
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where∆A1 is the variation inA(λ1) dependent on noise. Differentiatingfa in Eq. (4.4.8)

with respect to the measured attenuation (A1, A2 andA3) leads to

δf2
a =

β (λ1(εA3 ∧ εB2) + λ2(εA1 ∧ εB3) + λ3(εA2 ∧ εB1))
2

(A1(εAB3λ2 − εAB2λ3) + A2(εAB1λ3 − εAB3λ1) + A3(εAB2λ1 − εAB1λ2))4

(4.5.2)

whereεA3 ∧ εB2 denotesεA3εB2 − εA2εB3 , and

β = ∆A2
1(A

2
3λ

2
2+A2

2λ
2
3−2A2A3λ2λ3)+∆A2

2(A
2
3λ

2
1+A2

1λ
2
3−2A1A3λ1λ3)+∆A2

3(A2λ1−A1λ2)
2

while δfa is a measure of the uncertainties in the estimatedfa value, determining the

sensitivity of this value to the noise inA1, A2 andA3. The ∂fa

∂A
terms quantify changes

in thefa value when light attenuation measured using the selected wavelengths (i.e.A1,

A2, A3) is varied. The measured attenuations are subject to changes due to the noise, so

the combination of wavelengths whose estimated values are relatively insensitive to noise

should be determined only by their corresponding absorbers’ extinction coefficients.

Based on Eq. (4.5.2),δfa = 0 can theoretically be achieved by reducing the summation

of terms in the numerator of Eq. (4.5.2) to zero. However, there would be an expensive

trade-off between the robustness of the performance of a selected wavelength combination

to noise and the sensitivity of the estimated value to the medium’s SO2 induced variation

in A. This is because, in addition to noise, changes in SO2 also modifyA, so selecting a

combination of wavelengths that produceδfa = 0 may also result in an estimated value

that is insensitive to the changes in the medium’s SO2.
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4.5.2 The simulation of noisy data for demonstration

The results shown in Fig. 4.13 - Fig. 4.16 are based on attenuations produced by Monte

Carlo simulations when noise in the measurement system (i.e.shot noise, quantisation

noise, and readout noise) was not considered. Even though the simulated signals are sub-

ject to the statistical noise in the Monte Carlo simulation,124 the effect of this noise on

the signals is arguably small as can be seen in Fig. 4.17. The attenuation spectrum shown

in Fig. 4.10, Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16 appeared almost flat (noiseless) and is practically

unrealistic, therefore wavelengths selected based on these simulated data may not give a

satisfactory result when they are used on a noisy signal. In this section, noisy data are

simulated and wavelength combinations which produce a lower overall∆fa as compared

to that given by other wavelength combinations are determined to verify the validity of the

conclusions drawn in section 4.4 and section 4.5.1. This investigation begins by adding

shot and quantisation noises onto the light intensity in simulations. The resultant intensity

signals give the ‘noisy’ attenuation which will be used in the following section in deter-

mining the wavelength combinations that are appropriate for characterising a medium

with a range of possible SO2 value. The noisy signal generation process is described next.

Assuming the employed system is both shot noise and quantisation noise limited and

the CCD camera used in the spectroscopic system has the specifications shown in Ta-

ble 4.1 that are the specifications of a CCD camera (Sensicam QE pco. imaging from the

Cooke corporation).

The number of photo-generated electrons,ne, in the CCD wells is related to the detected

light intensity (i.e.I0 andI) by:125
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Table 4.1: The camera specifications.

Specification Value

quantum efficiency 0.65

detector area 6 × 10−5 m2

full well capacity 18, 000 electrons

dynamic range 12 bit

ne =
I × t × Adet× ξ × λ

h × c
(4.5.3)

wheret is the detector integration time (ins) and is chosen ast = 0.03 s in this study,

while Adet andξ are detector area and quantum efficiency, respectively. Theparameterh,

c, andλ are the planck constant (h = 6.62 × 10−34 m2 kg s−1), the speed of light in the

vacuum (c = 3 × 108 m s−1), and the light wavelength.

The uncertainty in the detected electrons (shot noise) follows a Poisson distribution,126

hence thepoissrnd function in Matlab® is used to generate a random number from

the Poisson distribution. The mean parameter used in thepoissrnd function is given

by the value ofne shown in Eq. (4.5.3), and the resultant randomly generated number of

electrons denoted byne(noise).

In addition to the Poisson noise, another source of noise on the signals is the quantisa-

tion error. The quantisation procedure in the imaging system, which converts the number

of electrons in the CCD wells to the discrete signal levels, changes the real value of the

signals127 due to the number of possible signal levels in a camera. To include the effects

of this quantisation error by the analog to digital converter (ADC) of the camera, the sig-

nal level corresponding tone(noise) is rounded to the nearest discrete signal level before
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converting it back to the number of electrons,ne(noise)
128 as follows:

ne(noise)= round
(ne(noise)

ADU

)

× ADU (4.5.4)

Here, ADU denotes analog-to-digital conversion units of the camera and it describes the

conversion efficiency of the camera from the number of electrons in the CCD well to the

discrete signals levels,128 which is given by

ADU =
18, 000

212
= 4.4 (4.5.5)

Thene(noise) in Eq. (4.5.4) is used to give the ‘noise-affected’I from Eq. (4.5.3). The

noisyA value,AN, is calculated as

AN = log

(
I0(noise)

I(noise)

)

(4.5.6)

whereI0(noise)andI(noise)denote the simulated noisyI0 andI values, respectively.

An example of the modelled noisy attenuation spectrumAN can be seen in Fig. 4.17.

This spectrum is derived from the intensity data which give the ‘noiseless’ attenuation

spectrumAMC previously shown in Fig. 4.15 (top left). ThisAMC is also plotted in

Fig. 4.17 for reference. The noise-affected signals are used in next section to demon-

strate the sensitivity of the value given by the wavelength dependent MLBL to system

noise.
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Figure 4.17: The ‘noiseless’ attenuation spectrum given from the Monte Carlo simulations
when the set SO2 = 80% (AMC) and an example of a modelled noisy attenuation spectrum
(AN).

4.5.3 The selection of optimal wavelengths for practical spectroscopy

Even though it is useful to determine the optimum wavelengthcombination to be used in

analysing a specific medium, the priority here is to demonstrate the validity of the theories

discussed in section 4.4.1 and section 4.5.1, and to establish the link between error and

standard deviation of the estimated value and the data of theselected wavelengths. This is

because the selection of an optimum wavelength combinationis subject to changes when

any of the following parameters, which would modify theA value, vary;

1. Different (or additional) absorbers are in the medium

2. The medium’s SO2 value
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3. Medium geometry, structure and layer

4. The scattering parameters (i.e.g, µs) of the medium

5. Light illumination and detection system

6. Noise in the experimental system

Since the main concern here is to assess the theories discussed above, the sampling res-

olution of attenuation and absorbers’ extinction coefficient spectra of1 nm would be

sufficient for this purpose and they are used in the following.

The TPSFs and medium absorbers’ extinction coefficient spectra are shown in Fig. 4.7

and Fig. 2.3, respectively, and let the non-varying total hematocrit concentrationTH is set

at58 µmol L−1; using these information, the attenuation spectra for different SO2 (varied

from 0% to 100% at the step size of1%) are derived from Eq. (2.2.4) and represented by

AMC. These attenuation spectra give the ‘noisy’ signals by following the steps described

in section 4.5.2. For theAMC of each SO2, this process is iterated 300 times, generating

300 different sets of ‘noisy’ attenuation spectra. The processing of these noisy attenua-

tion spectra produced 300 different values of∆SO2 (given from each three-wavelength

combination) from which the mean (µerr) and standard deviation (σerr) of ∆SO2 are cal-

culated. Fig. 4.18 shows the flow diagram of the noisy attenuation spectrum generation

process and the evaluation of error performance of each wavelength combination. The

whole process is repeated forAMC for different SO2 (denoted by SO2(t) in Fig. 4.18). The

wavelengths selected from this process consisted of a combination of three wavelengths

that produced the lowest overall mean and standard deviation of ∆SO2, µerr ± σerr value

(i.e. ∆SO2(s) in Fig. 4.18).
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no 

 Calculate the light intensities from the A simulated via a 

Monte Carlo model, IMC (SO2(t) = 0%) 

 Initialise the noise generator counter,  i = 0 

Calculate ne(MC) corresponded to the IMC 

Generate a Poisson distribution around ne(MC), ne(noise) 

Convert ne(noise) to I(noise) 

Calculate AN from I(noise) 

 Calculate the SO2 and  SO2 given by different 

combinations of  !1, !2, !3 

 Store  SO2 for each wavelength combination 

is i > 300? 

yes 

 SO2(s) = mean( SO2) ± std( SO2) 

if SO2(t) < 100%, then 

SO2(t) = SO2(t)+1% Increment i  

Include the quantisation error: 

ne(noise) => discrete signal level => ne(noise) 

Figure 4.18: The processes involved in generating noisy attenuation spectra and the evalu-
ation of the accuracy and noise-sensitivity of the SO2 value given by different wavelength
combinations.
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4.5.3.1 Results and discussion

Besides the full SO2 range of0%− 100% as shown in Fig. 4.18, the optimum wavelength

combination for a smaller SO2 range of50% − 90%, which is the realistic range for the

mean blood oxygen saturation across arteries, veins and capillaries,129 is also identified.

The objective of this is to investigate the repeatability ofthe performance of different

wavelength combinations when a different SO2 range is considered. The mean of the

µerr andσerr values given by each wavelength combination when the set SO2 is varied

across the two considered ranges are plotted in Fig. 4.19 andFig. 4.20, respectively. The

combinations of three wavelengths that yield an estimated SO2 value that is not within

the analytical range of−2% to 102% during one of the iteration processes (denoted byi

in Fig. 4.18) are not shown in these diagrams.

Some of these wavelength combinations may produce small variation in the estimated

value but a large mean error, and vice versa. So to identify a combination of three wave-

lengths with the best performance in terms of the lowest meanerror and high repeatability

in the estimated value, the threshold limit for the meanσerr is selected as2.5%. This work

assumes that if the meanσerr is greater than the set threshold value, the value would

be sensitive to the noise, so only the values given by the wavelength combinations that

produced meanσerr within these limits are plotted in Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20. The opti-

mum wavelength combination is then selected based on the lowest mean error shown in

Fig. 4.19 and this selection is valid only for the set threshold value. The colour bars shown

at the bottom of the diagrams in Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20 indicate the value of the mean

µerr andσerr, respectively. The shadow of these data (shown as gray) projected on the Y-Z

plane (i.e. whenλ1 = 600 nm), X-Z plane (i.e. whenλ2 = 600 nm), and X-Y plane (i.e.
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whenλ3 = 450 nm) are also included in the diagrams to provide a better illustration of

the combinations of wavelengths that give the corresponding performance.
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Figure 4.19: Mean of absoluteµerr values when the set SO2 varied from (a)0% to 100%
and (b)50% to 90%. The combinations of wavelengths that failed to produce a value
within the range−2% to 102% during one of the iteration processes or produced a mean
of σerr > 2.5% are not shown in the diagram. The colour bar indicates the magnitude of
the meanµerr.
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Figure 4.20: Mean of absoluteσerr values when the set SO2 varied from (a)0% to 100%
and (b)50% to 90%. The combinations of wavelengths that failed to produce a value
within the range−2% to 102% during one of the iteration processes or produced a mean
of σerr > 2.5% are not shown in the diagram. The colour bar indicates the magnitude of
meanσerr.
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Unlike the result shown in Fig. 4.13, the combination of closely spaced wavelengths

are not seen in Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20. A possible reason for this is that in the absence

of noise, theA andµa values of the closely spaced wavelengths may be considerably

similar, satisfying the conditions outlined in section 4.4.2. However, in the presence of

noise, the differences in theirA values increase with noise, upsetting those conditions

hence producing a large∆SO2.

The increase in the number of wavelength combinations that produced a meanσerr ≤

2.5% with reduction in the considered SO2 range can be seen in Fig. 4.19 that increased

from 383 combinations (when the considered SO2 range is0%−100%) to 681 wavelength

combinations for a smaller SO2 range (i.e.50%− 90% range). This is due to the fact that

some of these wavelengths can produce valid SO2 estimates only within a certain SO2

range depending on theA andµa values of these wavelengths as discussed in section 4.4.2,

and the susceptibility of the signals to noise. Besides, the selected threshold (σerr) value

also affects the number of wavelength combinations shown inthose diagrams.

According to Fig. 4.19(a) and Fig. 4.20(a), wavelength combinations469 nm, 593 nm,

600 nm produce the lowest meanµerr for the SO2 range of0% − 100%, with a mean

of µerr and σerr are given by8.9% and 2.49%, respectively. Fig. 4.19(b) shows that

458 nm, 560 nm, 584 nm is the best wavelength combination for the case of SO2 range of

50% − 90% as it produced the lowest meanµerr with meanµerr ± σerr = 6.95% ± 2.48%.

Meanwhile, there is a high consistency in the value estimated using the combination

of 456 nm, 551 nm, 577 nm. Fig. 4.20 shows that this wavelength combination gave

σerr = 0.0028% for both of the considered SO2 ranges, with the meanµerr is given by25%

and15% when the SO2 range is0% − 100% and50% − 90%, respectively. The mean

and standard deviation of∆SO2 given by the above mentioned wavelength combinations
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at different set SO2 value are plotted in Fig. 4.21. The larger error in the value estimated

using these wavelengths compared to the results in Fig. 4.14, which is the case when

the measured attenuation is not subject to the shot and quantisation noises discussed in

section 4.5.2, suggesting the high sensitivity of this analytical approach to the noise.

Therefore, in addition to the fact that the accuracy of the estimated value depends upon

the ability of the wavelength dependent MLBL to accurately approximate the true atten-

uation value, the effects of noise on the attenuation also influence the performance of the

wavelength dependent MLBL model.
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Figure 4.21: Mean and standard deviation (shown as error bar) of the full scale error in
the value estimated using different wavelength combinations. Zero mean error is drawn
as dotted line as a guide.

It can be seen from Fig. 4.21 that, even though469 nm, 593 nm, 600 nm produced a

lower mean SO2 across SO2 range of50% − 90% as compared to that given by458 nm,
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560 nm, 584 nm, it was not chosen as the optimal wavelength combination forthis SO2

range because the standard deviation of the calculated error in this SO2 range is, on aver-

age, greater than the set threshold value (meanσerr = 2.65). The combination of456 nm,

551 nm, 577 nm producedδfa ≈ 0 in Eq. (4.5.2), which is due to the collapse of the

bracket term in the expression to approximately zero, hencethe estimated values are in-

sensitive to noise as can be seen from the small variance in the estimated values shown

in Fig. 4.21. However, the value estimated using this wavelength combination is also in-

sensitive to the changes inA with the medium’s SO2 because SO2= 54% is calculated

regardless of the set SO2. Based on these results, it is reasonable to select the combination

of 469 nm, 593 nm and600 nm as the best wavelengths for the considered wavelength

range and sampling resolution because of the robustness andaccuracy of its estimated val-

ues across the full SO2 range. In the case when three absorbers are in the medium, a new

generic wavelength combinations for the considered mediumand measurement system

can be selected following the steps described earlier, thiswavelength combination can

be determined by including the effects the additional absorbers have on the measurable

during the modelling.

Again, it is important to note here that the performance of the wavelength combina-

tions shown in Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20 are valid only for the signals measured from a

medium whose geometry and optical properties, detector geometry and the measurement

mode described in section 4.3.1. In addition, these error plots may differ for different

camera specifications. The changes in the error performanceof the selected wavelengths

when a different detection system and measurement mode are used will be shown later in

Chapter 6. Even so, the criteria considered in selecting the optimal wavelengths discussed

above are useful as a guide in finding the best wavelengths forspectroscopy analysis of a
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medium, and the same approach would be applied when the properties of a medium and

experiment system are known.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, wavelength combinations able to reproducethe truefa value using linear

equation models are theoretically identified as those with either the sameµa value orµa

values that are collinear in absorption spectrum. This is a generic means of optimal wave-

lengths selection to deducefa value based on the measured data without using brute force

method. However, the fulfilment of wavelengths with these conditions is restricted to the

sampling resolution of the employed spectra, and the selection of an optimal wavelength

combination varies with the parameters described in section 4.5.3. It was found that wave-

lengths which are closely spaced are considerably more sensitive to noise. The combina-

tion of wavelengths whose performance is robust towards thenoise may also be insensi-

tive to the medium’s SO2 induced variation in attenuation in its application in oximetry.

Therefore the selection of wavelengths that reproducefa (or SO2) value involves iden-

tifying wavelengths that are distantly spaced, sensitive to changes infa and that have

satisfied the strategies discussed in section 4.4.2. In casewhen the medium’sfa is sub-

ject to changes and fast processing speed is required for quantification work, the optimal

wavelength combination to be used with linear equation model can be identified through

numerical modelling of the measurement system and medium. This wavelength combi-

nation can be determined in pre-measurement stage using brute force method, which is

a more computational intensive method, demonstrated in section 4.5.3. The wavelength

combination selected using this method, however, allow fast estimation offa value during
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the measurement. The use of three wavelengths to find thefa value of a medium and

the generic strategies of optimal wavelengths selection presented in this chapter revealed

several methods potentially used in oximetry. The application of these methods is not

restricted to a specific optical system or measurement sites. One possible method is to

manually identify different combination of three wavelengths that satisfied either one of

the strategies discussed in section 4.4.2 under differentfa value in pre-measurement stage.

The collinearity of attenuation value of these wavelength combinations is then evaluated

to determine the wavelength combination that is able to recover thefa value. Another

method similar to this is discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Absorber’s fractional concentration

estimation via the analysis of

attenuation of wavelength pairs

5.1 Introduction

The main objective of the work in Chapter 4 was to explore strategies to identify a combi-

nation of three wavelengths, which can be used with the linear equation model for spec-

troscopic analysis of a scattering medium. It was discussedin Chapter 4 that the search of

an optimal wavelength combination for a certain SO2 range required the optical system,

medium’s optical properties (i.e.µa andµ′
s) and geometries (of the medium and detec-

tor) used in the measurements to be modelled, but that this selection of wavelengths is

subject to change when one of these measurement parameters is varied. The search of

this optimal wavelength combination is useful when there isa limitation on the number
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of wavelengths that can be used for spectroscopic examination of a specific medium such

as an oximeter where three fixed wavelengths must be selected.

The availability of spectroscopy using a broadband source and hyperspectral cameras

or spectrometers, which are able to measure signals across awide range of wavelength,

means there is much less restriction in the wavelengths to beused. Hence in this chapter,

an analytical approach able to determine an optimal choice of a restricted set of wave-

lengths as the medium’sfa value is varied is investigated.

In section 5.2.1, the requirement needed to recover thefa value in a medium is speci-

fied, unlike Chapter 4, no attenuation model is required in theestimation of this value. The

limitation of using this approach and the potential sourcesof error in the estimated value

are discussed in section 5.2.2. Two types of scattering-absorbing media are again consid-

ered in this work: wavelength-invariant scattering and wavelength dependent scattering

media. Even though changes in the measurement wavelengths means the medium’sµ′
s

will be different, these variations can be insignificant if asufficiently narrow wavelength

range where changes inµ′
s are very slight3,4 is used. This type of scattering medium is

considered in this study as the constant scattering medium.

The strategy used to identify the appropriate wavelengths based on the attenuation mea-

sured from a wavelength invariant scattering medium is described in section 5.3. This

section also includes a demonstration of the estimation offa value using the data at these

wavelengths. A similar method is employed for the case when amedium’sµ′
s changes

with wavelength and this is discussed in section 5.4. Since no attenuation model is needed

in the estimation of thefa value, an approach is required to process the measured atten-

uation spectrum and to determine a certain combination of wavelengths, using the data

of which the medium’sfa value can be recovered. This would require knowing how
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the attenuation, which is the only measurable from continuous intensity measurements,

of different combination of wavelengths vary with the medium’s fa. So the attenuation

response depending on the optical properties (i.e.µa, µ′
s) of a medium is derived mathe-

matically in this chapter to identify a suitable approach used for analysing the measured

data.

This approach is also used in section 5.5 to find the fractional concentration value of

an absorber in a wavelength dependent scattering-absorbing medium that contains three

absorbing species. Lastly, the selection of optimal wavelength range for quantification

work using this approach is determined in section 5.6.

5.2 Estimation of fractional concentration value using a

wavelength pair

It was discussed in section 2.2 that scattering in a medium causes an attenuation offset

and a nonlinear relationship betweenA andµa, and it can be seen from the work reviewed

in section 2.5 that medium characterisation using data at two different wavelengths is the

minimum requirement for the estimation of thefa value.

In this work, an attenuation spectrum measured using a continuous intensity technique

is needed for analysis but the estimation offa value involves using data at two wave-

lengths. More importantly, an approach that is different from that reviewed in Chapter

2 is practised and this will be demonstrated in section 5.2.3.1. The description of this

quantification method is preceded with the derivation of thefa value in section 5.2.1 and

a discussion of the range of acceptable error defined in this study. This is followed by a
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description of the steps and equations involved in exploring the approach that can be used

to determine a medium’sfa value in section 5.3.2 and section 5.4.2.

5.2.1 Deriving the fractional concentration value of an absorber

The error plot shown in Fig. 4.2 obtained when the MLBL is used in the case of a scat-

tering medium with wavelength-invariantµ′
s points out an interesting fact, which is that

a zero error is obtained if theµa of any two wavelengths (e.g.λ1 andλ2) are identical

regardless of the selection of the third wavelength as follows:

µa1 = µa2 (5.2.1)

From Eq. (4.2.2), Eq. (5.2.1) can also be written as

α1Ta = α2Ta (5.2.2)

The absorbers’ total concentration,Ta, can be cancelled out in Eq. (5.2.2) to give

α1 = α2 (5.2.3)

In the case of a medium with two absorbers, namely absorber A and B, the medium’sα

is given from Eq. (4.2.3), so that Eq. (5.2.3) can also be written as

[(εA1 − εB1)fa + εB1 ] = [(εA2 − εB2)fa + εB2 ] (5.2.4)
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From the discussion of Fig. 4.2, it is reasonable to deduce the fractional concentration

value of an absorber directly from Eq. (5.2.4) using the extinction coefficients of the

present absorbers, where solving for the value offa in Eq. (5.2.4) gives

fa =
εB1 − εB2

εA2 − εB2 − εA1 + εB1

(5.2.5)

While Eq. (5.2.5) is the simplest form offa previously shown in Eq. (2.5.5), Eq. (2.5.6)

and Eq. (2.5.11), the truefa value can be recovered using Eq. (5.2.5) only if the selected

wavelength pair abides by the condition shown in Eq. (5.2.3). Eq. (5.2.5) does not include

the value of measured attenuations, instead, these are usedto identify the wavelength

pairs that satisfy Eq. (5.2.3) beforefa is calculated from Eq. (5.2.5). Take, for example,

the case when the medium’sµ′
s is invariant with wavelength,A(α) is a single-valued

function as shown in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 4.3, so wavelength pairs with the sameα give the

same attenuation. This is further elaborated in section 5.3.

5.2.2 Derivation of error arising from quantisation

In practice, a wide range of spectral resolutions are available for different spectrometers

and hyperspectral cameras, with the typical spectral resolution of these cameras ranging

from 0.25 nm to 4 nm56 (with efforts to acquire higher spectral resolutions stillongo-

ing).130,131

However, even under noiseless conditions and with the finestcurrently available detec-

tor sampling interval, it is still unlikely that a wavelength pair with the sameA can be

found. The importance of finding this wavelength pair will bediscussed in section 5.3.2.

This is with an exception when the continuous attenuation spectrum is sampled at a suffi-
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cient rate to satisfy the Nyquist criterion and reconstructed via a convolution with the sinc

function,132 whose operation involves summing the reconstructed sampleat an infinite

time point. While the use of this sinc function is impractical, the use of an approximation

to the sinc function that is finite in length would result in interpolation error.132 Therefore,

without an ideal reconstruction of signals, the closest agreement to the sameA given by

a wavelength pair, i.e.λ1 andλ2, can be written as

A(λ1) + ∆A = A(λ2) (5.2.6)

where∆A is the error between attenuation ofλ1 andλ2. In view of this, theα spectra used

in this work are sampled at a discrete sampling interval matching that of the measured

attenuation spectra (i.e.1 nm is used in this work), so that the closest agreement in theα

of a wavelength pair to Eq. (5.2.3) (under afa value) is given by

α1 + ∆α = α2 (5.2.7)

where∆α is the difference between the relative specific absorption coefficient atλ1 (i.e.

α1) andλ2 (i.e. α2) due to the sampling resolution of the employed spectra. Substituting

Eq. (4.2.3) into Eq. (5.2.7) gives

(εA1 − εB1)fa + εB1 + ∆α = (εA2 − εB2)fa + εB2 (5.2.8)

And solving forfa in Eq. (5.2.8) gives

fa =
εB1 − εB2 + ∆α

εA2 − εB2 − εA1 + εB1

(5.2.9)
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The error in thefa value given from Eq. (5.2.9),∆fa, can be expressed as

∆fa = fa − f ′
a (5.2.10)

= −
∆α

εA2 − εB2 − εA1 + εB1

(5.2.11)

Here,fa is the medium’s truefa value given from Eq. (5.2.5) whilef ′
a is the value given

by a wavelength pair whoseα do not match exactly due to quantisation error (shown in

Eq. (5.2.7)). Eq. (5.2.11) shows that error in the estimatedvalue depends on the value

of ∆α and differences in the extinction coefficients of the mediumabsorbers,∆ε, at the

selected wavelength pair. It is unlikely to find a wavelengthpair whoseα are identical

using the sampling resolution of the measuring instruments, so an absolute error infa (in

%) of |∆fa| ≤ 0.5% is considered as acceptable. Any wavelength pair that is able to

give an error of within this limit as compared to the medium’struefa is desirable and is

referred to here as theright wavelength pair.

This technique is demonstrated using attenuation data and medium’s absorbers de-

scribed in section 5.2.3. The result on the accuracy of thefa value estimated based on

these simulated data and withα of the selected wavelength pair comply with Eq. (5.2.3)

is presented in section 5.2.3.1.

5.2.3 Demonstration of the technique

For the sake of demonstration, the simulated TPSF given whenan infinite slab has a

wavelength invariantµ′
s of 3.5 mm−1 shown in Fig. 4.7 (i.e. whenλ = 550 nm) is

used as an example of the distribution of photons. The description of the medium and

source-detector system used in the simulations can be foundin section 4.3. In the absence
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of absorption, the same TPSF is measured regardless of the emitting wavelength of the

employed light source and it is plotted in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The simulated TPSF of a scattering medium withµ′
s = 3.5 mm−1 after 20

million photons were launched into an infinite slab described in section 4.3 and light
propagation of these photons is simulated by the Monte Carlo method. Theµa of this
medium is0 mm−1.

However, if oxy- and deoxy-haemoglobin whose extinction coefficients in the range of

450 nm − 600 nm shown in Fig. 2.3 were the medium’s absorbers, then the simulated

TPSF would change with the wavelength dependentµa value. The reason this wavelength

range is chosen is that it is likely to find a wavelength pair that gives small∆α using

the spectral resolution of1 nm (hence producing|∆fa| ≤ 0.5%) under a givenfa while

other reason will be discussed in section 5.6. In the following, TH and SO2 are set as

58 µmol L−1 and80%, respectively, to give a variation in the medium’sµa with wave-
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length shown in Fig. 5.2 (top). Based on theseµa and the TPSF shown in Fig. 5.1, the

light attenuation value is calculated using:

A = As + log

(∫ ∞

t=0

s(t)10−µacmtdt

)

(5.2.12)

which is rewritten from Eq. (2.2.4). The calculated attenuation spectrum is plotted in

Fig. 5.2 (middle). This spectrum will be used for the demonstration of the technique in

the following.

5.2.3.1 Results on the estimation of value using a wavelength pair

It is mentioned in section 5.2.1 that wavelengths whoseα (henceµa) are equal can be

used to recover the medium’sfa using Eq. (5.2.5). For demonstration purposes, let wave-

length533 nm selected asλ1, so by coupling533 nm (indicated by open-circle symbol in

Fig. 5.2) with another wavelength which displays the sameµa (marked by dotted line in

Fig. 5.2), e.g. around460 nm, 550 nm or 570 nm, the true SO2 value can, in theory, be

obtained.

The full scale error in the SO2 calculated using Eq. (5.2.5) whenλ2 is a wavelength

chosen from the range450 nm−600 nm is shown in Fig. 5.2 (bottom). Also shown in the

diagram is a dotted line drawn across∆SO2 = 0% as a guide. The pairing ofλ2 (shown

on the x-axis of Fig. 5.2) with533 nm that produces an estimate of SO2 value of less than

−2% or greater than102% is not shown in Fig. 5.2.

Similar to the conclusions drawn in section 4.2.1, where it was mentioned that in this

case a wavelength pair measuring an equal attenuation valuemeans that theirµa values

are identical. Fig. 5.2 shows that wavelength pairs with thesameµa can be identified from
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their attenuation value (as they produce the same attenuation). This is verified mathemat-

ically in section 5.3.1.

It can be seen from Fig. 5.2 that the error in the estimated SO2 value increases as the

µa (hence attenuation) at differentλ2 is progressively dissimilar to that atλ1, which is

when Eq. (5.2.3) no longer holds. Low SO2 errors are observed in Fig. 5.2 (bottom)

whenλ2 is selected as460 nm or 550 nm or 570 nm, but these wavelengths failed to

produce∆SO2 = 0% due to the non-zero∆α as discussed in section 5.2.2. This result

shows that the data of two wavelengths are sufficient to give an estimate of fractional

concentration value of an absorber with a reasonable accuracy, but that depends on the

sampling resolution of the employed spectra because of the need to match attenuation

values.

The variation in SO2 changes theµa, and hence the attenuation value measured at

certain wavelengths, so wavelengths that measured the sameattenuation (e.g. when

SO2= 80%) will not in general have the same value when the SO2 changes. The at-

tenuation spectra for different SO2 values are shown in Fig. 5.3. Even if a wavelength

pair that can measure the same attenuation value throughoutall SO2 values existed, the

estimated SO2 value is constant (as the value estimated using Eq. (5.2.5) depends only

upon the absorbers’ extinction coefficients of the wavelength pair), so cannot be used for

oximeter. Thus, a different wavelength pair needs to be identified as the SO2 varied. The

processing of a discretely sampled attenuation spectrum toidentify these wavelengths will

now be discussed.
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Figure 5.2: (top and middle) Theµa and attenuation spectra of a modelled wavelength in-
variant scattering medium when SO2 = 80%. Also drawn in these diagram is the location
of the selected wavelengthλ1 = 533 nm (indicated by open-circle symbol). A dotted line
is drawn to show the value ofµa and attenuation measured usingλ1 = 533 nm. (bottom)
The calculated full scale error,∆SO2, whenλ1 = 533 nm. A dotted line is drawn as a
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Figure 5.3: The variation in the attenuation spectrum measured from a scattering medium
with constantµ′

s as SO2 changed from10% − 100%.

5.3 Considering a medium with wavelength-invariantµ′
s

In this section, a simplified case where the medium’sµ′
s is assumed to be a wavelength

independent constant is considered. The medium’sα is, in practice, unknown and light

attenuation is the only parameter that can be measured via the continuous intensity mea-

surement. Therefore the right wavelength pairs can only be found based on the measured

attenuation. The attenuation response of different wavelength pairs is mathematically

derived in section 5.3.1. The derivations from this sectionprovide the basis used in devel-

oping the analytical method discussed in section 5.3.2. This method involves analysing
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the attenuation of certain wavelength pairs collected in the pre-measurement stage in sec-

tion 5.3.3. The accuracy of the value estimated using this method is presented in sec-

tion 5.3.4.

5.3.1 The selection of wavelength pairs and their attenuation responses

In the case when a medium’sµ′
s is a constant value, the produced TPSF (whenµa=

0 mm−1) is non-varying with wavelength, section 2.5.3 mentioned that the measured

A can be represented by an infinite summation of TPSF cumulants, which is restated as

follows:

A(λ) = κ0 −
∞∑

n=1

κn

(−µa(λ)cm)n

n!
(5.3.1)

where all the cumulant values are non-zero. TheA versusµa relationship is a single-

valued function as demonstrated in section 4.2.1, which means that wavelength pair with

the sameµa measure the sameA. This can be proved using Eq. (5.3.1) to express the

difference betweenA of a wavelength pair as

A(λ1) − A(λ2) = −

∞∑

n=1

κn

(−µa(λ1)cm)n

n!
+

∞∑

n=1

κn

(−µa(λ2)cm)n

n!
(5.3.2)

If µa of this wavelength pair are identical (i.e.µa1 = µa2), then Eq. (5.3.2) is reduced to

A(λ1) − A(λ2) = −
∞∑

n=1

κn

(−µa(λ2)cm)n

n!
+

∞∑

n=1

κn

(−µa(λ2)cm)n

n!
= 0 (5.3.3)
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which shows that the same attenuation is measured. However,if α of a wavelength pair is

as shown in Eq. (5.2.7), using the relationship betweenα andµa in Eq. (4.2.2) to give

µa(λ1) = µa(λ2) + ∆µa (5.3.4)

Eq. (4.2.2) mentioned thatµa is related toα by a constantTa (i.e. at a specific time

point), so∆µa shown in Eq. (5.3.4) denotes the error in theµa value given by the non-

zero∆α between a wavelength pair. Using Eq. (5.3.4), the non-zero difference between

attenuation atλ1 andλ2 is given by

A(λ1) − A(λ2) = −

∞∑

n=1

κn

(−(µa(λ2) + ∆µa)cm)n

n!
+

∞∑

n=1

κn

(−µa(λ2)cm)n

n!

= −
∞∑

n=1

κn

−(∆µacm)n

n!
(5.3.5)

which shows that wavelength pair with dissimilarµa produces a non-zero attenuation

difference,∆A.

5.3.2 The search of the optimal wavelength pairs

Fig. 5.2 shows that a medium’sfa can be determined from Eq. (5.2.5) via a manual se-

lection of a suitable wavelength pair based on their attenuation value, but this approach

is impractical when the experiments involved processing a large number of attenuation

spectra. For this reason, a possible approach towards an automatic selection of the opti-

mal wavelength pairs is described here.

Wavelength pairs with the sameα can be identified for differentfa values in the pre-

experimental stage so that the optimal choice of wavelengthpair can be automatically
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determined via the analysis of the attenuation values of these wavelength pairs. How-

ever, wavelength pairs that follow the condition shown in Eq. (5.2.3) are limited by the

sampling resolution of the employed spectra, which may leadto an error in the estimated

value as expressed in Eq. (5.2.11) and shown in Fig. 5.2.

An interpretation from the derivations in section 5.2.2 andsection 5.3.1 is that theα of

the right wavelength pairs for a certainfa value would in practice be related by Eq. (5.2.7),

where the small but non-zero∆α is due to the limitation in the resolution of the employed

spectra, so these wavelength pairs able to produce a narrow distribution of ∆A values

around zero compared to those produced by wavelength pairs with large and random∆α

as given in Eq. (5.3.5). Since more than a right wavelength pair can be found for eachfa

(for absorbers’ extinction coefficients in the wavelength range450 nm−600 nm shown in

Fig. 2.3) and all these right wavelength pairs can be collected during the pre-measurement

stage and used for the analysis, a straightforward approachto find the optimal choice of

the wavelength pairs (grouped under a set) is by evaluating the sum of∆A values given

by different sets of wavelength pairs. The data of the selected set of wavelength pairs (that

produced the lowest sum of absolute∆A) can in theory be used to give an estimate of the

medium’sfa with an absolute error of less than0.5%.

The feasibility to search and group the wavelength pairs in pre-measurement stage for

the analysis is described in section 5.3.3, and the result onthe accuracy of value estimated

using the described approach is presented in section 5.3.4.
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5.3.3 Grouping the wavelength pairs

It was discussed in section 5.3.2 that more than a single wavelength pair would be col-

lected for eachfa for the analysis of their attenuation response in finding a medium’sfa. A

sufficient number of data points would also guarantee a more reliable data (derived from

the attenuation response of these wavelength pairs) used for the analysis and minimise the

possibility of obtaining a false positive result as will be further elaborated in section 5.4.3.

Theα changes with thefa value, so a different set of wavelength pairs that produced low

error in Eq. (5.2.11) when the medium’sfa varies need to be found.

Section 5.2.2 mentioned that wavelength pairs which produce ∆fa = ±0.5% as com-

pared to the setfa value are considered as acceptable. It is straightforward to identify

the right wavelength pairs for each setfa as thefa value given by different combination

of wavelength pair can be calculated from their corresponding absorbers’ extinction co-

efficients shown in Eq. (5.2.5) and it is independent of the measured attenuation value.

Thus, all the wavelength pairs that give∆fa within this limit are stored as the right wave-

length pairs for thisfa. The (set)fa value during which these wavelengths are identified

and stored is represented byfa
∗ (or SO∗

2 if the extinction coefficients of absorbers shown

in Fig. 2.3 were used) and these collected wavelength pairs are valid only for the corre-

spondingfa
∗. This is because as the setfa changes, a larger difference betweenα values

of each wavelength pair in this group can be observed, producing |∆fa| greater than0.5%

as given in Eq. (5.2.9). The search of these right wavelengths is then repeated for different

f ∗
a that varied from−2% to 102% in 1% increments. This analytical range is considered

valid in this study due to the reason described in section 4.2.1.

Once the medium’s absorbers and their extinction coefficients are identified, the right
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wavelength pairs for eachf ∗
a can be determined and stored during the pre-measurement

stage.

5.3.4 Results and analysis

Since the right wavelength pairs whose∆fa is non-zero are collected, the calculated∆A

would theoretically fluctuate around zero as given in Eq. (5.3.5). Fig. 5.4 is a demonstra-

tion of the∆A value given by certain right wavelength pairs (collected when SO∗2 = 80%)

usingα and attenuation spectra shown in Fig. 5.2. These spectra (sampled at1 nm) are

derived from a medium with wavelength invariantµ′
s and when the medium’s SO2= 80%.

For simplicity only the data ofλ1 = 530 nm andλ2 = 558 nm (indicated by red

circle), which is one of the right wavelength pairs, is examined here. This wavelength

pair gives an error of∆SO2 = 0.2% and∆A = 0.0015. The reason a non-zero∆SO2

is obtained is thatα of this wavelength pairs is not exactly identical, hence giving a non-

zero∆A as shown in Fig. 5.4 (top right). Therefore the mean ofα of this wavelength pair

calculated using the corresponding SO∗
2 value and from Eq. (4.2.3) is used in Fig. 5.4 to

plot against the calculated∆A. This is repeated for other right wavelength pairs producing

the∆A versus meanα plot shown in Fig. 5.4 (top right). Notice thatα values are plotted

(instead ofµa) because theTH value that is required in the calculation ofµa in Eq. (4.2.2)

is not estimated. This calculation ofα is important in finding thefa of a medium with

wavelength dependentµ′
s that will be discussed later in section 5.4.2.

Although the result in Fig. 5.4 confirmed the small variationin ∆A value (given by

the right wavelength pairs) around zero, there remains a need to assess the ability of the

method discussed in section 5.3.2 to find a medium’s SO2. This is again by using the
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Figure 5.4: (bottom left and bottom right) Attenuation andα spectra of a medium with
SO2 = 80%. (top right) The∆A versus meanα relationship produced by certain right
wavelength pairs.∆A = 0 (dark dotted line) is also drawn as a guide. The data of
wavelength pair:530 nm and558 nm selected for discussion in the text are indicated by
red circle and dashed line.

attenuation spectrum shown in Fig. 5.4 (bottom left). The dual-wavelengths grouped fol-

lowing the steps described in section 5.3.3 are used to give the∆A. The sum of absolute

∆A given by wavelength pairs stored in each group (associated with different SO2
∗) is

calculated and plotted in Fig. 5.5(a) against the corresponding SO2
∗.

Referring to Fig. 5.5(a), the minimum sum of absolute∆A is produced by the wave-

length pairs stored when SO∗2 = 80%. This SO∗2 matched with that used to produce the

attenuation spectrum shown in Fig. 5.4 (bottom left). The∆A versus meanα plot given

by all the right wavelength pairs collected when SO∗
2 = 80% is shown in Fig. 5.5(b).
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Also shown in this diagram is the relationship produced by the wavelength pairs identi-

fied when SO2∗ = 60%, which in theory produce large and random∆α when the true

SO2 is 80%, to serve as a comparison of the distribution of the∆A values.

5.4 Considering a wavelength dependent scattering medium

When a medium’sµ′
s varies with wavelength, the search of a wavelength pair agreeing to

the condition shown in Eq. (5.2.3) is not straightforward and cannot be identified directly

from their measured attenuation value. This is because the relationship between the mea-

suredA andµa is a multi-valued function as previously shown in section 4.3. Therefore,

the first step towards identifying a right wavelength pair from an attenuation spectrum

measured from this kind of medium is to understand how the measured attenuation varies

with a medium’sµa andµ′
s. This knowledge is inferred in the following from what is

observed from simulated results and through mathematical derivations. The viability to

express the measured attenuation mathematically is because, as mentioned in section 2.5.3

and section 5.3.1, this value can be represented by Eq. (5.3.1). But Eq. (5.3.1) is not valid

for the medium considered in this section, and a modificationto this expression is re-

quired to account for the variation in cumulants with wavelength. This is discussed in the

following.

To begin with, changes in TPSF cumulants with the wavelength-varyingµ′
s are exam-

ined. Using the plot shown in Fig. 4.5 as an example of the wavelength dependentµ′
s, a

range of different TPSFs given from an infinite slab with these µ′
s values (in the wave-

length range of450 nm − 600 nm) and whenµa= 0 mm−1 were shown in Fig. 4.7.

This surface plot of TPSF shows that the statistical properties of a TPSF changes with
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Figure 5.5: (a) The sum of absolute∆A versus SO∗2. (b) The calculated∆A versus mean
α for the group with the right wavelength pairs (stored when SO∗

2 = 80%) and wavelength
pairs collected when SO∗2 = 60%. ∆A = 0 (indicated by the dotted line) is also drawn in
the diagram as a guide.
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the wavelength of the illuminating light. Each TPSF in Fig. 4.7 is associated with wave-

length of a single wavelength light source, and the variation in the statistical properties of

each TPSF can be quantified using the TPSF cumulants values derived from Eq. (2.5.19).

Based on the deduced cumulant values, the relationship between wavelength and different

TPSF cumulants is plotted in Fig. 5.6, where for simplicity only cumulants of up to the

third order,n = 3, are shown.

Fig. 5.6 shows that instability in the gradient of a cumulantversus wavelength plot in-

creases with the order of cumulant,n. This can be understood by referring to Eq. (2.5.19)

from which the cumulant values are calculated, where it can be seen that thenth cumulant

is dependent on thenth and lower moments. The numerical instability in the calculations

of higher moments is due to the increase in the order of polynomial term (tn) shown in

Eq. (2.5.12).133 This instability propagated to the subsequent iterations via the recursive

formula used in giving the cumulant value shown in Eq. (2.5.19). The significant finding

shown in Fig. 5.6 is that the cumulants approximately decrease linearly with wavelength

when the monotonic variation in the medium’sµ′
s with wavelength is as shown in Fig. 4.5.

This trend also observed at higher order cumulants (n ≥ 4). This is useful information

and is used in the following section to deduce an expression of the attenuation given from

a scattering medium whoseµ′
s values are as shown in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 5.6: The variation in cumulants (up to the third ordercumulant) with wavelength
in the range450 nm − 600 nm. These values are calculated from the TPSFs (when
µa = 0 mm−1) shown in Fig. 4.7.
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5.4.1 The selection of wavelength pairs and their attenuation responses

Referring to the relationship between TPSF cumulant and wavelength shown in Fig. 5.6,

thenth cumulant of a TPSF measured using wavelengthλ, κn(λ), can be estimated as

κn(λ) = an + bnλ (5.4.1)

wherean and bn are constant values and represent the intercept (atλ = 450 nm) and

gradient values of thenth order cumulant versus wavelength plot shown in Fig. 5.6. Sub-

stituting the constant cumulant terms in Eq. (5.3.1) with that expressed in Eq. (5.4.1) gives

an expression of attenuation value as a function of wavelength dependentµa andµ′
s, which

can be written as

A(λ) = κ0(λ) −
∞∑

n=1

κn(λ)
(−µa(λ)cm)n

n!
(5.4.2)

= a0 + b0λ −

∞∑

n=1

(an + bnλ)
(−µa(λ)cm)n

n!
(5.4.3)

In this case wavelength pair with the sameµa cannot be identified directly from the

measured attenuation value because the difference betweentheir measured attenuation is

non-zero, which can be proved by expressing these differences using Eq. (5.4.3). Assum-

ing that a wavelength pair, i.e.λ1 andλ2, are selected as measurement wavelengths, the

difference in their attenuation value is given by

A1−A2 = b0(λ1−λ2)−
∞∑

n=1

(an +bnλ1)
(−µa1cm)n

n!
+

∞∑

n=1

(an +bnλ2)
(−µa2cm)n

n!
(5.4.4)
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whereA1 andµa1 representA(λ1) andµa(λ1), respectively. If theµa of this wavelength

pair have the same value (µa1 = µa2), Eq. (5.4.4) can be simplified to Eq. (5.4.5) which

shows that its value is a non-zero.

A1 − A2 = b0(λ1 − λ2) −
∞∑

n=1

bn(λ1 − λ2)
(−µa1cm)n

n!
(5.4.5)

In Eq. (5.4.5) the value of both the wavelengths used (i.e.λ1 andλ2) and attenuation terms

(i.e. A1 andA2) measured from experiments are known, so by normalising Eq.(5.4.5)

with the difference between the wavelengths used, it removes the wavelength terms (on

right hand side of Eq. (5.4.5)) leaving the unknowns (i.e.µa andbn) on the right hand side

as follows:
A1 − A2

λ1 − λ2

= b0 −
∞∑

n=1

bn

(−µa1cm)n

n!
(5.4.6)

Expanding the summation terms in Eq. (5.4.6) gives

A1 − A2

λ1 − λ2

= b0 + b1µa1cm − b2

(µa1cm)2

2!
+ b3

(µa1cm)3

3!
+ . . . (5.4.7)

This ratio between the attenuation difference and wavelength separation can be obtained

from the gradient value between the selected points on a measured attenuation spectrum,

and is represented in the following bymA. It can also be seen from Eq. (5.4.7) that

wavelength pairs with the sameµa will produce the samemA value. This is in good

agreement with what was shown in Fig. 4.8, where it can be seenthat wavelengths whose

µa are identical have the same gradient (i.e.mA) in A versus wavelength space.

As mentioned in section 5.3.3 a pre-measurement process is required to identify the
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wavelength pairs whoseα are identical for each SO2. The calculatedmA value given

by these wavelength pairs is then processed to determine thewavelength pair that could

reproduce the medium’s SO2 using the absorbers’ extinction coefficients of the corre-

sponding wavelength pair. This process will be described inthe next section.

Similar to the consideration of quantisation in section 5.2.2, if α of a wavelength pair

are related by Eq. (5.2.7), substitutingµa1 shown in Eq. (5.3.4) into Eq. (5.4.4) gives

A1 − A2 = b0(λ1 − λ2) −
∞∑

n=1

(an + bnλ1)
(−µa2cm − ∆µacm)n

n!
+

∞∑

n=1

(an + bnλ2)
(−µa2cm)n

n!

(5.4.8)

The gradient of this wavelength pair inA versus wavelength space is given by

A1 − A2

λ1 − λ2

= b0 + b1µa2cm − b2

(µa2cm)2

2!
+ b3

(µa2cm)3

3!
+ · · · −

∆µa∆devcm

λ1 − λ2

(5.4.9)

Here,∆dev is the∆µa dependent size of deviation in the gradient value (of two points on

an attenuation spectrum) from the value given by Eq. (5.4.7). For simplicity, only∆dev

given from cumulants up to ordern = 3 is shown here and is given by:

∆dev =

[

κ1(λ1) − κ2(λ1)cm

(
∆µa

2
+ µa2

)

+ κ3(λ1)c
2
m

(
(∆µa + µa2)(∆µa + 3µa2) − ∆µaµa2

6

)]

(5.4.10)

whereκ1(λ) representsa1 + b1λ.
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5.4.2 Processing an attenuation spectrum

Eq. (5.4.7) and Eq. (5.4.9) show that each wavelength pair yields amA value, which can

be calculated from the measured attenuation spectrum, while section 5.3.3 mentioned that

more than a wavelength pair is collected for each setfa in the pre-measurement stage. The

mA value given by different combination of wavelength pairs will be analysed to identify

the set with the right wavelength pairs. This analytical method is discussed as follows.

5.4.2.1 Approximating the attenuation change of differentwavelength pairs

It can be seen from Eq. (5.4.7) that the infinite sum of terms used in expressing the gradi-

ent value (inA versus wavelength space) is taking the form of Taylor seriesexpansion of

an exponential function with thenth coefficient is given by the gradient of thenth cumu-

lant versus wavelength plot (bn). On the contrary, Eq. (5.4.9) shows that a set of different

wavelength pairs with random and large∆dev deters the producedmA versusµa (in this

work α is used instead asTa is an unknown) relationship from following an exponen-

tial curve. Therefore, a possible solution to determine theright wavelength pairs is by

analysing the shape of the calculatedmA versusα given by different group of wavelength

pairs.

The conformity of the calculatedmA versusα relationship to an exponential curve can

be determined via a nonlinear fitting of a reference curve to the calculatedmA versusα

plot. This reference curve is represented bym′
A
and is expressed as follows:

m′
A

= exp(a + bα) (5.4.11)

wherea andb are the fitting parameters used to approximate the coefficient of the terms
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in Eq. (5.4.7). While the use ofexp(bα) may be sufficient to approximate themA versus

α relationship shown in Eq. (5.4.7), the parametera is included in this model to provide

an extra degree of freedom in the fitting process. Expanding the exponential term in

Eq. (5.4.11) gives

m′
A

= (1 + a +
a2

2
+

a3

3!
+ . . . ) + (b + ab +

a2b

2
. . . )α + (b2 + ab2 + . . . )

α2

2!
+ . . .

(5.4.12)

Eq. (5.4.11) can sufficiently be used as the reference model because, unlike the poly-

nomial equation, it includes the sum of infinite series. However, Eq. (5.4.11) is not an

exact representation of Eq. (5.4.7) as Fig. 5.6 shows that different gradients, which are

approximated by coefficients in Eq. (5.4.12), should be measured.

Demonstration of the evaluation model’s performance

The adequacy of using this model is investigated using the attenuation spectrum of a

medium with wavelength dependentµ′
s and when this medium’s SO2 is 80% shown in

Fig. 4.14 (middle plot). This attenuation spectrum and the corresponding wavelength

dependentα values are plotted in the lower left and lower right panels ofFig. 5.7. Shown

in the upper right panel of this diagram is themA versus meanα relationship given by

the wavelength pairs collected when SO∗
2 = 80% and the evaluation curve produced by

fitting of the calculatedmA versus meanα relationship using the model in Eq. (5.4.11).

The variableα in Eq. (5.4.11) is given by those used in producing themA versus mean

α relationship. The reason meanα is used has been explained in section 5.3.4. The

non-zeromA means that a differentA is measured using each wavelength pair. Taking

the data of465 nm and527 nm (indicated by gray circle and dashed lines in Fig. 5.7),
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which is one of the right wavelength pairs as an example, Fig.5.7 (lower left panel) shows

that even though these wavelengths have a similarα value, a large and non-zero∆A is

measured. This attenuation difference is due to the effect of wavelength dependentµ′
s on

the measured attenuation, giving amA value (indicated by gray solid line), which varied

with the meanα of the wavelength pair, as shown in Eq. (5.4.7). Notice that the calculated
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Figure 5.7: (bottom left and right) The attenuation andα spectra when the medium’s
SO2 = 80%. (top right) ThemA versus meanα given by all the right wavelength pairs
(plus symbol) and the fitted reference curve (open circle redline) is drawn as a guide. The
data of one of the right wavelength pairs:465 nm and527 nm selected for discussion in
the text are marked by gray circle and dashed line.

mA versus the meanα of each collected wavelength pair shown in Fig. 5.7 (top right) is,

as expected from the derivations in section 5.4.1, following an exponential curve, which
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can be reasonably approximated by the fitted reference curve(shown as the open circle

red line), but a noticeable number of outliers in the data canbe seen from this plot. The

presence of these outliers can be understood from the fact that these wavelength pairs are

collected on the basis that the produced absolute∆SO2 is less than0.5% (under a certain

SO∗
2), the non-zero|∆SO2| is given from a wavelength pair with∆α 6= 0, producingmA

value that deviates from following an exponential curve as evident from Eq. (5.4.9).

5.4.2.2 The optimal wavelength pairs and their attenuation response

From the discussion of section 5.2.2 and section 5.4.1, small difference in theα (i.e.

∆α) of the right wavelength pairs identified for anf ∗
a will be calculated when thisf ∗

a

matches the medium’sfa. The∆α values produced by this set of wavelength pairs will

be considerably smaller than that given by the wavelength pairs collected during other

f ∗
a . The non-zero∆α is discussed in section 5.2.2 as the result of the discrete sampling

interval ofα spectra that are used in this work. These wavelength pairs would produce

a mA versus meanα plot that can be fitted with the model shown in Eq. (5.4.11) with

the least error. Conversely, the group with wavelength pairsstored during otherf ∗
a have

large and different∆α values and are expected to produce amA versusα relationship that

deviates significantly from that of an exponential. It must also be mentioned that even

though the use of otherTH value in the simulation of attenuation data modifies the range

of µa andA values, it does not affect the performance of the described method. This is

because the overall trend ofmA versus meanα remains unaltered.

Therefore, by evaluating the differences between the calculatedmA versusα plot and

the fitted reference curve in Eq. (5.4.11), the group containing all the right wavelength

pairs can be identified as a group which produced the least difference between the two
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curves. This will be demonstrated graphically in the next section.

The technique described above involves analysing the gradients of different wavelength

pairs inA versus wavelength space to identify the right wavelength pairs and to reproduce

the truefa, so it is termed here as thegradient processingtechnique. A summary of

the steps and processes involved in determining the wavelength pairs which are able to

recover the truefa value in different kinds of medium considered in this study is shown

in Fig. 5.8.

5.4.3 Results and discussion

In the following demonstration, the attenuation spectrum shown in Fig. 5.7 (bottom left)

given from a wavelength dependent scattering-absorbing medium is used as an example of

measured data to investigate the performance of the method described in section 5.4.2.1.

The extinction coefficients of the medium’s absorbers used in producing this attenuation

spectrum are shown in Fig. 2.3, and this medium hasTH = 58 µmol L−1 and SO2 = 80%.

The groups of wavelength pairs stored during different SO∗
2 (i.e. f ∗

a term in section 5.3.3)

are used to producemA versus meanα plots. Each of these plots is then fitted using the

reference model shown in Eq. (5.4.11) as previously demonstrated in Fig. 5.7, the sum of

the absolute error between the calculated plot and fitted reference curve is calculated and

denoted in the following byEfit.

A plot of Efit values given by different groups of wavelength pairs is shown in Fig. 5.9(a),

theseEfit values are plotted on a log scale for clarity. The SO2 value during which the

wavelength pairs are stored, SO∗
2, are shown on the x-axis. Fig. 5.9(a) shows thatEfit has

a minimum value when SO∗2 = 80%, this suggests that wavelength pairs stored during
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Figure 5.8: Steps involved in finding the right wavelength pairs (enclosed by red-dashed
box) to recover the true fractional concentration value of an absorber in different kinds of
scattering medium considered in this study.
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SO∗
2 = 80%, which produced SO2= 80% ± 0.5%, are the group containing all the right

wavelength pairs. As the SO2 value used in producing the attenuation spectrum shown in

Fig. 5.7 (bottom left) is given by80%, this confirmed the validity of using this approach

to recover the truefa value for the case considered herein.

The ability of this technique to identify the group with all the right wavelength pairs

can be understood from Fig. 5.9(b). It is shown that the calculated plot (dark plus symbol)

followed an exponential shape, which can be fitted reasonably well using the reference

model in Eq. (5.4.11). The fitted evaluation curve on the produced relationship is previ-

ously shown in Fig. 5.7 (top right). The overall∆dev of wavelength pairs stored during

SO∗
2 = 80%, although it is non-zero due to the sampling resolution of the employed

spectra, is considerably smaller than the value produced bythose collected during other

SO∗
2.

The conformity of themAversusα relationship produced by the right wavelength pairs

to an exponential curve compared to that given by other set ofwavelength pairs is demon-

strated by taking the calculated plot produced by the wavelength pairs collected when

SO∗
2 = 10% as an example of those whoseα values are related by large and random

∆α values when the medium’s SO2= 80%. These wavelength pairs produce randomly

scattered points onmA versus meanα plot shown in Fig. 5.9(b) (indicated by red cross

symbol), which apparently did not follow an exponential trend.

The result in Fig. 5.9 shows that the described technique works reasonably well in

recovering the true SO2 value, so it is interesting to extend this investigation andapply this

method on the attenuation spectrum measured when a medium has a different SO2 value.

To do so, the TPSFs shown in Fig. 4.7 are used. The medium’s absorbers’ extinction

coefficients and the total concentration value are the same as that used for demonstration
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of the group with the right wavelength pairs (stored when SO∗
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pairs collected when SO∗2 = 10%.
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in Fig. 5.9, and the attenuation spectrum for each SO2 used in this study is given from

Eq. (5.2.12). These attenuation spectra are used to find the medium’s SO2, the error
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Figure 5.10: Full scale error in the estimated value,∆SO2, versus the set SO2. The
sampling resolution of the employed spectra is1 nm. The maximum error of3 % is
observed when the set SO2 = 69 %.

between the estimated and true SO2 are calculated and plotted in Fig. 5.10. The reason the

calculated values appeared discretised is that the estimated value is given by the discrete

SO∗
2 value during which the selected group of wavelength pairs are stored.

Fig. 5.10 shows that∆SO2 = 3% is the maximum error in the value estimated using this

method and this error is observed when attenuation spectrumfor SO2 of 69% is processed.

This error can be understood by inspecting the plot of the calculatedEfit versus SO∗2

produced during the analysis of this attenuation spectrum shown in Fig. 5.11(a). It can

be seen that the minimumEfit value is given by the group of wavelength pairs stored
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when SO∗2 = 72%. An investigation of the source of this error begins by plotting the

calculatedmA versusα relationship given by the wavelength pairs collected when SO∗
2

is 69% and 72% shown in Fig. 5.11(b) (indicated by dark plus and red cross symbol,

respectively). A comparison between these relationships reveals that a small number of

significant outliers in the plot given by wavelength pairs collected when SO∗2 = 69% could

possibly be the reason for this error as they impede a proper evaluation of themA versus

α relationship using the reference model shown in Eq. (5.4.11). The reason these outliers

are observed can be found in section 5.4.2. In this case, thiserror can be minimised by

either reducing the|∆SO2| limit or by increasing the sample size, or both. Even though a

decrease in the range of acceptable|∆SO2|, which is produced by wavelength pairs with

an overall smaller∆α, may theoretically improve the accuracy of the value estimated

using this approach (via a decrease in the number of significant outliers on the plot), it

should be without sacrificing the adequacy of data points available for the analysis. Taking

the wavelength pairs collected when SO∗
2 = 72% as an example, these wavelength pairs

would, in theory, producemA versusα relationship that do not follow an exponential curve

when the medium’s SO2 is not72%, so the number of significant outliers is expected to

increase when more data points are used. The validity of thisand the error in the estimated

value when spectra with a higher resolution are used are investigated in the following.

To investigate if the sample size is the source of the error inFig. 5.10, the number

of right wavelength pairs, i.e. the data points on themA versus meanα plot, can be

increased through the linear interpolation of extinction coefficients and attenuation data

to produce spectra with a sampling resolution of0.5 nm and the right wavelength pairs

are re-identified through the process described in section 5.3.3. The approach described

earlier is then used on the interpolated attenuation spectra to give an estimate of the SO2.
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Figure 5.11: (a) The plot of the calculatedEfit versus SO∗2 produced when processing the
attenuation spectrum for SO2 = 69%. (b) The calculatedmAversus meanα relationships
of wavelength pairs gathered when SO∗

2 is 69% and72% are indicated by plus and cross
symbols, respectively.
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The full scale error in the estimated SO2 value is calculated and shown in Fig. 5.12.

This plot showed that there are significant improvements in the accuracy of the estimated

SO2 when a smaller sampling interval is employed. This result isobtained when no

changes are made on the tolerance range of|∆SO2|. This is because the decrease in

sampling interval led to an increase in the number of collected wavelength pairs (due to

their ability to produce|∆fa| ≤ 0.5% under af ∗
a ). Consequently, more data points onmA

versusα plots are considered in the fitting process before theEfit values are calculated

and compared. This reduces the uncertainties in the estimation of SO2, so increasing the

accuracy of the estimated value.
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Figure 5.12: Full scale error in the estimated value,∆SO2, versus actual SO2 when the
sampling resolution of the employed spectra is0.5 nm.

Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.12 show that a non-zero error is obtainedat certain SO2 for the case
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when the medium’sµ′
s varies with wavelength. Since the wavelength pairs are selected

based on the closest fit in the calculatedmA versus meanα relationship to an exponen-

tial, the inadequacy of the reference model used in representing this relationship could be

the reason for the observed error. This is because wavelength pairs collected in the pre-

experimental stage were based on the calculatedfa, which error falls in the acceptable

tolerance range of±0.5%. These wavelength pairs have a non-zero∆α, producingmA

values which deviate away from an exponential. Therefore, the reference model should

account for these variation when assessing the plot given bydifferent groups of wave-

length pairs.

5.5 Considering a scattering medium with three absorbers

In the previous sections, the aim was to determine the fractional concentration value of

an absorber in different kinds of (considered) scattering media containing two absorbers,

but in practice there can be more than two absorbers in a medium. The method developed

above is based on the fact that only two absorbers are presentin a medium, so it is infor-

mative to investigate changes in the data analysis when morethan two absorbers are in a

medium with wavelength dependentµ′
s and to examine the performance of this method in

recovering thefa value.

5.5.1 Deriving fractional concentration value of different absorbers

Assuming that a wavelength dependent scattering-absorbing medium has three absorbing

species, i.e. absorber A, B and C, the medium’s absorption is given by absorptivities and
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concentration of these absorbers as follows:

µa(λ) = εA(λ)CA + εB(λ)CB + εC(λ)CC (5.5.1)

HereC andε denote absorber’s concentration and extinction coefficient in mol L−1 and

L mol−1 mm−1, respectively, while their subscripts represent the corresponding absorber.

Eq. (5.5.1) can also be written as

µa(λ) = εA(λ)CA + εB(λ)CB + εC(λ)(Ta − CA − CB) (5.5.2)

= [εA(λ) − εC(λ)]CA + [εB(λ) − εC(λ)]CB + εC(λ)Ta (5.5.3)

whereTa denotes the absorbers’ total concentration (Ta = CA + CB + CC). If fa and

fb represent the fractional concentration value of absorber Aand B, respectively, and are

given by

fa =
CA

CA + CB + CC
(5.5.4)

fb =
CB

CA + CB + CC
(5.5.5)

Using the expression offa and fb shown in Eq. (5.5.4) and Eq. (5.5.5), rearranging

Eq. (5.5.3) provides

µa(λ) = (εAC(λ)fa + εBC(λ)fb + εC(λ))Ta (5.5.6)

whereεAC(λ) representsεA(λ) − εC(λ). Eq. (5.5.6) can also be written as
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µa(λ) = αTa (5.5.7)

where

α = (εAC(λ)fa + εBC(λ)fb + εC(λ)) (5.5.8)

Previously it was shown that thefa value can be recovered using a wavelength pair

whoseα have the same value. In the case of a medium with three absorbers, however,

solving for fa in Eq. (5.5.6) by means of the relationship in Eq. (5.2.3) requiresfb to

be known, and vice-versa. Both of thefa andfb values are unknowns, so solving for

these parameters required data of at least another wavelength pair to give the second re-

lationship ofα similar to that shown in Eq. (5.2.3). Otherwise Eq. (5.2.3) would become

ill-conditioned as there can be an infinite number of solutions for the value offa andfb.134

Intuitively, thesefa andfb values can be given from a combination of three wavelengths

whoseα are identical (i.e.α1 = α2 = α3), in which more than two simultaneous equa-

tions (shown in Eq. (5.2.3)) that are required to derivefa andfb can be deduced from

theseα. Among these relationships are:

α1 = α2 (5.5.9)

α1 = α3 (5.5.10)

Substituting Eq. (5.5.8) into Eq. (5.5.9) and Eq. (5.5.10),and rearranging these expres-
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sions provides

(εAC1 − εAC2)fa + (εBC1 − εBC2)fb + εC1 − εC2 = 0 (5.5.11)

(εAC1 − εAC3)fa + (εBC1 − εBC3)fb + εC1 − εC3 = 0 (5.5.12)

whereεAC1 denotesεA(λ1)−εC(λ1). Solving Eq. (5.5.11) and Eq. (5.5.12) simultaneously

givesfa andfb expressed in terms of the extinction coefficients of the present absorbers

given by

fa =
εB1(εC2 − εC3) + εB2(εC3 − εC1) + εB3(εC1 − εC2)

(εB12 − εC12)(εC13 − εA13) + (εA12 − εC12)(εB13 − εC13)
(5.5.13)

and

fb =
εA1(εC2 − εC3) + εA2(εC3 − εC1) + εA3(εC1 − εC2)

(εB12 − εC12)(εC13 − εA13) + (εA12 − εC12)(εB13 − εC13)
, (5.5.14)

where,

εBxy = εB(λx) − εB(λy).

In the next section, an approach that can be used to determinea set of combina-

tions of three wavelengths with the sameα based on the measured attenuation spectrum

is described, and the medium’sfa and fb values are recovered using Eq. (5.5.13) and

Eq. (5.5.14), respectively. The validity of this and the accuracy of the estimated values

are also investigated.
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5.5.2 Gradient response of different wavelength pairs

It was discussed in section 5.4.1 that each wavelength pair gives amA value, which will be

analysed to find the medium’sfa value, but if three absorbers were present in a medium,

at least data at three wavelengths (i.e.λ1, λ2 andλ3) are required in the estimation offa

andfb values as shown in Eq. (5.5.9) - Eq. (5.5.14). In this work, these wavelengths are

arranged to provide aλ1, λ2 pair and aλ1, λ3 pair, producing twomA values as shown in

section 5.4.1.

Assuming that the cumulants of TPSFs measured from a wavelength dependent scat-

tering medium whenµa= 0 mm−1 are as expressed in Eq. (5.4.1), the linear variation in

these cumulants with wavelength gives an expression of attenuation shown in Eq. (5.4.3).

Based on this equation, and given that theα of each wavelength pair (i.e.λ1, λ2 pair and

λ1, λ3 pair) are related by Eq. (5.5.9) and Eq. (5.5.10) to giveµa of the same value via

Eq. (5.5.7), themA value given by these wavelength pairs can be expressed as:

A1 − A2

λ1 − λ2

= b0 −
∞∑

n=1

bn

(−µa1cm)n

n!
(5.5.15)

A1 − A3

λ1 − λ3

= b0 −
∞∑

n=1

bn

(−µa1cm)n

n!
(5.5.16)

which is as demonstrated in section 5.4.1 and shown in Eq. (5.4.6). Since these wave-

length pairs have the sameµa value, it is immediately apparent from Eq. (5.5.15) and

Eq. (5.5.16) that the samemA versusα plot will be produced byλ1, λ2 pair andλ1, λ3

pair. Hence the optimal choice of three-wavelength combination can be identified by
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means of comparing themA versusα produce by the wavelength pairs (arranged from a

combination of three-wavelength), removing the necessityof using an evaluation model

as discussed in section 5.4.2. This will be described later in section 5.5.4. But the avail-

ability of three wavelengths that followed Eq. (5.5.9) and Eq. (5.5.10) is limited by the

resolution of the employed spectra asµa of these wavelengths are more realistically to be

related by

µa1 = (α2 + ∆α12)Ta = µa2 + ∆µa12 (5.5.17)

µa1 = (α3 + ∆α13)Ta = µa3 + ∆µa13 (5.5.18)

where∆µa12 is the difference betweenµa of λ1 andλ2, and∆µa13 is that betweenµa of λ1

andλ3, and∆µa12 6= ∆µa13. Similar to that shown in Eq. (5.4.9), using the relationship

betweenµa values of these wavelength pairs shown in Eq. (5.5.17) and Eq. (5.5.18), the

gradient of these wavelength pairs inA versus wavelength space,mA, are given by

A1 − A2

λ1 − λ2

= b0 −
∞∑

n=1

bn

(−µa1cm)n

n!
+

∆µa12∆dev12cm

λ1 − λ2

(5.5.19)

A1 − A3

λ1 − λ3

= b0 −
∞∑

n=1

bn

(−µa1cm)n

n!
+

∆µa13∆dev13cm

λ1 − λ3

(5.5.20)

Here,∆dev12 and∆dev13 are related to∆µa12 and∆µa13, and the values given from cumu-

lants up to the third order are shown in Eq. (5.4.10).
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5.5.3 Identifying and storing different wavelength combinations

It is shown in Eq. (5.5.9) - Eq. (5.5.14) and section 5.5.2 that a combination of three wave-

lengths is required to determine thefa andfb values in a medium with three absorbers.

Similar to the discussion of section 5.3.3, only the combinations of three wavelengths that

produce an absolute error (in the estimatedfa andfb) of ≤ 0.5% for the consideredfa

andfb values will be collected during the pre-processing stage aswavelengths with the

sameµa (i.e. sameα) may not be available. Again, the feasibility of identifying these

three-wavelength combinations before the measurements isbecause only the absorbers’

extinction coefficient data are required in the estimation of fa andfb values shown in

Eq. (5.5.13) and Eq. (5.5.14).

All the right three-wavelength combinations are gathered for eachfa andfb to produce

two sets ofmA versusα relationships from each group of three-wavelength combinations

during the analysis. This is to increase the amount of data points, so decreasing the

uncertainties in the estimation of absorbers’ fractional concentration value as discussed

in section 5.4.3.

5.5.3.1 Description of the wavelength combinations storing process

Assuming that oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2), carboxyhaemoglobin (COHb), and deoxyhaemoglobin

(Hb) in blood are the absorbers A, B and C, respectively, in Eq.(5.5.1). The molar ab-

sorptivities of these absorbers in the wavelength range450 nm − 600 nm compiled by

Zijlstra et al.30 are shown in Fig. 5.13. The saturation of haemoglobin with oxygen (i.e.

HbO2) and carbon monoxide (i.e. COHb) are represented by SO2 and SCO, and can be

calculated from Eq. (5.5.13) and Eq. (5.5.14), respectively.
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Figure 5.13: The molar absorptivities of oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2), deoxyhaemoglobin
(Hb) and carboxyhaemoglobin (COHb). These data are taken from Zijlstra et al.30 (pub-
lished in Biomedical Optics Research Laboratory-UCL homepage).

An increase in the amount of data points can be achieved by linearly interpolating the

extinction coefficient spectra shown in Fig. 5.13, and a sampling resolution of0.5 nm

is used in the following. This is because it was noticed during this work that with the

sampling resolution of1 nm only a combination of three wavelengths is collected for

certainfa andfb, hindering a proper analysis of the producedmA versusα relationships.

Using the interpolated extinction coefficient spectra, SO2 and SCO values given by

every combination of three wavelengths are calculated fromEq. (5.5.13) and Eq. (5.5.14),

respectively. With SO∗2 and SCO∗ representing the SO2 and SCO levels during which a

combination of three wavelengths is stored, each wavelength combination was grouped by
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following the steps described as follows: First, let|∆SO2| denote the absolute difference

between the SO∗2 and the calculated SO2 (from Eq. (5.5.13)), while|∆SCO| represent

the error between SCO∗ and the calculated SCO (from Eq. (5.5.14)), the combinationsof

three wavelengths which produce|∆SO2| ≤ 0.5% for a particular SO2 level (i.e. SO∗2 =

0% to begin with) are identified.

Next, the SCO calculated from the extinction coefficients of these wavelength combina-

tions with∆SCO of less than±0.5% for a particular SCO level (SCO∗) are collected. The

calculated SO2 and SCO values are represented in the following by SO2(cal)
and SCO

(cal)
,

respectively.

This process is repeated for different SCO∗ values that are varied from0% to 102%

in 1% increments and the whole process is continued for differentSO∗
2 (SO∗

2 from 0% to

102%), but the summation of SCO∗ and SO∗2 can never exceed102%. For example, if

SO∗
2 is 30%, the maximum possible analytical value for SCO∗ is 72%, therefore only the

combinations of three wavelengths which give|∆SCO| ≤ 0.5% for different SCO∗ up to

SCO∗ = 72% would be collected.

Finally, the combinations of the three wavelengths collected for each SO∗2 and SCO∗

levels (i.e. giving|∆SO2| ≤ 0.5% and|∆SCO| ≤ 0.5% at this SO∗2 and SCO∗) are stored

as a group. The flow diagram of this storing process is summarised in Appendix D.

5.5.4 Determining the optimum group of wavelength combinations

From the discussion of section 5.5.2, the combinations of three wavelengths collected in

each group are used to produce twomA versus meanα relationships. The differences

between these curves can be evaluated to identify the group with three-wavelength com-
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binations that are able to recover the medium’s true SO2 and SCO values.

Similarly, Efit is used to represent the mean sum of the absolute error between the two

mA versusµa plots (given byλ1, λ2 pairs andλ1, λ3 pairs stored within a group). The

selected wavelength combinations will produceEfit = 0 if α of each three-wavelength

combination are identical. But if theα of a combination of three wavelengths are related

by large and dissimilar∆µa12 and∆µa13 (under a certainfa andfb values), there would

be a large difference between their calculatedmA. The size of these errors depends on the

differences betweenα (henceµa) values of the selected three-wavelength combinations,

∆µa12 and∆µa13 shown in Eq. (5.5.19) and Eq. (5.5.20).

In practice, it is unlikely to find any three wavelengths withthe sameα value for a

particularfa andfb levels, so a non-zeroEfit is expected, and the search for the group

with wavelength combinations which produced the lowestEfit value is performed instead.

This is because the combinations of three wavelengths that are able to recover SO2 and

SCO with errors of less than0.5% would have small∆µa12 and∆µa13 values. The right

set of three wavelengths can, therefore, be identified as those which produced the smallest

difference in their calculatedmA value given from the combination ofλ1, λ2 pair and

λ1, λ3 pair.

5.5.5 Demonstration of the technique

A strategy that can be used to recover a medium’s true SO2 and SCO values has been

described in section 5.5.4. The validity of this method is demonstrated in the following

on an attenuation spectrum of a medium with wavelength dependentµ′
s which gives the

TPSFs shown in Fig. 4.7 when medium’sµa= 0 mm−1. For demonstration purposes, the
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medium’s absorbers shown in Fig. 5.13 with SCO= 15%, SO2 = 80%, and the absorbers

total concentration,TH = 58 µmol L−1 are used to give the medium’sµa (with a spectral

resolution of0.5 nm) from Eq. (5.5.6). Based on the TPSFs and the calculated wavelength

dependentµa values, this attenuation spectrum is derived from Eq. (5.2.12) and is shown

in Fig. 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: The modelled attenuation spectrum given from blood with SCO = 15%
and SO2 = 80%. The variation in the medium’sµ′

s with wavelength (in the range of
450 nm − 600 nm) is shown in Fig. 4.5.

The groups of the three-wavelength combinations stored during the pre-processing

stage, as described in section 5.5.3, are used in the analysis. Theα of each three-

wavelength combination used in producing themA versusα plots is given by the mean

of their α as discussed in section 5.3.2. The SO2 and SCO used in the calculation ofα

value from Eq. (5.5.8) are given by the value of SO∗
2 and SCO∗ during which the corre-
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sponding wavelengths are collected.

5.5.5.1 Results and analysis

The calculatedEfit given from the groups of wavelength combinations stored at different

SO2
∗ and SCO∗ are shown in Fig. 5.15. For a better illustration, only theEfit calculated

frommA versus meanα curves produced by wavelengths stored for SO∗
2 of 0%, 20%, 40%,

60%, 80% and90% are shown here. The SCO∗ value during which these wavelengths are

concurrently stored are shown on the x-axis. The maximum summation of SCO∗ and

SO∗
2 is 102%, and no wavelength is collected (during the pre-measurement stage) if their

summation has exceeded102%, which is the reason why some of the plots in Fig. 5.15

appeared to have discontinued after a certain SCO∗.

TheEfit given by three-wavelength combinations stored during SO∗
2 = 80%, SCO∗ =

14% has the lowest value compared to that produced by the wavelength combinations

stored during all other SO∗2 and SCO∗ levels. This includes those (SO∗2 and SCO∗ levels)

that are not shown in Fig. 5.15. Thus, wavelength combinations collected during this

SO∗
2 and SCO∗ are expected to reproduce the true SO2 and SCO. These wavelength

combinations produced SO2(cal)
= 80% ± 0.5% and SCO

(cal)
= 14% ± 0.5%, which agree

reasonably well with the SO2 = 80% and SCO= 15% that were used in the simulations

to produce the spectrum shown in Fig. 5.14.

To demonstrate how this group of wavelength combinations isidentified through this

process, themA versus meanα relationships given by wavelengths stored during SO∗
2 =

80%, SCO∗ = 14% are shown in Fig. 5.16 (indicated by dark closed and red open cir-

cle symbols). The wavelengths stored during SO∗
2 = 60%, SCO∗ = 15% are arbitrarily

selected as an example of the group with wavelength pairs (arranged from the combina-
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Figure 5.15: The calculatedEfit given by the wavelength combinations stored during
different SO∗2 and SCO∗ levels.

tions of three wavelengths) whoseα of each pair are related by a large and random∆α

value when the true SO2 and SCO are given by80% and15%, respectively. The cal-

culatedmA given by the wavelength pairs from this group are also shown in Fig. 5.16

(blue plus and green cross symbols). These plots show that there are considerably smaller

differences between themA versusα relationships produced by the group with the right

wavelength pairs (dark closed and red open circle symbols).The errorEfit is calculated

as1.2 × 10−7nm−1 compared toEfit = 2.5 × 10−5nm−1 given by wavelengths collected

when SO∗2 = 60% and SCO∗ = 15%, where the magnitude of this error has increased to

about two folds.

Even though this approach does not consider all the points onthe measured attenuation
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Figure 5.16: ThemA versus meanα relationships of wavelength pairs (arranged from the
combinations of three wavelengths) given from the group with the right three-wavelength
combinations (stored during SO∗2 = 80% and SCO∗ = 14%) and wavelengths stored
during SO∗2 = 60% and SCO∗ = 15%.

spectrum, attenuations measured at more than one wavelength pair are considered during

the process of determining anfa value. Therefore, this technique is expected to be more

resilient to noise than the simultaneous solution of the linear equation models which uses

data of only three wavelengths. The robustness of this quantification method to noise will

be examined in Chapter 6 when it is compared with another approach that uses data of all

the wavelengths in the considered wavelength range.
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5.6 The sensitivity analysis and optimum wavelength range

In the previous sections, it was shown that the estimation ofan fa can be achieved by

processing the attenuation of different wavelength pairs.The limitation of using this

approach in characterising a medium with wavelength dependent µ′
s, however, is that it

depends largely on the variation in the calculatedmA with meanα of each wavelength

pair. The changes inµa range withfa value differed for different wavelength range as can

be seen from the spectra employed for the above demonstrations shown in Fig. 2.3, thus

it is interesting to investigate the optimal wavelength range to be used for the analysis of

a medium using the described technique and this is discussedin this section.

According to Eq. (5.4.7), if TPSF cumulants change linearlywith wavelength, themA

value given by a wavelength pair with the sameµa value can be expressed as

A1 − A2

λ1 − λ2

= b0 + b1(µa1cm) −
1

2!
b2(µa1cm)2 +

1

3!
b3(µa1cm)3 − . . . (5.6.1)

The changes in thismA value withµa can be deduced by differentiating Eq. (5.6.1) with

respect toµa as follows:

d
dµa1

A1 − A2

λ1 − λ2

= b1cm − b2µa1c
2
m +

1

2
b3(µa1)

2c3
m − . . . (5.6.2)

where it can be seen that the sensitivity of the calculatedmA depends upon theµa value

of the selected wavelength pair. Thisµa value is related to the absorbers’ fractional con-

centration as shown in Eq. (2.5.3) and Eq. (5.5.6), where changes infa value modifies the

µa value. It is desirable thatmA is sensitive to this variation so that the right wavelength

pairs, and hence the truefa value can be determined.
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By referring to the example of absorbers’ extinction coefficient spectra shown in Fig. 2.3,

the ε of absorbers in the wavelength range650 nm to 1000 nm (Red to Near Infrared

region, R-NIR) are comparatively smaller and constant than those in450 nm − 600 nm.

Therefore, theµa given from any wavelength in R-NIR does not show a noticeable change

in its value as thefa varied. This is in contradiction to the presumption on whichthe ap-

proach described above is founded, where it is assumed that wavelength pairs which failed

to reproduce the truefa value would have a large∆µa. In this case,∆µa is small hence

small variation in the gradient values as shown in Eq. (5.3.5) are produced even by the

groups with the wrong wavelength pairs, which renders the identification of the group

with the right wavelengths difficult. For this reason, if theabsorptivities of the medium

absorbers are as shown in Fig. 2.3, the quantification approach used in this chapter would

work best at wavelength range450 nm − 600 nm where theµa dependent variation in

attenuation value, which varies with the medium’sfa, is the most pronounced.

5.7 Conclusion

This chapter has presented another analytical technique which can be used to find the frac-

tional concentration value of absorbers in different typesof scattering media considered

in this study with reasonable accuracy (maximum error of3% depending upon the reso-

lution of the employed spectra). Unlike the method discussed in Chapter 4, the approach

used in this chapter offers the flexibility of choosing different wavelength combinations

which produce low error as the medium truefa changes.

It was shown in section 5.3 that if a medium has constantµ′
s, the truefa can be recov-

ered by a wavelength pair which measured the same attenuation value. If a medium’sµ′
s
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changes with wavelength, the right wavelength pairs (collected during the pre-processing

stage) can be identified by analysing the gradient value of these wavelength pairs on the

measured attenuation spectrum.

The drawback of using this approach is that the accuracy of the estimated value depends

largely on the relationship between gradients of the pointsin A versus wavelength space

and the meanα of these chosen wavelengths. Thus, insufficiency either in the number

of the collected wavelengths (due to the large sampling interval of the employed spectra)

or the employed curve evaluation model may hinder a proper evaluation of themA ver-

susα plots. Besides, this technique depends on the difference betweenµa of different

wavelength pairs,∆µa, in differentiating the group with the right wavelength pairs from

that containing the wrong ones. This is also the reason why the wavelength range where

µa variation is small whenfa changes is not the optimum choice of wavelengths for this

method.

The advantage of using this approach, however, is that it does not consider all the wave-

lengths; instead, only the right wavelength pairs collected at differentfa (andfb) level are

used in the analysis. These wavelength pairs can be collected during the pre-processing,

reducing the amount of time required during the processing of the measured attenuation.

Most importantly, other than the need to have an attenuationmodel to help understanding

how the measured attenuation varies with the medium’sµ′
s, this technique does not re-

quire any model in deducing the fractional concentration value of absorbers present in the

scattering media considered in this work. This is because finding a suitable attenuation

model via either heuristic search method or analytical solution of photon transport model,

which performance is restricted to certain media or geometries, to accurately determine

thefa value can be challenging. The performance of the method described in this chapter
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is, on the contrary, not subject to the inadequacy of the defined model at describing the

absorption-scattering processes of photons propagate in amedium, and its application is

not limited to any specific medium. The estimation of the absorbers’ fractional concen-

tration value is based only on the absorbers’ extinction coefficient values of the selected

wavelengths. While this method considers only the theoretically deduced relationship

of certain wavelength pairs to recover thefa value, another method that uses data of all

wavelengths and a fitting routine to find the truefa value is described in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6

Nonlinear fitting of attenuation

spectrum and its comparison with other

techniques

6.1 Introduction

Given that a sample has a range of possiblefa value and a known behaviour of how

scattering varies with wavelength, the search of a generic combination of wavelengths

for a specific measurement system, which produced the lowestmean error in the values

estimated using a linear equation model, was described in Chapter 4. The estimation of

an absorber’s fractional concentration value in this medium is based only on the measured

attenuation and absorbers’ extinction coefficients for theselected three wavelengths, so

the accuracy of this value depends critically on the selection of wavelength combination.

The method described in Chapter 5 considered and analysed only the attenuation value of
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different wavelength pairs selected in the pre-measurement stage during the estimation of

thefa value. It was also shown that the accuracy of the estimated value depends on the

number of collected wavelength pairs.

A common practice in the spectroscopic study of a scatteringmedium is to use forward

data (for the solution of an inverse problem) derived from photon transport models to fit

to the measured spectrum to extract the optical properties of a medium.12,16,45,56Alterna-

tively, different curve fitting models, which described theattenuation of light depending

on the medium’s optical properties, can be used to recover thefa value through the fitting

of these models to the measured attenuation spectrum. Possible models include Kubelka

Munk and the power law model described in section 2.3.2 and section 2.5.4 respectively,

and the version of MLBL used by Alabboud26 discussed in section 2.5.1.1.

An exponential model, which is not developed from photon transport model, was

briefly introduced in section 2.5.5 as a fitting model that canbe used to recover thefa

value when it was used to fit to the data from continuous intensity measurements.27 Un-

like the case when the diffusion approximation discussed insection 2.3.1 or Kubelka

Munk model is used, the validity of this model is not limited to any type of medium

geometry or experimental system. This model fitted relatively well to the measured atten-

uation spectrum,27 implying that it can adequately describe the absorption andscattering

processes of photons in the medium which give the corresponding attenuation spectrum.

It may, therefore, be of value to try and understand the physical meaning of parameters

and terms in this model by comparison with the cumulant basedattenuation model shown

in Eq. (2.5.17) whose terms have definite physical significance. The other objective is to

find an attenuation model that is more suitably used to reproduce the attenuation spectrum

(hence recovering the medium’sfa) measured from the type of medium considered in this
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study.

To achieve that, this chapter begins with a more detailed discussion of the exponential

model in section 6.2, while the role of cumulants and the connection between these cumu-

lants in describing the measured attenuation are discussedin section 6.3.1. This work is

concerned with scattering media with wavelength-invariant and wavelength dependentµs

values. The use of an exponential model on the attenuation spectrum measured from these

media are discussed in section 6.3.2 and section 6.3.3, respectively. The link between the

terms in the cumulant based attenuation model and that in theexponential model is also

established in these sections. Based on the knowledge of how the attenuation changes

with a medium’sµ′
s andµa, the criteria used in a model to account for these changes are

described and a more suitable attenuation model to be used inthis work is derived in

section 6.4. The search for the optimum value of parameters in an attenuation model is

discussed in section 6.5, and the accuracy of the value estimated using both the exponen-

tial model and the new version of attenuation model derived from this work is compared

using simulations in section 6.6. The performance of these models is also compared with

the techniques described in Chapter 4 and 5, with the results presented in section 6.7.

6.2 The exponential model (Heuristic search-based model)

The performance of the exponential model mentioned in Eq. (2.5.21) and shown again in

Eq. (6.2.1) was previously investigated using the transmittance data of a10 mm thick in-

finite slab.27 This exponential model was used to fit to the measured attenuation spectrum

to extract the medium’s optical properties values.27
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A = a1 exp(−µab1) − a2 exp(−µab2) + eµa + fµaλ + gλ + h (6.2.1)

The variablesa1, b1, a2, b2, e, f , g, andh shown in Eq. (6.2.1) are the fitting parameters.

In the case of two absorbers (i.e. Hb and HbO2) in blood, the SO2 value is related toµa

via

µa = (εABSO2 + εB)TH (6.2.2)

whereεAB = εA − εB is the extinction coefficient difference between absorber Aand B,

which represent HbO2 and Hb, respectively. Substituting Eq. (6.2.2) into Eq. (6.2.1) gives

A =a1 exp(−(εABSO2 + εB)THb1) − a2 exp(−(εABSO2 + εB)THb2) + e(εABSO2 + εB)TH . . .

+ fλ(εABSO2 + εB)TH + gλ + h (6.2.3)

In that demonstration, theµ′
s value of the slab was varied linearly from0.8 mm−1 to

1.2 mm−1 with wavelength of the illuminating light,λ and is given by:27

µ′
s = mλ − c (6.2.4)

wherem = 0.002 × 106 mm−2 andc = 0.1 mm−1 are the gradient and intercept values

of µ′
s versusλ relationship. Theµ′

s andλ are in units ofmm−1 andmm respectively,

with λ varied from450 × 10−6 mm to 650 × 10−6 mm. The photon propagation in the

medium was simulated by means of Monte Carlo simulations.27 Using the derived TPSFs

and absorbers’ extinction coefficients in the wavelength range of450 nm to 650 nm, the
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attenuation spectrum on which the exponential model was fitted to was calculated from

Eq. (5.2.12).27 This model was shown to produce anfa value with an absolute error of

less than0.3%.27 The attenuation values given by this fitting model and the accuracy of

the estimated SO2 when each of the terms in Eq. (6.2.3) is introduced into the model can

be found in the work by Rodmell.27 A demonstration of the quality of fit using this fitting

model will be shown later in section 6.6.

The terms in the exponential model shown in Eq. (6.2.1) were previously found by an

heuristic search technique and based mainly on the changes in the measured attenuation

spectrum depending on the medium’sµ′
s andµa.27 Even though this model is termed as the

exponential model in the work by Rodmell,27 to prevent confusion between the exponen-

tial model shown in Eq. (6.2.1) and the single exponential model shown in Eq. (5.4.11),

the exponential model shown in Eq. (6.2.1) is referred to in this study as the Heuristic

search-based model (HS model).

It was briefly mentioned in section 2.5.5 that this HS model reduces to the Lambert-

Beer law whenµ′
s= 0 mm−1. Two additional points should also be mentioned with

regard to the way this model accounts for the effects of lightscattering and absorption

on the measured attenuation. First, the variation in attenuation with µ′
s is described by

wavelength (i.e.λ) terms, in which a linear relationship betweenµ′
s andλ term shown

in Eq. (6.2.4) is assumed. Second, this model considers the inseparable influences of

µ′
s andµa components on attenuation by including theµaλ term in the expression. A

further understanding of the meaning of each term in this HS model can be achieved

by associating these terms to the coefficients in cumulant based attenuation model in

section 6.3.2 and section 6.3.3.
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6.3 Relating Heuristic search-based model to cumulant

based attenuation model

The attenuation value given from a spectroscopic experiment can theoretically be ex-

pressed using the cumulant generating function41 while the HS model shown in Eq. (6.2.1)

was reported to be able to reproduce the attenuation spectrum,27 so it is of interest to in-

vestigate the relationship between these two models. The light attenuation as a function

of cumulants, its statistical significance and the relationship between cumulants are dis-

cussed in section 6.3.1. This is followed by a discussion of the link between the cumulant

based attenuation model and the HS model in section 6.3.2 andsection 6.3.3. TheA ver-

susµa relationship given by cumulant based attenuation model andHS model when the

value of parameters in HS model is derived from the cumulant values is shown later in

section 6.3.4.

6.3.1 Expressing the TPSF cumulants

It was mentioned in section 2.5.3 that the cumulant generating function described the

properties of a photon time-of-flight distribution, with the latter carrying information

about the scattering and absorption processes of photons propagating in a medium. This

function is comprised of an infinite power series ofµa whose coefficients contain the cu-

mulant values. For convenience of reference, light attenuation given by the summation

of the attenuation offset,κ0, and cumulant generating function shown in Eq. (2.5.17) is

written again in Eq. (6.3.1), where the summation term in Eq.(6.3.1) can be expanded to

give Eq. (6.3.2).
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A = κ0 −
∞∑

n=1

κn

(−µacm)n

n!
(6.3.1)

= κ0 + κ1µacm − κ2
(µacm)2

2!
+ κ3

(µacm)3

3!
− . . . (6.3.2)

These cumulants are uniquely related to the moments (i.e.m) of a TPSF81 and so vary

with changes in the TPSF. They can be calculated from the recursive formula shown in

Eq. (2.5.19). The first two cumulants, which represent mean and variance of a TPSF135

are given by:78,135

κ1 = m1 = µ (6.3.3)

κ2 = m2 − m2
1 = σ2 (6.3.4)

It must be mentioned that all the cumulants are unrelated to each other. Takingκ2 ex-

pressed Eq. (6.3.4) as an example, it can be seen that the measure of the spread of this

distribution around the mean (i.e. variance) is calculatedby subtracting the mean (i.e.

κ1).136

It is shown in Eq. (6.3.2) that the attenuation is expressed as an infinite summation

of a power series ofµa which is unattainable, so there is a need to identify a closed

form expression which can approximate this function. This function has a similar form

to the Taylor series expansion of an exponential equation, but that the coefficients in

the (cumulants based) function have different values than those found in the exponential

series. Thus a more suitable attenuation model is investigated in section 6.4.
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6.3.2 Considering a medium with wavelength-invariantµ′
s

Referring to the HS model, if a sample’sµ′
s is invariant with wavelength, theλ terms

(i.e. fµaλ andgλ) in the equation, which represent the effects of wavelengthdependent

scattering component on the measured attenuation, would become constant. They can

then be included into parametereµa andh, so that this model is reduced to

A = a1 exp(−µab1) − a2 exp(−µab2) + eµa + h (6.3.5)

Since the effects of varyingµ′
s on attenuation are excluded from the HS model, it is re-

ferred to in the following as theµ′
s invariant HS model. The two exponential terms shown

in Eq. (6.3.5) are to provide more degrees of freedom, allowing a greater number of pa-

rameters to vary137 during the fitting. Expanding the exponential terms in Eq. (6.3.5) as a

Taylor series and rearranging the equation gives

A = (a1 − a2 + h)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ0

− (a1b1 − a2b2 − e)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ1

µa + (a1b
2
1 − a2b

2
2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ2

µ2
a

2!
− (a1b

3
1 − a2b

3
2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ3

µ3
a

3!
+ . . .

(6.3.6)

It can be seen by comparing theµ′
s invariant HS model and cumulant based attenuation

model that these two models have a similar form. The coefficient of the terms in theµ′
s

invariant HS model can, although not strictly true, be associated with the cumulants shown

by the underbraces. An explanation of this is provided laterin section 6.3.4. Meanwhile

it is mentioned in section 6.3.1 that TPSF cumulants are unrelated, which is the possible

reason why theeµa term is included in Eq. (6.3.6) as it is to break the link between the

coefficient of first order term (approximated byκ1) from that of the rest of the terms.

Based on the accuracy of the estimated value, it seems acceptable not to break the link
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between coefficients corresponding to higher order cumulants and this is elaborated in the

next section.

6.3.3 Considering a medium with wavelength dependentµ′
s

If the medium’sµ′
s value varied approximately linearly with wavelength, theµ′

s invariant

HS model shown in Eq. (6.3.5) is no longer valid as it does not account for theµ′
s depen-

dent variation in attenuation due to the absence of aλ term in the model. The HS model

shown in Eq. (6.2.1) is more suitable to approximate the attenuation spectrum measured

from this kind of medium.

Similar to section 6.3.2, the coefficients of terms in this model can be associated

with the cumulant values. This is achieved by first expandingthe exponential terms in

Eq. (6.2.1) and then grouping terms to give:

A = (a1 − a2 + h + gλ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ0(λ)

− (a1b1 − a2b2 − e − fλ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ1(λ)

µa+(a1b
2
1 − a2b

2
2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ2

µ2
a

2!
−(a1b

3
1 − a2b

3
2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ3

µ3
a

3!
+. . .

(6.3.7)

This equation shows that the attenuation offset and mean pathlength (i.e.κ0 andκ1) vary

linearly with the wavelength, which is indicated by the presence of variableλ in the first

and second terms in Eq. (6.3.7). If the medium’sµ′
s is as shown in Fig. 4.5, the validity

of these agrees with the results shown in Fig. 5.6(a) and Fig.5.6(b) for the relationship

between the zeroth and first order cumulants and the wavelength. Taking the parameters

associated with theκ0(λ) shown in Eq. (6.3.7) as an example, the summation ofa1−a2+h

gives the intercept value ofκ0(λ) in Fig. 5.6(a) while the parameterg is the gradient of

the plot.
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The HS model assumes terms associated with higher order cumulants (cumulant order,

n > 1) do not vary with wavelength. This is not true as all cumulants are wavelength

dependent as shown in Fig. 5.6. From the accuracy of the estimated value that was re-

ported,27 this seems to suggest that the variation in coefficients (associated with high

order cumulants) with wavelength can be ignored. A possibleexplanation of this is that

the ‘skeleton’ of an attenuation spectrum can sufficiently be described by the terms and

coefficients related to lower order cumulants, while those associated with higher order

cumulants are used to add details to the spectrum, so a precise value for these coefficients

(correspond to higher order cumulants) is not strictly required. This could also be the rea-

son why no additional parameter is included in Eq. (6.3.6) and Eq. (6.3.7) to separate the

coefficients associated with high order cumulants. The adequacy of using this HS model

in expressing the measured attenuation is further investigated in section 6.6. But prior

to that, the difference in the attenuation values given by the cumulant based attenuation

model and that from the HS model is graphically demonstratedin the next section.

6.3.4 Deriving parameters of Heuristic-search based model from cu-

mulants

Previously, it was shown that coefficients of the terms in theHS model shown in Eq. (6.2.1)

and Eq. (6.3.5) can be associated with cumulants. A test for the equality of both of these

parameters is performed in the following when the value of parameters in HS model is

solved using the cumulants. For a better illustration, the single-valuedA versusµa re-

lationship measured from a medium with non-varyingµ′
s is employed in the following

demonstration so that theµ′
s invariant HS model shown in Eq. (6.3.5) can be used. Using
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the simulated TPSF shown in Fig. 5.1, an attenuation value iscalculated from Eq. (5.2.12)

asµa varied from0 mm−1 to 0.5 mm−1, these are plotted in Fig. 6.1.

It is not possible to measure all of the cumulants (since theyare an infinite number),138

so a truncated cumulant series is used. Besides, it is also interesting to show how well a

truncated cumulant based function is able to reproduce the true attenuation values. These

cumulants are derived from the TPSF which gave the attenuation values shown in Fig. 6.1

and they are calculated from the recursive formula shown in Eq. (2.5.19). Using these

cumulant values, the value of parameters in HS model can be obtained. The number of

cumulants chosen for this demonstration is based on the quantity that is required to solve

the parameters in the HS model. The six unknown parameters shown in Eq. (6.3.6) can

be derived using a minimum of six cumulants, so cumulants of up to order 5 (including

κ0) are calculated. An example of the steps involved in deriving these parameter values

from a finite number TPSF cumulants is provided in Appendix E.The derived values are

then substituted into Eq. (6.3.5) to give the attenuation value as a function ofµa.

6.3.4.1 Results and discussion

The attenuation values given by the truncated cumulant based attenuation model andµ′
s

invariant HS model, whose coefficients are derived from a finite number of cumulants,

are shown in Fig. 6.1. The value shown inside the parenthesesin Fig. 6.1 indicates the

maximum order of cumulants used in deducing the attenuationvalue.

Fig. 6.1 shows that the attenuation value given by the truncated cumulant based atten-

uation model agreed well to the true value in smallµa region (µa range of0 mm−1 to

0.05 mm−1), but a large error in attenuation value can be observed in the highµa region.

This discrepancy is consistent with the results observed inother work,41,135 where the
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Figure 6.1: The true (solid line) and the calculatedA versusµa relationship given by a
truncated cumulant based attenuation model (closed circleline) andµ′

s invariant HS model
when its coefficients are solved using a finite number of cumulants (open circle line).

growing deviation of attenuation from the true value asµa increased implies the need for

higher order cumulants (i.e. in this casen > 5).41 This is because the high order cumu-

lants cannot be neglected as the summation of all (infinite) TPSF cumulants is required to

guarantee the convergence of attenuation given from cumulant based attenuation model

to the realA versusµa relationship.41

The coefficients inµ′
s invariant HS model are derived from only a limited number of

cumulants with all these coefficients, except those corresponding toκ0 andκ1, are con-

nected; but there are considerably lower errors (i.e. in high µa region) between the trueA

versusµa relationship and that given by this model as compared to the truncated cumu-
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lant based attenuation model. This is because, unlike the truncated cumulant series, the

exponential terms in theµ′
s invariant HS model include non-zero high order coefficients

(i.e. up to an infinite number of terms), which suppresses theerror in the highµa region.

Another interpretation from this result is that the coefficients inµ′
s invariant HS model

are not equivalent to the cumulants values. This can also be seen from Eq. (6.3.6) which

shows that the coefficient of all terms beyond the first order term in the power series are

linked. The parameter values derived from a limited number of cumulants are, therefore,

not optimal to reproduce the attenuation values. A more appropriate approach that can be

used to search for the optimum value of these parameters is described in section 6.5.

6.4 The empirically based model

As discussed in section 6.3.2 and section 6.3.3, the HS modelshown in Eq. (6.2.1) takes

the form of cumulant based attenuation model, but this modeldoes not include the varia-

tion in the higher order cumulants (n > 1) with the measurement wavelength, which can

be seen from the absence of wavelength term for coefficients associated with higher order

cumulants in Eq. (6.3.7).

So in this section, an attenuation model that can be more suitably used to reproduce

the attenuation value measured from the medium considered in this work is suggested.

Any further improvement in the accuracy of the estimated value when this version of

attenuation model is used is examined later in section 6.6. To arrive at this model, it is

necessary to understand the effects photon scattering and absorption processes have on

the measured attenuation spectrum. Based on an absorbing-scattering medium with the

µ′
s described in Fig. 4.5, changes in attenuation value with themedium’sµa andµ′

s are
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summarised below.

1. In the absence of scattering,µ′
s = 0 mm−1, the linear relationship betweenA and

µa is governed by the Lambert-Beer law and is given by

A = µad (6.4.1)

Here,d is the separation between the light source and the detector.

2. In the case of a medium with wavelength dependentµ′
s (shown in Fig. 4.5), light

attenuation varies linearly with the wavelength when the medium’sµa is a constant

value

3. If both of the medium’sµa and µ′
s are wavelength dependent, the measured at-

tenuation can be expressed as an infinite summation of power series ofµa whose

coefficients are given by the cumulant values which vary withwavelength

A fulfilment to the criterion mentioned above in point (3) canbe achieved by assuming

that in the absence of absorption, cumulants vary linearly with wavelength as shown in

Fig. 5.6 to give the attenuation shown in Eq. (5.4.3), which is rewritten in the following

for convenience:

A(λ) = a0 + b0λ −
∞∑

n=1

(an + bnλ)
(−µa(λ)cm)n

n!
(6.4.2)

Eq. (6.4.2) can also be written as

A(λ) = a0 + b0λ −
∞∑

n=1

an

(−µa(λ)cm)n

n!
− λ

∞∑

n=1

bn

(−µa(λ)cm)n

n!
(6.4.3)
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Letting the infinite summation of terms containingan (andbn in Eq. (6.4.3)) be approx-

imated by an exponential term as the latter includes an infinite summation of terms and is

able to converge to the trueA versusµa curve as shown in Fig. 6.1 gives an expression of

attenuation as

A = a0 + b0λ − f exp(−gµa) − hλ exp(−kµa) (6.4.4)

wherea0, b0, f , g, h andk are parameters to be varied. In the case whenµa is a constant,

Eq. (6.4.4) can be reduced to a linear equation, complying with the condition described

above in point (2). Expanding the exponential terms in Eq. (6.4.4) as a Taylor series and

rearranging the equation provides

A = (a0 + b0λ − f − hλ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ0(λ)

+ (fg + hλk)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ1(λ)

µa − (fg2 + hλk2)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ2(λ)

µ2
a

2!
+ . . . (6.4.5)

It can be seen from Eq. (6.4.5) that the exponential terms in Eq. (6.4.4) give non-zero and

wavelength dependent coefficient value for infinite terms, but the coefficients for all terms,

except from the zeroth order term, are linked. To break the connection between the coef-

ficient of terms in Eq. (6.4.5), which follows from the independence of cumulants from

each other as discussed in section 6.3.1, additional terms can be added into Eq. (6.4.5).

Similar to the steps taken by Rodmell27 the connection between coefficient of terms as-

sociated with cumulant of order greater than one (> κ1) is ignored here. The reason

the first cumulant (mean) is segregated from the rest has beenexplained in section 6.3.3.

Besides, an increase in the number of additional parameters to break the connection be-

tween coefficient of higher order terms in the power series would also increase the overall
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complexity of the model, so this can result in an over-fittingof the measured attenuation

spectrum.139

Thus, by adding an extra term,mµa, into Eq. (6.4.4) gives

A = a0 + b0λ − f exp(−gµa) − hλ exp(−kµa) + mµa (6.4.6)

Rearranging Eq. (6.4.6) provides

A = (a0 + b0λ − f − hλ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ0(λ)

+ (fg + hλk + m)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ1(λ)

µa − (fg2 + hλk2)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ2(λ)

µ2
a

2!
+ . . . (6.4.7)

In the absence of scattering, all parameters other than the parameterm in Eq. (6.4.6)

are zero, and Eq. (6.4.6) is reduced to the Lambert-Beer law. It is apparent by comparing

the model shown in Eq. (6.2.1) and Eq. (6.4.6) that the HS model and this new version of

attenuation model are similar, except that the coefficient of each term in the newly derived

model is wavelength dependent in order to account for the variation in all the cumulants

with wavelength. The attenuation model shown in Eq. (6.4.6)is developed based on

observation of the results and knowledge acquired in the study so it is termed here as the

Empirically based model(E-based model). This model is a closer approximation to the

cumulant based attenuation model as it is derived from the latter, so it is expected to be a

more suitable model used at reproducing the truefa value. The accuracy of its estimated

values is compared with that given by the HS model in section 6.6.
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6.5 The search of optimum value of fitting parameters

In section 6.3.4, it was demonstrated that the parameters inthe µ′
s invariant HS model

are derived from a finite number of cumulants which can, in practice, be calculated from

signals measured using time-domain or frequency-domain techniques. However, the use

of either a time-domain or a frequency-domain system is not the objective of this work.

Besides, the coefficients in HS model are not equivalent to thecumulants and the val-

ues derived from the cumulants are not optimal, which is why the produced attenuation

failed to converge to the true values shown in Fig. 6.1. The optimum value for param-

eters in a model can be found via the least square fitting or non-derivative optimisation

method.140–142While both of these methods would produce the same results in most of

the cases,140 the former, which uses derivatives and partial derivativesto find the local

minima,143 is preferable when the function to be minimised is a quadratic144 while the

latter is particularly useful when the data are noisy145 or when the function has many lo-

cal minimal as the least square method has high rates of localconvergence.141,142Both of

the unconstrained least square and non-derivative optimisation methods place no limita-

tions on the value of the estimates and are available in Matlab® function: lsqnonlin

andfminsearch, respectively. Constrained nonlinear optimisation methods can also

be used to find the optimal value of parameters in a model but boundary value for fitting

parameters is required, so it is not considered in this study. For the above mentioned

reasons, the unconstrained nonlinear optimisation methodis used in the following.
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6.5.1 The curve fitting routine

The optimisation method employed in this work uses the Nelder-Mead search146 to seek

for an optimal value for the fitting parameters to minimise the error between the attenua-

tion estimated by a curve fitting model (e.g. Eq. (6.2.1)) andone that is measured.

The fitting parameters in a model can be categorised as linearand nonlinear parameters.

The linear parameter is a parameter which changes the output(i.e. attenuation value) in a

linear way, whereas a nonlinear parameter modifies the output nonlinearly.147 Taking the

HS model shown in Eq. (6.2.1) as an example of curve fitting model, the linear parameters

area1, a2, e, f , g andh while the nonlinear parameters consist ofb1, b2 andfa in µa.

The search of the value of these fitting parameters begins by assigning each of these

parameters with a starting value. None of these values are known, so they are all set to

one. This value is chosen as other initial values have attempted and similar results are

obtained. These values are then substituted into the curve fitting model (i.e. HS model

shown in Eq. (6.2.1)) to give the attenuation values,Ac. The resolution of the calculated

Ac spectrum depends on the spectral resolution of the medium’sabsorptivity spectra. The

linear parameters change the attenuation linearly, so during each iteration of the fitting

procedure, the linear parameters are computed with the backslash operator(\) and they

are given from

k = X\A (6.5.1)

wherek is an array containing the value ofa1, a2, e, f , g andh. A is the measured at-

tenuation andX is a function ofb1, b2 andfa values. The value of nonlinear parameters

(i.e. b1, b2 andfa) are searched by the nonlinear optimisation routine. This optimisa-

tion method does not apply constraints to the value of these parameters (e.g.fa should
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be within the range of0% to 100%) but it will seek for a new value for each nonlinear

parameter according to the size of error (∆E) between the calculated attenuation spec-

trum,Ac, and the true attenuation spectrum,Am, with an aim to minimise this∆E value.

The reason the value of linear and nonlinear parameters are searched separately is that

this optimisation method works better when only a few variables are involved.148 In this

case, only the value for parameterb, b1 andfa are searched using this function. Besides,

the use of backslash operator in calculating the value of linear parameters compels the

convergence of the calculated to the true values.

If ∆E ≥ 1 × 10−20, the search for a new value for these fitting parameters would

continue and a new value is automatically assigned to each fitting parameter. With these

values, newAc values are calculated and a smaller∆E would be expected. This process is

iterated until∆E is less than1× 10−20 or when the number of iteration (N) has exceeded

1000. These∆E and iteration limits are chosen because it was found from this work that

both of these values are sufficient for theAc spectrum to converge to that which has been

measured. A decrease in the∆E limit or an increase in the number of iterations, or both,

may improve the accuracy of the estimated value, although this would also result in an

increase in the computation time. In addition, the iteration process is halted if changes

in the value of all parameters become less than1 × 10−20, where the optimal value of

each parameter is assumed to have been obtained. By the end of the iteration, the value

of these fitting parameters is updated. The returned values are given by the value of

parameters used in the final iteration. The search for the value of these fitting parameters

is summarised in Fig. 6.2.
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Calculate the attenuation values, Ac 
 Substitute the value of each parameter into the 

fitting model (e.g. Eq.(6.2.1)) 

Evaluate the size of error 

 Error,  E = ! ! "2

mc AA #   

Ac = Calculated attenuation spectrum 

Am = Measured attenuation spectrum 

Updating the value of 

parameters 

 Is  E ! 1 x 10
-20

 ? No 

Yes 

Yes 

No Is the number of iteration process, N > 1000 ? 

N = N + 1 

 The new value for linear parameters is computed 

with backslash operator 

 Fminsearch is used to search for a new value 

for nonlinear parameters 

Initialise the value of linear and nonlinear 

parameters in a fitting model 
 Each parameter is assigned with an initial value 

  (e.g. for Eq. (6.2.1):  

Linear parameter: a1 = 1, a2=1, e=1, f =1, g =1, h=1 

Nonlinear parameter: b1 =1, b2=1, fa (in µa)=1) 

 Initialise the iteration counter, N=1 

Figure 6.2: Flow diagram of the fitting routine.
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6.6 Comparison of the performance of curve fitting mod-

els

It was mentioned in section 6.5 that the search for the value of parameters in a model can

be obtained via the fitting of the corresponding model to the measured attenuation spec-

trum and the process is shown in Fig. 6.2. In this section, theaccuracy of thefa value esti-

mated via the fitting of the HS model and the E-based model to the measured signals is ex-

amined and compared using the attenuation spectra of a wavelength dependent scattering-

absorbing medium. Even though theµ′
s invariant HS model shown in Eq. (6.3.5) does not

include the variation in attenuation value with changes in the medium’sµ′
s, its perfor-

mance in terms of error in the estimated value is also shown inthe following.

The attenuation spectrum for different SO2 values (varied from0% to 100% in 1%

increments) is calculated from Eq. (5.2.12) based on the TPSFs and extinction coefficient

data shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 2.3, respectively. The oxy- and deoxyhaemoglobin are the

medium’s absorbers giving the medium’sµa expressed in Eq. (6.2.2). Substituting this

expression ofµa into the employed fitting models: HS model in Eq. (6.2.1),µ′
s invariant

HS model in Eq. (6.3.5) and E-based model in Eq. (6.4.6), so that SO2 become one of

the fitting parameters as shown in Eq. (6.2.3) when HS model isused. Notice that in the

case of a medium with three absorbers, the medium’sµa shown in Eq. (5.5.1) would be

substituted into these models.

The estimation ofTH is complicated as it is tied to other fitting parameters. An example

of these parameters, in the case of the HS model shown in Eq. (6.2.1), areb1, b2, e and

f . Even though theTH of haemoglobin components in blood would change with time,

parameters that are multiplied to thisTH would be modified during the fitting process to
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‘correct’ this value. Therefore theµa in the employed fitting models (i.e. HS model and

E-based model) can reasonably be replaced byα given in Eq. (4.2.3).

It must be mentioned that during the fitting process, each model is fitted to the attenu-

ation values inA versus wavelength space (instead of that inA versusµa space). This is

because the medium’sfa andTH that are required to give theµa are in practice unknown,

and attenuation value is the only measurable from continuous intensity measurement that

can be used to give an estimate offa value. This fitting process relies largely on the

SO2 dependent variation in the attenuation spectrum (which is most apparent in the wave-

length range of around500 nm − 600 nm as shown in Fig. 5.3), therefore, accuracy of

the estimated value depends on the precision of the curve fitting models at describing the

underlying (scattering and absorption) processes that give the corresponding measured at-

tenuation spectrum. Using the attenuation spectrum corresponded to different SO2 value,

the value of all fitting parameters including the SO2 value are returned at the end of fitting

process. This process is then continued for the attenuationspectrum for other SO2 values.

6.6.1 Results and analysis

The absolute errors in SO2 estimated by different curve fitting models are shown on a log

plot in Fig. 6.3 for clarity and the mean of these absolute errors is shown in Table 6.1.

Error in the estimated SO2, whose values are not within the range of−2% to 102%, is not

plotted in Fig. 6.3, e.g. when the set SO2 > 87% for the value estimated byµ′
s invariant HS

model shown in Eq. (6.3.5). The reason these invalid SO2 values are produced is that the

employed optimisation method does not apply boundary values to its fitting parameters.

A comparatively large error in the value produced by theµ′
s invariant HS model can be
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Figure 6.3: Error in the SO2 value estimated using different curve fitting models when
they are used on the attenuation spectrum for different SO2 (shown on the x-axis). The
error in the estimated SO2 outside the range of−2% to 102% is not shown in the diagram.

seen in Fig. 6.3 and Table 6.1. This can be understood by the fact that this model does not

account for the variation in attenuation with wavelength dependentµ′
s component. The

mean error in the estimated SO2 given by the HS model shown in Eq. (6.2.1) is slightly

Table 6.1: Mean of error in the SO2 value given by different fitting models.

Fitting model No. of fitting Mean of absolute

parameters error (%)

µ′
s invariant HS model 7 8.45

HS model 9 0.44

E-based model 8 0.307
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higher (with an error of0.14%) than what was claimed.27 A possible reason for this is the

larger magnitude ofµ′
s values and the nonlinear variation in theseµ′

s with wavelength that

are used in this demonstration. The error in the value given by this model is also shown

to increase in the higher SO2 region and appeared to have a greater fluctuation compared

to that produced by E-based model. Notice that the amplitudeof humps and dips in the

spectrum increases with the medium’s SO2 (as shown in Fig. 5.3), a possible explanation

of the observed error is that the HS model does not describe this underlying process

efficiently so producing local minimum of the function that is not globally optimal.149

It can be concluded by comparing the results given by each fitting model shown in

Fig. 6.3 and Table. 6.1 that the E-based model has slightly better performance in terms of

the accuracy of the estimated value when SO2> 35% for the case considered in this work.

The main difference between the HS and E-based models is the exclusion of the variation

in higher order cumulants (n > 1) with wavelength in the former model. But based on

the discussion in section 6.3.3 and accuracy of the computedvalues, it seems to suggest

that the effects of the variation in higher-order cumulantswith wavelength on attenuation

are considerably small and, therefore, can be ignored for the case ofµ′
s considered in this

work.

6.7 Comparing the performances of quantification ap-

proaches used in this study

So far three different approaches that can be used to estimate anfa value in a medium with

wavelength varyingµa andµ′
s values have been described, they are (1) fixed wavelengths
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technique which uses linear equation model in Chapter 4, (2) the analysis of gradient (mA)

value given from different wavelength pairs in Chapter 5, and(3) curve fitting models that

are described in this chapter. The error in thefa value estimated using these methods has

been demonstrated on simulated reflectance data for an infinite slab generated using the

Monte Carlo method.

The spectroscopic study of a scattering-absorbing medium can be performed using ei-

ther the transmittance or reflectance measurements. While both of the diffuse reflectance

and transmittance measurements can be used for the application on a bulk and thick

medium, i.e. breast,115,150 transmittance measurement can suitably be used for the op-

tical spectroscopy of a thin and weakly scattering medium.151

The results shown in Table 6.1 and Fig. 6.3 show that the E-based model is suitable

model to recover a medium’sfa value by the fitting of this model to the attenuation spec-

trum of the corresponding medium whoseµ′
s values are shown in Fig. 4.5. Therefore, the

performance of this model is compared in the following with the other methods discussed

in Chapter 4 and 5. Also used for comparison is the HS model shown in Eq. (6.2.1), as

it was previously reported to be a good curve fitting model to recover SO2 value.27 To

demonstrate the performance of the techniques described inChapter 4 and 5, the com-

bination of wavelengths469 nm, 593 nm, 600 nm, which is the best combination for

overall SO2, selected in Chapter 4 is used in the following as the fixed wavelengths to

give an estimate of SO2 using the wavelength dependent MLBL shown in Eq. (4.4.1).

Meanwhile, the groups of dual-wavelength combinations collected at differentfa value

are used to givemA values for the analysis described in Chapter 5. The techniques de-

scribed in Chapter 4 and 5 are referred to in the following demonstrations as theSolving

a linear equation modelandGradient processing method, respectively.
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Description of the medium and measurement system

The ability of these methods to recover a medium’sfa value is investigated in the follow-

ing using reflectance and transmittance data. The infinite slab with wavelength dependent

µ′
s andµa, and detector used for the measurements in transmittance and reflectance modes

in Monte Carlo simulations are shown in Fig. 6.4. The wavelength dependentµ′
s values

of this medium (in the wavelength range of450 nm − 600 nm) are shown in Fig. 4.5.

For each simulation,20 million photons are launched normally into the medium and the

propagation of photons in these media are given in Appendix C.The photon pathlength

cutoff, reflectance and refraction angles of these photons are described in section 3.3. For

the case of reflectance measurements, an annular detector with inner and outer radii of

2.5 mm and3.5 mm, respectively, is used so that the detection of surface reflected light

can be minimised, while a detector with aperture diameter,∅ = 50 mm, is employed

in the transmittance measurement. These detector sizes arechosen so that a sufficient

number of photons (i.e. more than1 million photons) are collected. The medium and

experimental system used for the reflectance measurement are the same as those used to

produce the results shown in Fig. 4.13, Fig. 5.10 - Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 6.3. These sim-

ulations produced TPSFs which are used to give attenuation spectra for a medium with

absorbers shown in Fig. 2.3. The attenuation spectrum as SO2 was varied from0% to

100% in 1% increments is calculated from Eq. (5.2.12). TheTH is either tied to other

parameters as previously mentioned in section 4.4 and section 6.6 or its changes have no

effect on the data analysis as discussed in section 5.4.2.1,so all the methods work inα

space. Each technique is applied to each attenuation spectrum to give an estimation of the

SO2 value with the acceptable analytical range of−2% to 102%. Similar to the results

shown in previous chapters, the estimated value outside this range will not be shown on
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the plot.

Side view

1 mm

2.5 mm

3.5 mm

nm = 1.33

Point source 

50 mm 

70o 

10 mm

Point detector 

Front angle top view 

Annular detector

Figure 6.4: The infinite slab and detectors used for reflectance and transmittance mea-
surements in Monte Carlo simulations.

The results are presented in three different subsections asfollows: in the first subsec-

tion, simulation data are derived from the reflectance mode measurement and the errors

∆SO2 given by different techniques are shown in section Result (1). This is followed

by the results on error in the calculated values when the techniques are used to estimate

SO2 based on the transmittance data in section Result (2). In eachof these sections, the

error in the value given by each technique when spectra with sampling resolution of1 nm

and0.5 nm are employed is presented. As mentioned in section 4.5.2, the measured data

are, in practice, subject to quantisation error and noise inthe system. For this reason,
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the robustness of the discussed techniques to noise are compared and presented in section

Result (3). A discussion of these results is in section 6.8.

6.7.1 Result (1) : Error in SO2 estimated based on reflectance data

Fig. 6.5 shows the full scale error in the value estimated using different methods based

on the attenuation spectrum for different values of SO2 measured in the reflectance mode

versus the set SO2 (shown on x-axis). The estimation of SO2 value is based on the atten-

uation spectrum with spectral resolution of1 nm (Fig. 6.5(a)) and0.5 nm (Fig. 6.5(b)).

The techniques used are the simultaneous solution of wavelength dependent MLBL using

data at469 nm, 593 nm, 600 nm (red line), the processing of gradient value of different

wavelength pairs inA versus wavelength space (closed circle green line), the fitting of the

HS model (blue line), and the E-based model (dark line) to themeasured data. The results

are discussed in detail in section 6.8.
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Figure 6.5: Full scale error in the SO2 estimated using different techniques versus the
actual SO2 (shown on x-axis). The estimation of SO2 is based on the attenuation spectra
measured in reflectance mode with spectral resolution of (a)1 nm (b) 0.5 nm.

6.7.2 Result (2) : Error in SO2 estimated based on transmittance

data

Fig. 6.6 shows∆SO2 estimated using different techniques based on the attenuation spec-

trum for different values of SO2 measured in transmittance mode versus the actual SO2

(shown on x-axis). The error in the value estimated based on spectra with spectral res-

olution of 1 nm and0.5 nm is shown in Fig. 6.6(a) and Fig. 6.6(b), respectively. The

techniques used are the simultaneous solution of wavelength dependent MLBL using data

at 469 nm, 593 nm, 600 nm (red line), the analysis of gradient of different wavelength

pairs inA versus wavelength space (closed circle green line), the fitting of data using the

HS model (blue line), and the E-based model (dark line). The reason the∆SO2 given by

the wavelength dependent MLBL appears discontinuous after the set SO2= 95% is due
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to the selection of wavelengths. A more detail discussion ofthis and the results shown in

Fig. 6.6 can be found in section 6.8.
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Figure 6.6: Full scale error in the SO2 estimated using different techniques. The esti-
mation of SO2 is based on the attenuation spectra measured in transmittance mode with
spectral resolution of (a)1 nm (b) 0.5 nm. Error in the estimated SO2 outside the range
of −2% to 102% is not plotted in the diagram.

6.7.3 Result (3) : Comparing noise robustness of different techniques

A comparison of the robustness of the techniques discussed in Chapter 4, 5 and in this

chapter to noise can be performed by modelling the noisy datafollowing the steps shown

in Fig. 4.18. The attenuation data used to produce the noisy signals from reflectance and

transmittance measurements are given by those that are usedto give the error plots shown

in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6, respectively. Different techniques are then used on the modelled

noisy signals to give an estimate of the SO2 value.

As described in Fig. 4.18,300 sets of noisy attenuation spectra are generated for each

SO2, which varied between0% and100% in steps of1%. Based on these attenuation
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spectra, the mean and standard deviation of errors given by different techniques are cal-

culated for the case when the noisy attenuation spectra are measured in the reflectance

and transmittance modes, and the results are shown in Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8, respectively.

The mean (µ) and variance (σ) of these errors are denoted byµ ± σ, these values are

shown in Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8 when the reflectance and transmittance data with spectral

resolution of1 nm and0.5 nm are used and they are summarised in Table 6.2. The noisy

reflectance data (with a sampling interval of1 nm) used in giving the results in Fig. 6.7(a)

are the same as that used in section 4.5.3, therefore similarerror in the values given by

the wavelength dependent MLBL (based on the data of469 nm, 593 nm, 600 nm) can

be seen in Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 6.7(a). Similar to that mentioned in Result (2) section, the

reason that SO2 (hence∆SO2) estimated by the wavelength dependent MLBL appeared

discontinue after set SO2= 80% shown in Fig. 6.8 is due to the selection of wavelength

combinations. A further discussion of this and the rest of these results is in section 6.8.
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Figure 6.7: Mean of error in the SO2 estimated using different methods versus the true
SO2 (shown on x-axis). These values are calculated based on the reflectance signals
measured in the presence of noise. The standard deviation ofthe calculated errors is
indicated by the size of the error bar. These mean and standard deviation are given by
the error in the SO2 estimated based on300 sets of attenuation spectra (for each SO2).
The mean error in the estimated SO2 outside the range of−2% to 102% during one of
the iterations (in Fig. 4.18) is not plotted in the diagram. The sampling resolution of the
employed spectra is (a)1.0 nm and (b)0.5 nm.
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Figure 6.8: Mean of error in the SO2 estimated using different methods versus the set
SO2 (shown on x-axis). These values are calculated based on the transmittance signals
measured in the presence of noise. The standard deviation ofthe calculated errors is
indicated by the size of the error bar. These mean and standard deviation are given by the
error in the SO2 estimated using300 sets of attenuation spectra (for each SO2). The mean
error in the estimated SO2 outside the range of−2% to 102% during one of the iterations
(in Fig. 4.18) is not plotted in the diagram. The sampling resolution of the employed
spectra is (a)1.0 nm and (b)0.5 nm.
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Table 6.2: The average of mean and standard deviation of the calculated absolute error in
the values given by different techniques based on the noisy reflectance and transmittance
data.

meanµ ± σ (in %)

Technique aR1nm
bR0.5nm

cT1nm
dT0.5nm

Solving a linear equation model4.7 ± 2.65 4.8 ± 2.5 3.37 ± 1.94 3.3 ± 2

Gradient processing method 2.7 ± 2.1 1.9 ± 1.5 2.4 ± 1.8 1.6 ± 1.3

Fitting using the HS model 0.89 ± 0.65 0.9 ± 0.67 0.64 ± 0.44 0.64 ± 0.45

Fitting using the E-based model0.88 ± 0.65 0.81 ± 0.6 0.62 ± 0.45 0.62 ± 0.45
a R1nm: reflectance spectra with resolution of1 nm
b R0.5nm: reflectance spectra with resolution of0.5 nm
c T1nm: transmittance spectra with resolution of1 nm
d T0.5nm: transmittance spectra with resolution of0.5 nm

6.8 Discussion

Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6 show that the simultaneous solution of wavelength dependent MLBL

(i.e. solving a linear equation model) has the highest overall error in the SO2 values esti-

mated based on signals measured from wavelength dependent scattering-absorbing media

in both of the measurement modes. This error is due to the selection of wavelengths when

there is an expensive tradeoff between sensitivity of the estimated value towards noise

and accuracy of the estimated SO2. The combination of wavelengths469 nm, 593 nm

and600 nm used in this demonstration was chosen in Chapter 4 based on reflectance

data for the medium shown in Fig. 6.4, thus they might not be the optimal combination

for the transmittance measurements in terms of accuracy androbustness of the estimated

value to noise. This is because the accurate estimation of SO2 value requiresµa andA of

the selected wavelengths to comply with either one of the wavelength selection strategies
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discussed in section 4.4.2. So even though a wavelength combination chosen based on

the reflectance data may have the sameα (or theirα are as shown in Eq. (4.4.21)), their

attenuation measured from the transmission measurements may not satisfy Eq. (4.4.18),

so giving an inaccurate estimation of SO2 value. This can be seen from the error plots

shown in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.8, where the estimated SO2 value exceeding the analytical

limit of −2 to 102% was observed at certain SO2 range (i.e. shown as discontinuity of the

line at SO2 of about and beyond95% and80% using the noiseless and noisy data, respec-

tively), when the data at these selected wavelengths are used to give an estimation of SO2

value. This shows that a different wavelength combination should be chosen when one

of the measurement parameters is changed. However, it was found in this work that this

method has the fastest processing speed compared to other employed analytical methods

as it considered only the data at the selected three wavelengths.

The accuracy of the value estimated via the analysis of the gradient value of different

wavelength pairs (inA versus wavelength space) collected in pre-measurement stage is

shown in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6 to improve with a decrease in sampling interval of the

employed spectra. This is due to the increase in the number ofdata points considered

during the estimation of SO2 as explained in section 5.4.3. On the contrary, the simulta-

neous solution of wavelength dependent MLBL shown in Eq. (4.4.1), and the fitting of

the attenuation spectra using the HS model and E-based modeldo not show any signif-

icant improvement in their calculated∆SO2 with the decrease in the spectral sampling

interval. This is because solving for SO2 via wavelength dependent MLBL uses only the

attenuation and absorbers’ extinction coefficients of the selected three wavelengths, while

the curve fitting models rely on the SO2 dependent variation in the attenuation spectrum

during the estimation of SO2.
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A similar trend is observed when these techniques are used onthe noisy signals. Fig. 6.7,

Fig. 6.8 and Table 6.2 show that errors given by the Gradient processing technique are

considerably large and these errors are comparable (at certain SO2 values) to that given

by the wavelength dependent MLBL when spectra with a resolution of 1 nm are used.

However, the error of the estimated value reduced by about30% with a decrease in the

spectral sampling interval to0.5 nm as more data points are taken into consideration dur-

ing the estimation of SO2 value. Other techniques do not show any noticeable change in

their performance with the improved sampling resolution.

The accuracy of the value estimated by curve fitting models shown in Eq. (6.2.1) and

Eq. (6.4.6) is consistent for different measurement schemes and spectral resolution. Their

performance are similar even in the presence of noise shown Fig. 6.7, Fig. 6.8 and Ta-

ble. 6.2, where it is shown that these fitting models produce an overall lowest error with

the least variation compared to other techniques. This implies that both of these fitting

models have sufficiently reflected the true underlying processes (i.e. scattering and ab-

sorption processes) that give the measured attenuation spectrum. Additionally, the curve

fitting method considers all the data points and depends on the SO2 dependent variation

in the attenuation spectrum in the estimation of SO2; as long as the measured data are

sufficiently sampled (in terms of number of data points), these fitting models would work

reasonably well even with noisy data. But these fitting modelsfailed to produce an esti-

mated value within the limit chosen in this work (i.e. analytical range of−2% to 102%)

when the set SO2 is at about and beyond98% shown in Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8. An ex-

planation of this is that the employed optimisation method does not apply bound to the

estimated SO2 value. This is also the reason for the discontinuity in the error line pro-

duced by the simultaneous solution of wavelength dependentMLBL shown in Fig. 6.6
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and Fig. 6.8 when no constraint is imposed on the value estimated using this method.

This problem, however, is not observed in the values given bythe Gradient processing

method because the estimated value is given by the analytical value when the selected

wavelength pairs are stored in pre-measurement stage. Hence, the estimated value can

only be within the analytical range considered in this work.

6.9 Conclusion

This chapter established the link between the terms in the HSmodel shown in Eq. (6.2.1)

and that in cumulant based model shown in Eq. (6.3.1). It is shown that cumulant can be

associated with the coefficients in the model, but they are not equivalent. In addition, the

HS model is better than the truncated cumulant based model atreproducing the measured

attenuation spectrum as it accounts for a non-zero infinite term. The developed E-based

model to account for the variation in each term in the model (associated with higher-order

cumulants) with wavelength has, although not to a great degree, improved the accuracy of

the estimated values. Besides, with the decrease in the number of fitting parameters in the

E-based model, a shorter computation time is expected during the estimation of thefa.

Based on a comparison of the techniques described in Chapters 4& 5 and this chapter

in section 6.7, it is reasonable to conclude that the processing of gradient value of pre-

measurement selected wavelength pairs in theA versus wavelength space (i.e. Gradient

processing method) is a preferrable quantification technique considering the accuracy of

the estimated value and computing time. This is because thistechnique has intermedi-

ate performance in terms of accuracy of value, noise performance and processing time as

compared to simultaneous solution of a linear equation model and fitting method. This
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technique may require working with high sampling resolution spectra to improve the ac-

curacy of the estimated values but its performance is consistent for both transmission

and reflection data in comparison to that of the wavelength dependent MLBL. Besides

this technique works with certain wavelengths, so is also theoretically more time efficient

than by fitting the HS model and E-based model to the attenuation spectrum in recover-

ing the medium’sfa. Nonetheless, the fitting of the measured attenuation spectrum using

HS model and E-based models is of preference when accuracy (of estimated value) is the

prior concern. This is due to the high accuracy of their estimated values and they are also

more robust to noise.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future work

7.1 Conclusion

In view of the fact that problems in accurately determining the concentration value of an

absorber in a medium arise when the medium is scattering and the Lambert-Beer law can-

not be applied, this thesis aimed to determine different approaches to predict the fractional

concentration value of an absorber in a scattering-absorbing medium.

This work began in Chapter 3 with a goal to solve this problem byminimising the

effects of scattering on the signals and to linearise theA versusµa plot, which can then

be approximated by the Modified Lambert-Beer law or any other developed attenuation

model. This work has experimentally demonstrated and verified the performance of polar-

isation subtraction techniques following recommendations by Lu24 and Stockfordet al.152

whose discussions and observations were based on the simulation results. This chapter

showed that the polarisation subtraction technique removed the scattering components on

the signals, producing a more linearA versusµa relationship, but several issues concern-
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ing the implementation of polarisation subtraction techniques for practical use have also

been identified in this work. These issues include the poor signal to noise ratio of the po-

larisation subtracted signals, the restrictions polarisation subtraction technique has placed

on the experimental system and the limitation of its application. For these reasons, it was

decided that the remaining work in this thesis would focus onfinding different analyti-

cal approaches to extract the true fractional concentration value of an absorber using the

nonpolarised data measured from a scattering medium.

In Chapter 4, it was shown that for the case of a medium with wavelength invariant

µ′
s, the fractional concentration value of an absorber can be recovered using the Mod-

ified Lambert-Beer law whenµa of the either two of the selected wavelengths are the

same. These wavelengths can be identified as those which measured the same attenua-

tion. However if changes in a medium’sµ′
s with wavelength is a monotonic function, the

wavelength dependent MLBL is more suitably used to approximate the variation in the

measured attenuation withµa andµ′
s. Only the data at a combination of three wavelengths

are needed in the estimation of the absorber’s fractional concentration value, but a new

wavelength combination needs to be identified when either the measurement subject or

one of the measurement parameters changes. Based on the errorderivations, this chapter

identified the strategies of optimal wavelength selection,thus removing the need of using

brute force method. The optimal wavelength combination fora range of SO2 values, a

considered measurement medium, wavelength range and experiment system was deter-

mined by examining the mean and standard deviation of error in the value given by all the

wavelength combinations using the wavelength dependent MLBL. This process, however,

is time consuming and it required all measurement parameters to be known precisely. This

chapter concluded that wavelengths which are closely spaced on theA versus wavelength
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plot are more likely to satisfy the conditions outlined in this work and produced low error

(typically about less than2 %) in their estimated value but they are susceptible to noise

on the signals.

Chapter 5 extended the knowledge of the selection of wavelengths for the quantification

of fa value in a scattering medium to the next level. Instead of having to re-identify a new

wavelength combination when one of the measurement parameters changes, the estima-

tion of an absorber’s fractional concentration value is based on the understanding of how

changes in a medium’s optical properties modify the attenuation value. This technique is

derived based on the known behaviour of wavelength dependent µ′
s andµa values. The re-

lationship betweenα and attenuation response of different wavelength pairs (inA versus

wavelength space) is approximated using the cumulant basedfunction and this approach

relied on this relationship in identifying the optimal set of wavelength pairs. It was shown

that a large number of wavelength pairs used in the analysis improves the accuracy of

the estimated value, so interpolation of the employed spectra may be needed. It was also

concluded that the wavelength region where changes inµa with SO2 are pronounced is

suitable for the analysis.

In Chapter 6, the physical meaning of parameters in the Heuristic search-based model

(HS model) are understood and they are linked to that of the cumulant based model. This

work attempted to improve the performance of this curve fitting model by including the

wavelength dependent higher order cumulants terms, which are lacking in the HS model,

without increasing the complexity of the fitting model. Basedon the results obtained

from the quantification works involving the approaches discussed in Chapter 4 - 6, it was

concluded that data processing using wavelength dependentMLBL is fast but it has the

worst performance. The Gradient processing approach has a better performance in terms
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of the accuracy of the estimated value (compared to the wavelength dependent MLBL),

while medium characterisation using the curve fitting models is more resilient to noise

in the system and their performance are consistent for spectra with different sampling

resolution.

The tradeoffs in using the techniques discussed in this workare summarised in Ta-

ble 7.1.
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Table 7.1: The tradeoffs in using the experimental and analytical techniques used in this work.

Experimental/Analytical technique Limitations Advantages

Polarisation subtraction technique • its performance depends on the quality• produce a more linearA versusµa

of polarisers and detector’s sensitivity relationship that can be represented
• produces signals with poor SNR by MLBL

Solving a linear equation model • requires a strict knowledge of • fast processing time
all the measurement parameters

• requires intensive processing prior to • analysis using only data at
experiment three wavelengths

Gradient processing method • its performance depends on resolution• does not require an attenuation
of the employed spectra model to give an estimate offa

• derivation based on the monotonical • does not depend critically on
variation inµ′

s with wavelength the experimental parameters
• works well only in region where

changes inµa with SO2 are large

Curve fitting method • requires an attenuation model • the performance is robust to noise
• valid when changes in a medium’sµ′

s • has the best performance in terms
with wavelength is monotonic of accuracy of the estimated value

• does not depend critically on
the experiment parameters
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7.2 Future work

The steps involved in determining an absorber’s fractionalconcentration value in the case

of a wavelength dependent scattering-absorbing medium using the Gradient processing

approach described in Chapter 5 are valid only when the variation in the medium’sµ′
s with

wavelength is approximately linear. This is also the case when the wavelength dependent

MLBL and curve fitting models described in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6, respectively, are

used for quantification work. This study considered only themonotonic variation in a

medium’sµ′
s with wavelength because this variation is similar to those found in human

skin, hence findings obtained from this study can be applied to oximetry. The next line

of this research is to examine the types of modification that can be made on these models

and techniques to account for other variation ofµ′
s, or to develop a technique or model

that can suitably be used for analytical work when changes inthe medium’sµ′
s with the

measurement wavelength is a random function, which is foundin most of the microsphere

phantoms.

The experimental investigation of the performance of different approaches used in this

work remains a challenge. There is a need to extend this studyso that the developed al-

gorithms can be applied on volunteers of diverse backgrounds. But this validation work

is possible only if the mean SO2 across veins, arteries, and capillaries of the human vol-

unteers are known. Several ways have been proposed by other workers such as Sæbøet

al.153 who is reported to be able to prepare blood samples of different SO2 with a chemical

agent.
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Appendix A

Simultaneous solution to the parameters

in Modified Lambert Beer law

Duling and Pittman modified the equation deduced by Twersky and referred it as the

Modified Lambert Beer Law (MLBL) as follows:3

A(λ) = G + µa(λ)d (A.0.1)

If two absorbing species (i.e. absorber A and B) are present inthe medium to give the

medium absorption as

µa(λ) = CAεA(λ) + CBεB(λ) (A.0.2)

where subscripts A and B denote that of the corresponding absorbers. Substituting Eq. (A.0.2)

into Eq. (A.0.1) so that the MLBL becomes
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A(λ) = G + (CAεA(λ) + CBεB(λ1))d (A.0.3)

It is not possible to find the absolute concentration of theseabsorbers (i.e.CA andCB)

using the continuous intensity measurements because the photon mean pathlength is un-

known, but the fractional concentration value of an absorber can be determined. The

fractional concentration of absorber A in this medium is given by

fa =
CA

CA + CB
(A.0.4)

Rearranging Eq. (A.0.3) provides

A = G + (εACa + εB(Ta − Ca))d (A.0.5)

whereTa = CA + CB is the total concentration of absorber A and B. Using Eq. (A.0.4) so

that Eq. (A.0.5) becomes

A = G + ((εA − εB)Ca + εBTa)d (A.0.6)

= G + ((εA − εB)fa + εB)dTa (A.0.7)

The value ofG, d, Ta andfa are generally unknown, but Duling and Pittman assumed

that these values are invariant with wavelength. The light attenuation measured using two

wavelengths,λ1 andλ2, are approximated by the MLBL as
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A(λ1) = G + ((εA(λ1) − εB(λ1))fa + εB(λ1))dTa (A.0.8)

A(λ2) = G + ((εA(λ2) − εB(λ2))fa + εB(λ2))dTa (A.0.9)

Eq. (A.0.8) and Eq. (A.0.9) giving a pair of simultaneous equations, using which the

parameterG can be solved and is given by

G =
A1(εAB2fa + εB2) − A2(εAB1fa + εB1)

εAB2fa + εB2 − εAB1fa − εB1

(A.0.10)

whereεAB1 denoteεA(λ1) − εB(λ1). The measurement at the third wavelength,λ3 gives

the solution offa described as follows. The attenuation measured atλ3 can be expressed

using the MLBL as

A(λ3) = G + ((εA(λ3) − εB(λ3))fa + εB(λ3))dTa (A.0.11)

Rearranging the simultaneous equation of Eq. (A.0.9) and Eq.(A.0.11) gives

A2 − G

εAB2fa + εB2

=
A3 − G

εAB3fa + εB3

(A.0.12)

and solving forfa in Eq. (A.0.12) yields

fa =
(A3 − G)εB2 − (A2 − G)εB3

(A2 − G)εAB3 − (A3 − G)εAB2

(A.0.13)

Substituting Eq. (A.0.10) into Eq. (A.0.13) to eliminateG in the equation produces
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fa =
A1(εB3 − εB2) + A2(εB1 − εB3) + A3(εB2 − εB1)

A1(εAB2 − εAB3) + A2(εAB3 − εAB1) + A3(εAB1 − εAB2)
(A.0.14)

Substituting Eq. (A.0.14) into Eq. (A.0.10) gives

G =
A1(εAB3εB2 − εAB2εB3) + A2(εAB1εB3 − εAB3εB1) + A3(εAB2εB1 − εAB1εB2)

εAB1(εB3 − εB2) + εAB2(εB1 − εB3) + εAB3(εB2 − εB1)

(A.0.15)

The value ofTa in Eq. (A.0.7) is incorporated into the parameterd, so it cannot be deter-

mined from the MLBL. The parameterdTa is simply referred to in the following asd, and

can be solved by substituting Eq. (A.0.14) and Eq. (A.0.15) into Eq. (A.0.11) to give

d =
A1(εAB3 − εAB2) + A2(εAB1 − εAB3) + A3(εAB2 − εAB1)

εAB1(εB2 − εB3) + εAB2(εB3 − εB1) + εAB3(εB1 − εB2)
(A.0.16)

In the case whenλ1 andλ2 are isobestic wavelengths, the difference between the extinc-

tion coefficient of the absorbers at these wavelengths become zero as these values are

given by

εA(λ1) = εB(λ1) (A.0.17)

εA(λ2) = εB(λ2) (A.0.18)

Substituting Eq. (A.0.17) and Eq. (A.0.18) into Eq. (A.0.14) reduces the expression offa

to
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fa =
A1(εB3 − εB2) + A2(εB1 − εB3) + A3(εB2 − εB1)

(A2 − A1)εAB3

(A.0.19)
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Appendix B

Preparing a scattering phantom

The polystyrene microspheres used in this work have the following properties:

Table B.1: Properties of a microsphere.

Properties Value

Diameter 1.4 µm

Refractive index (nsph) 1.59

Density (ρ) 1.003 mg mm−3

Based on the properties listed in Table B.1, the volume of each sphere (Vsph) is calcu-

lated as:

Vsph =
4

3
πa3 (B.0.1)

wherea is the radius of the spheres, so that Vsph = 1.43694 × 10−9mm−3. The mass of

each sphere, Msph = 1.44125 × 10−12g, is given from:
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Msphere= ρVsph (B.0.2)

The scattering coefficient,µs, of a sample can be determined by

µs = Nσsca (B.0.3)

whereN is the sphere density andσsca is the scattering cross section given by,154

σsca =
λ2

m

2πn2
m

∞∑

n=1

(2n + 1)(|an|
2 + |bn|

2) (B.0.4)

Thean andbn are Mie coefficients expressed as,154

an =
Ψn(x)Ψ′

n(mx) − mΨn(mx)Ψ′
n(x)

ξ(x)Ψ′
n(mx) − mΨn(mx)ξ′n(x)

(B.0.5)

bn =
mΨn(x)Ψ′

n(mx) − Ψn(mx)Ψ′
n(x)

mξ(x)Ψ′
n(mx) − Ψn(mx)ξ′n(x)

(B.0.6)

where,

Ψ(z) = Sn(z) (B.0.7)

ξ(z) = Sn(z) + iCn(z) (B.0.8)

Both of the parameterSn andCn denote the Riccati-Bessel function, whilex andm

in Eq. (B.0.4) represent scatterer size parameter and the mismatched refractive index be-
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tween scatterers and the medium.

In the experiments, these microspheres were immersed in thewater nm = 1.33 to

produce a mismatched refractive index ofm = 1.195. If λm = 671 nm is employed as the

measurement wavelength, the size parameter of the scatterers, x = 8.7178, is calculated

from.155

x =
2πa

λm/nm
(B.0.9)

Thusσsca is calculated as5.2959 × 10−12mm2. If µs = 5 mm−1 is required, using

the calculatedσsca value and the relationship given in Eq. (B.0.3),N is calculated as

9.44 × 105 mm−3. The mass of spheres per unit volume required to achieve thisµs value

is calculated using the following equation:

Mcal = Msphere× N (B.0.10)

which give Mcal = 1.36 mg mm−3.

In addition, using Eq. (B.0.5) - Eq. (B.0.8),g = 0.92 is calculated from:28

g =
λ2

π2n2
mσsca

{
∞∑

n=1

2n + 1

n(n + 1)
Re{anb

∗
n} +

∞∑

n=1

n(n + 2)

n + 1
Re{ana

∗
n+1 + bnb∗n+1}

}

(B.0.11)
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Appendix C

Monte Carlo simulation of photon

propagation direction and polarisation

state

The parameters in the Monte Carlo simulation which determinethe position, propaga-

tion direction and polarisation state of a photon in a scattering medium are listed in the

following sections.

C.1 Photon propagation direction

The photon propagating direction is determined by longitudinal angleθ and azimuthal

angleφ. The scattering angle decides the angle between the incoming and outgoing light

and has a value from within the range ofθ ∈ [0, π), while the azimuthal angle describes

the rotation angle around the incident light and it is in the range ofφ ∈ [0, 2π).
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C.2 Polarisation state of a photon

In the simulations, the polarisation states of the photons in a scattering medium are derived

from the Stokes vectors. The scattering angleθ and azimuthal angleφ are given by the

random number generator in Polarised Monte Carlo model (PMC),both of the Mueller

matrix and Stokes vector are updated at each scattering event to produce the polarisation

state of a photon. The polarisation state of a scattered photon is described by the Stokes

parameters,Ss = [Is, Qs, Us, Vs], as

Ss = M(θ) R(φ) S

Here,M(θ) andR(φ) are the Mueller matrix and the rotation matrix, respectively, while

S = [Ii, Qi, Ui, Vi] is the polarisation state of the incoming light. The Muellermatrix

described the interaction of polarised photons with medium.

For spherical scatterers with symmetrical properties, theMueller matrix is reduced

from 16 components down to just four parameters and it is given by:28,154,156

M(θ) =












m11(θ) m12(θ) 0 0

m12(θ) m11(θ) 0 0

0 0 m33(θ) m34(θ)

0 0 −m34(θ) m33(θ)












where
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m11 =
1

2

(
|S2|

2 + |S1|
2
)

m12 =
1

2

(
|S2|

2 − |S1|
2
)

m33 =
1

2
(S1S

∗
2 + S2S

∗
1)

m34 =
i

2
(S1S

∗
2 − S2S

∗
1)

Here,Sx is the amplitude of the scattering matri given from the scattering coefficients,

scattering angleθ and azimuthal angleφ.156 The rotation matrixR(φ) provides the pho-

ton’s position, and it transforms the global coordinate of the scattered photon from the

local coordinate of light incident on the scatterers. Thesecoordinate systems of the Monte

Carlo model are presented elsewhere,24,156andR is expressed as:156

R(φ) =












1 0 0 0

0 cos(2φ) sin(2φ) 0

0 − sin(2φ) cos(2φ) 0

0 0 0 1












It is important to note here that for the nonpolarised light,Qi = Ui = Vi = 0, so the

Stokes parameters of the scattered light are:

Is = m11Ii, Qs = m12Ii, Us = 0, Vs = 0 (C.2.1)

The photons’ position and their polarisation properties are tracked and stored each time
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the Stokes parameters are updated. The summation of the Stokes parameters of a collec-

tion of single scatterer is to produce the Stokes parametersof the scattered light.156
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Appendix D

Grouping of wavelength combinations

for the analysis of a medium with three

absorbers

The diagram describing the process of grouping and storing different combinations of

three wavelengths for the spectroscopy analysis of a scattering medium containing three

absorbers is summarised in Fig. D.1.
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SO2* = 0%, SCO* = 0%

Calculate SO2(cal), and SCO(cal) 

using different combinations of 3  s 

(e.g., {  1,   2,   3}, {  i,   ii,   iii}, …) 

SO2(cal): given from Eq. (5.5.13) 

SCO(cal): given from Eq. (5.5.14) 

Are 0% < SO2(cal) < 102% and 

   0% < SCO(cal) < 102% ?

Is | SO2(cal) - SO2* | ! 0.5% 

Is | SCO(cal) – SCO* | ! 0.5% 

Store   1,   2,   3 

for SO2* and SCO*
 

Is SO2* < 102% ? 

SO2* = SO2* + 1% 

Is SCO*+SO2*<102% ? 

SCO* = SCO* + 1% 

Stop

NO 

YES

YES 

YES 

YES YES 

NO

NO

NO

NO 

Figure D.1: The process of grouping and storing three wavelength combinations for dif-
ferent SO∗2 and SCO∗ levels.
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Appendix E

Solving for the value of fitting

parameters using TPSF cumulants

To demonstrate how the value of parameters in a fitting model can be solved using a finite

number of cumulants, taking Eq. (E.0.1) as an example of curve fitting model. Expand-

ing the exponential term in Eq. (E.0.1) as a Taylor series andrearranging the equation

provides Eq. (E.0.2):

A = g′ − a exp(−bµa) (E.0.1)

= (g′ − a)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ0

+ (ab)
︸︷︷︸

κ1

µa − (ab2)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ2

µ2
a

2!
+ (ab3)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ3

µ3
a

3!
− . . . (E.0.2)

whereg′, a andb are fitting parameters and they are the unknowns in Eq. (E.0.1). To solve

these unknowns using the simultaneous equations, at least an equal amount of cumulants

are required (i.e., onlyκ0 to κ2 will be needed).
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A = (g′ − a)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ0

+ (ab)
︸︷︷︸

κ1

µa − (ab2)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ2

µ2
a

2!
+ (ab3)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ3

µ3
a

3!
− . . . (E.0.3)

Note that

κ2 = ab2 (E.0.4)

κ1 = ab (E.0.5)

Substitutingκ1 = ab into Eq. (E.0.4) gives

κ2 = κ1b (E.0.6)

b =
κ2

κ1

(E.0.7)

Replacing Eq. (E.0.7) into Eq. (E.0.5) produces

a =
κ1

b
(E.0.8)

=
κ2

1

κ2

(E.0.9)

and

g − a = κ0 (E.0.10)

g = κ0 +
κ2

1

κ2

(E.0.11)
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